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Introduction

For the past 25 years, owners and contractors in the US energy sector have been 
optimizing front-end loading (FEL), using electronic process design and scheduling 
tools, applying lessons learned and implementing other best practices, yet 
construction project performance has not visibly improved.

Remarkably, design-stage innovations such as three-dimensional isometric 
projections delivering extra detail to engineers and field craft, AutoCAD software and 
other technologies designed to improve e�ciency have seen a wide adoption in the 
sector, yet engineering & design as a percentage of a capital project’s total 
investment cost (TIC) has not changed much on average compared to 20-25 years 
ago. 

Meanwhile, petrochemical and refining projects in the United States are becoming 
larger, more complex and more di�cult to execute just as they are beginning to 
face systemic, industry-wide risks, according to Nick Jones, management consultant 
at global management consulting firm Partners in Performance. 

New projects are faced with core issues such as owner-contractor interface 
integration, price volatility and loss of project experience as owner & contractor 
personnel – from skilled crafts to engineers and plant operators – is retiring or 
transferring to other industries. 

Moreover, the flood of capital spending on the US Gulf Coast has strained many 
project supply chains in some areas, prompting companies to turn to lower-cost 
centers abroad for engineering expertise and materials. The market for complex 
megaprojects is concentrated and mature, while the small project markets remain 
more local in character – good in some places, more challenged in others. 

Controlling capital costs, managing risk and dramatically improving project 
performance in the current market environment will take more than adopting new 
technology and best practices. To assist petrochemical & refining owners and 
engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) companies in planning and 
executing capital projects, this whitepaper presents industry players’ insights on 
some of the key project challenges and workable solutions on the US Gulf Coast, 
with a focus on:

• North American downstream companies’ response to price volatility
• Key studies, data and analysis on downstream capital project performance in   
 North America
• Sampling of the most common problems facing project execution and delivery in  
 the current marketplace
• Selection of the latest project execution & management strategies and case   
 studies from some of the major owners on the US Gulf Coast

Responding to Volatility

Even though plummeting crude oil prices are eating into the cost competiveness of 
US ethane-based petrochemical players, they have not changed the fundamental 
advantage of US ethane. Cheap crude a�ects companies’ bottom lines di�erently 
across the value chain. Some companies have pursued pure-play strategies, 
focusing on narrow sets of chemicals, while others have opted to hedge market 
volatility by diversifying their feedstocks and products.

Some refining and petrochemical companies have responded to oil and price 
volatility by reducing capital spend on some projects and focusing their e�orts on a 
narrower set of strategic, long-term investments. Others have reinforced their 
downstream investment strategy, keeping their focus on the fundamentals of capital 
discipline and avoiding short-termism. Another response has been to delay tenders 
for some services in hopes of securing lower-cost bids in a softening construction 
market.

In certain cases, owners that are looking to build new projects but have not reached 
final investment decision (FID) are proceeding with multiple project scope options 
for as long as they can in order to manage the business risk from market volatility. 

According to Shawn Hansen, manager capital project consulting at consultancy 
Asset Performance Networks (AP-Networks), this strategy could be justified if a 
company needs to keep a particular project moving, for example, to maintain a 
lease or another agreement. Otherwise, companies should be thinking about 
methodically progressing activities that reduce cost and schedule uncertainty but 
require less financial commitment.

Overall, even though margins for US ethane crackers currently remain favorable 
against oil-based naphtha plants, and project spending in the US is still robust – 
especially for pure-play chemical makers – many large petrochemical projects are 
not moving as fast as planned, some companies have rowed back on proposals for 
new cracker plants, and other projects are likely to be smaller than originally 
anticipated.
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Across the broader energy sector, the expected drop in capital spending in oil & gas 
exploration & production in 2016 will be largely o�set by still positive growth in 
refining, petrochemical, LNG and natural gas transmission projects, which will 
support demand for labor, materials and other services.

Meanwhile, many large project EPC contractors have struggled to perform in the 
more heated downstream construction market. Engineering deliverables and 
therefore procurement are often late and/or out of sequence. Home o�ce and 
value center interfaces are frequently slow or inflexible. Many experts Petrochemical 
Update interviewed for this industry paper said they think the engineering errors and 
omission rates are generally on the rise.

In this market place, controlling construction costs will be key to US petrochemical 
producers in the next few years, especially to companies that will be exporting 
much of their production and need to o�er very competitive prices. Margins are 
occasionally very tight, and companies need to ensure project costs remain under 
control if they are to recoup their capex investment.

According to Steve Cabano, president of project management consulting and 
training firm Pathfinder, some owners on the US Gulf Coast might try to re-negotiate 
the contracts with their execution contractors to get more competitive pricing in the 
less heated construction market place. While 3-4 years ago most of the companies 
in the region were pushing schedules to get a first-mover advantage, businesses in 
today’s market are primarily focusing on controlling cash flows.

According to AP-Networks’ Hansen, companies should strive to reduce the volatility 
of the business environment on the scope of their projects – for example, by 
maximizing their front-end planning – but should also have the wherewithal to 
respond to the vastly changed economics between FID and project commissioning.

Energy construction waves in the US typically follow seven-year cycles. Given that 
many of the large petrochemical projects on the US Gulf Coast take at least seven 
years from concept to commissioning – several years for front-end planning and 
about three years on average for construction – they are likely to go through at least 
one boom-and-bust business cycle before becoming fully operational. 

According to Fred Gibson, PE, PMP - director of projects at Lauren Engineers & 
Constructors, changing profit margins are currently prompting more and more 
petrochemical owners to take a longer-term view and invest in new strategies to 
improve the performance of their projects – from training craft workers to adopting 
innovative project management solutions.
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Project Performance to Date

Almost two thirds of the major capital projects in the United States do not meet their 
budgets and schedules, and most industry executives are not happy with the 
performance of their systems, according to data and analysis by AP-Networks, 
which services oil, chemical and energy companies in the Americas, Asia, Europe 
and the Middle East.

Some 72% of more than 800 capital projects (over $25 million) in AP-Networks’ 
database executed since 2002 have failed to satisfy all of their performance goals 
(+/10% of budget, +/- 10% of planned schedule and no major operability failures 
after start-up).

One in four projects in the firm’s database grossly exceeded one or more of their 
success criteria metrics, meaning that they either overran their budget or schedule 
by 30% or had a major operability failure that prevented them from achieving steady 
operations.

A recent AP-Networks survey of eight US refining megaprojects (over $1 billion) 
completed in recent years to accommodate the increased crude capacity from 
Canada’s oil sands indicates that almost all of them su�ered major problems, even 
though they had governance and assurance processes in place, including 
benchmarking and external reviews. While today’s business drivers are di�erent, 
there are learnings from the performance of these projects that are still relevant to 
the current market environment.

Six of the megaprojects built since 2006 had significant cash flow constraints and 
were delayed by more than a year. At least four experienced a regulatory delay. 
Many of the projects identified a lack of major project experience. The schedule 
delays and changes to cash flows were major contributors to the poor project 
outcomes. In the current environment, company leaderships should avoid changing 
project execution to manage cash flow or at least study the risks associated with 
doing so, according to Hansen.

The average cost overrun on six of the projects for which there is publicly available 
data was more than 30%, while none achieved the mechanical and completion cost 
within 10% of the initially announced budget.

As shown in the figure below, a recent industry trend is executing more capital 
project work during turnarounds. This is noteworthy because capital intensive 
turnarounds are particularly challenging. AP-Networks’ database of medium and 
high-complexity turnarounds executed since mid-2012 in the onshore and o�shore 
upstream, gas, refining, chemical, and power sectors shows that 32% were 
successful while 68% failed to meet their project goals (including 40% that 
AP-Networks categorized as “train wrecks”).

Common Pitfalls

Organizational capabilities are at the heart of what makes a capital project succeed 
or fail, according to AP-Networks. 

Meanwhile, the company’s analysis shows that traditional project governance and 
assurance processes are often misreporting the true state of front-end loading (FEL), 
or project definition, and instilling a false sense of confidence in decision makers, 
particularly about the quality estimate and schedule.

According to AP-Networks, checklist-driven approaches to front-end deliverables, 
the heavy focus on front-end at the expense of post-full-funds authorization 
activities, inexperience in managing big projects, lack of e�ective follow-through and 
mitigation plans to risk registers, misalignment among stakeholders and inaccurate 
estimates are among the most common pitfalls in capital projects.

Interviews Petrochemical Update has conducted with petrochemical industry 
experts show that the most prevalent challenges to delivering well-functioning 
projects safely, on time and on budget are closely inter-related and much more 
devastating for large projects, including:

• Lack of clear project objectives across all interfaces
• Incomplete or inadequate FEED execution and FEL discipline prior to sanction
• Difficulties freezing the project scope definition before engineering and   
 construction
• Mismanagement of resources
• Lack of common baseline for scheduling all aspects of a project
• Unrealistic estimates and timelines, and inadequate project controls
• Engineering slippage
• Difficulties getting the right level of skill and labor productivity
• Difficulties managing multiple interfaces on complex megaprojects and achieving  
 integration between the owner and contractor teams
• Lack of rigorous optimization process
• Difficulties matching project goals with an optimal contracting arrangement
• Difficulties defining and executing the commissioning phase
• Check-box mentality

Though the key problems and solutions vary by project and circumstances, below is 
a sampling of some of the major strategies several companies active on the US Gulf 
Coast are currently utilizing to improve di�erent aspects of project planning and 
execution.

Steam Cracker Cost as a Function of Feedstock Weight
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1. Staying on Schedule: Lessons from Freeport LNG, LyondellBasell 

FEED is often considered the single most important process in the lifecycle of a 
capital project. With its focus on coordinating between the business need, project 
strategy, scope, cost and schedule, and maintaining that link throughout the project 
life cycle, the front-end loading/front-end planning (FEL/FEP) stage could often be 
the key to executing the project within budget and on time. 

E�ective FEP can mitigate project risks through the development of detailed scope 
definition and the subsequent e�cient use of project resources.

Most FEED phase e�orts are assessed using the criteria of a handful of very skilled 
consultants. They have high-quality databases of project results based on quality, 
cost, schedule and production criteria. This data and statistical analysis allows them 
to assess the probability of project success based on certain work process factors 
and benchmarks. 

However, as this base is already covered, there are additional evaluation criteria that 
owners can employ to take the probabilities of FEED phase success to the next level, 
according to Taylor Auburg, project director at Freeport LNG. Auburg is currently 
heading a $10 billion three-train LNG export project in Freeport, Texas, designed to 
liquefy and export about 14 million tons/year of LNG.

According to Auburg, companies can advance standard practice by taking additional 
steps to evaluate the quality of the detailed work products in the FEED Package. As a 
first step, he recommends identifying the key work products from the FEED Phase 
and specifying the attributes that should be included in the final deliverables. This 
provides additional direction to the FEED Phase engineering contractor at the start 
of the Phase. It also provides a quantified baseline for scoring the quality of the work 
products in the final FEED Package.

This step increases the probability of success coming out of the FEED Phase by not 
only ensuring compliance with the work processes (as assessed by the consultants), 
but also by making sure the work products meet the requirements of the 
subsequent phases of the project. According to Auburg, in addition to using 
consultant evaluations, owners should take the time to specify their own success 
criteria and quantify compliance in an equally rigorous manner.

Schedule control is controlling time, hence cost. Quality expectations must also be 
met in accordance with the schedule. 

Maintaining the pace of the project is the most important attribute in determining 
the final outcomes, Auburg said.

According to him, the industry's normal schedule conventions make managing the 
project time more di�cult. Level 3 Schedules can be 300-500 pages long, are not 
digestible and are rarely read. Project teams rely on their schedulers to tell them 
what they need to know. The engineering and construction sections typically follow 
a common format. The work in each process or utility unit is broken down by 
discipline or craft. Though separated by as many as 200 pages of procurement 
activities, you can (with a little work) follow the sequence of events from 
engineering through mechanical completion. 

According to Auburg, the conventional structure of the procurement and 
subcontracting activities creates a gap in the project teams' ability to follow the trail. 
Procurement and contracts are typically based on type, commodity and service. 
They do not communicate what is happening in the same basis as the engineering 
and construction work e�orts. 

Auburg suggests that companies take additional time to code the procurement of 
the major deliverables by the same units used in the WBS for engineering and 
construction. This will enable everyone concerned to see all aspects of the delivery 
of a process unit on no more than 3-5 pages. Starting and maintaining the schedule 
with the flexibility to easily view the status of each process unit also simplifies the 
transition to the completion based on process systems in the commissioning phase. 
E�ective time management and using additional criteria to assess the project at the 
end of the FEED Phase, among others, have allowed Freeport LNG to maintain its 
schedule and plan on its three-train LNG export project in Texas.

According to Auburg, other strategies that can be employed to enhance the success 
of projects include: using the same philosophy for lump-summing the contractors 
to have PMT services provided on a lump-sum basis; quantifying productivity and 
schedule attainment by the PMT to the same level of detail as that employed for the 
contractors; deeper distribution of incentives to enhance the probability of meeting 
desired outcomes; and providing rewards upon the successful completion of a 
project to maintain continuity of personnel.

Involving the contractors early in the project life cycle has also helped LyondellBasell 
maintain schedule on their current 1 billion pounds/year polyethylene project in La 
Porte, Texas and the recently announced propylene oxide/tertiary butyl alcohol (1 
billion pounds/year of PO and 2 billion pounds/year of TBA) plant, scheduled to start 
up in 2020 in Channelview, Texas, according to Patrick McFall, director project 
management Services at LyondellBasell. Both projects are currently undergoing 
front-end engineering and design (FEED).

Bringing the construction personnel prior to FEL 3 allowed the contractors to assist 
LyondellBasell with developing constructability reviews, the paths of construction 
and the overall schedule as early as the FEED stage. Though this additional due 
diligence during FEED could cost more and stretches the timeline, McFall said that 
the projects will start seeing the dividends from the more detailed upfront work by 
2018-2019.

Moreover, according to Pathfinder’s Cabano, owner companies should lock in their 
contracting arrangements as early as FEL 1 instead of waiting until the authorization 
phase, since most producers in the current market place do not have the technical 
expertise to create good FEL 2 and FEL 3 packages or administer construction 
projects on their own. Locking in quality contractors early and holding on to them 
throughout the lifetime of a project, even at a higher expense, is especially crucial in 
heated construction markets.

Early and continuous engagement of all stakeholders is critical, according to 
Cabano. This includes not only the direct project personnel, but also the business 
representatives, operations, maintenance and other interfaces such as the local 
communities, regulators and possibly even activist groups that may not be totally 
onboard with the project moving forward. Engaging these resources early and often 
in the project development and execution process assures alignment and minimizes 
late intervention by the parties, which often stimulates late changes and schedule 
delays.

2. New Approach to Team Integration

Delivering capital projects hinges upon team alignment and e�ective 
communication. In today’s modern age, we rely heavily on electronic means of 
communication that may fail to deliver the total message and result in bad decision 
making, team misalignment and ultimately poor project performance. The level of 
integration and engagement between the owner teams and the contractor teams is 
often one of the key di�erentiators between successful and unsuccessful capital 
projects.

Owner and contractor teams have become very siloed, according to Lauren's Fred 
Gibson, which prevents innovative ideas from getting implemented due to poor 
communication, misaligned incentives or lack of openness among the di�erent 
project interfaces. Tighter margins and tougher contracts that don’t allocate the 
project risk adequately, Gibson said, have also disincentivized many contractors and 
owners from actively cooperating and exploring synergies.

Lauren Engineers & Constructors is building a unified organization and project 
execution process that includes engineer, contractor and owner to enhance the 
lines of communication and improve team alignment. This strategy “puts the best 
player in the best seat,” regardless of the company, giving them the mandate to 
execute the project activities that they are best suited for.

Integrated project teams have to participate actively starting in scope development, 
have decision-making authority for their function and carry out specific 
responsibilities as defined and understood by all team members.

Lauren has made its integrated team approach a core part of its current project 
proposals. The company’s bids detail how it envisions the project execution, 
outlining the team and organization structure, how the personnel will be located, 
over what time period, and the number of people allocated for each position or 
activity, among others. 

“It is specific, but outlining the plan and expectations, and being aligned with both 
the owner and the engineer upfront is a key to success in making that happen,” 
Gibson said.

This approach has allowed Lauren to deliver projects more smoothly, communicate 
directly and simultaneously with both the engineer and the owner, reduce the 
communication time to process requests for information or change, accelerate 
schedule, improve transparency and sta� the job more appropriately. It has also 
improved the overall quality, enabling Lauren to optimize its budget, schedule and 
performance risks compared to more conventional execution approaches. 

Moreover, RLG International, a Vancouver-based performance improvement 
consulting company, has developed management processes to improve project 
leadership, accountability and performance: firstly, Operating Rhythm (OR™), a 
series of key interactions between leaders and front-line operations to provide them 
with the competency and confidence to e�ectively execute to maximize their 
organization’s results; and secondly, Theoretical Maximum Performance (TMP™), a 
process for engaging crews and contractors with a proactive and systematic 
approach to increase involvement, commitment and ownership, while ensuring 
rigorous planning and performance feedback.

Both TMP™ and OR™ have been applied to a series of refinery & petrochemical 
upgrade projects with companies including Chevron, Tesoro, Chevron Phillips 
Chemical, NOVA Chemicals and LyondellBasell, among others. These processes 
enable integrated project teams to review their planning milestones and Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs), following a tight accountability rhythm to ensure 
better planning, proper quality and further schedule execution, according to RLG’s 
Executive Vice President Rick Heyland.

RLG recently completed a successful turnaround on Tesoro Petroleum 
Corporation’s Steam Plant Complex in Martinez, California that, according to Tom 
Lu, refinery manager at the facility, introduced a new level of project management 
discipline to the project’s FEL Planning process using Metrics, Operating Rhythm and 
Optimization activities. The project teams executed the outage five days ahead of 
schedule and delivered the project under budget with zero recordable injuries and 
zero flaring events.

Heyland said that more petrochemical owners in North America are opening up to 
such solutions, as they are moving toward a larger ownership and tighter control 
over their projects.

NOVA Chemicals  for example, have specifically included RLG International and its 
performance improvement approach into their recent contracts with EPC 
companies.  In addition to including incentives and penalties for specific project 
targets, the contracts also outline in detail how di�erent project teams should 
coordinate their work by following and tracking clear KPIs, performing monthly 
business reviews and adhering to operating & accountability rhythm activities 
through RLG’s processes and methodologies.

Dow Chemical’s project productivity plan

To reduce costs and improve its capital project and expansion project productivity, 
the Dow Chemical Company has been optimizing its work processes for about 20 
years, said Deborah McNeil, project productivity program manager at Dow, at a 
Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

On the systems side, the company has invested in smart-plan 3D models and 
associated engineering tools, including a new SAP Solution software.

Dow Chemical usually performs about 30-70% of its engineering in-house, 
outsources the rest during project peaks and brings it back in-house during the 
chemical trials. The company would typically conduct its own FEL, procurement 
and construction management, and outsource the construction labor on its 
projects.

To coordinate all project functions, Dow has started an Information and Material 
Flow Optimization Project (IMFOP) across the project lifecycle – from the FEL to the 
hand-o� to the Operations & Maintenance, including Facility Data Maintenance 
agreements to support the “next” project, McNeil said.

The program plans to create a single data entry point for its capital project activities, 
align the data definition and understand who owns it across the project lifecycle, as 
well as reduce the manual re-entry of data, simplify its data gathering and reporting, 
and understand how and what information is used downstream in the project cycle.

Dow is also using the IMFOP vision to optimize how to combine data documents 
and image “packaging” to drive increased productivity of all disciplines and functions, 
McNeil said.
Moreover, since materials and construction labor account for the biggest expenses 
in its capital execution, Dow is changing the way it designs and procures for projects 
in order to improve the construction productivity and O&M performance of its 
assets.

To do so, it is going to the back-end of its work process to first help the engineering 
teams understand the needs of the O&M teams, and then moves up the project 
supply chain to understand the processes that construction needs to build, any 
additional materials it needs to buy, as well as any out-standing deliverables 
engineering needs in order to accomplish the design.

“The turnover of data has to start early, before engineering is even done. What we 
are discovering is that the maintenance data of a plant in our system needs to occur 
back in early detailed design, before we even start buying equipment,” McNeil said.

“We have several questions around what the software vendors do – we have to be 
able to understand what data we have already passed downstream to another 
system and how we manage change around that data as decisions get made and 
things get changed as design evolves. The whole change of management at the 
data level is where technology really helps.”

3. Advanced Work Packaging

Engineering slippage is averaging 40% across small, medium, large, mega and giga 
projects, and very few companies have an e�ective gate at this milestone, according 
to Independent Project Analysis (IPA), a global consultancy in project evaluation and 
project system benchmarking. In these cases, engineering slippage would often spill 
over into procurement delays, plummeting design quality and decreasing labor 
productivity, with snowball e�ects on field construction.

To improve their capital projects, petrochemical and refining companies on the US 
Gulf Cost should adopt a “construction-driven engineering approach,” according to 
a senior expert from Bentley Systems. Bentley has partnered with the IPA to develop 
an Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) philosophy, roadmap and tools to utilize 
construction-driven engineering in both planning and direct project execution. 

The solution monitors the engineering work packages – for example, vendor 
documentation - making sure they are of high quality, follow the proper metrics, are 
properly sequenced based on the path of construction, and can be corrected on 
time if needed.

AWP requires a systematic approach to facilitate the technology and best practice 
deployment across the project lifecycle. It calls for an exchange of information 
between engineering, construction, commissioning and handover, with the work 
packages serving as the unit of that information exchange, according to Bentley.

Many of the energy projects that are proceeding in the current market place, 
especially large projects over $500 million, are making a go of using the AWP best 
practices developed and validated by the CII and implemented by a number of 
di�erent vendors, contractors and consultants. 

In mid-2015, for example, Shell announced that it will begin developing a suite of 
AWP-based data centric solutions, called ProjectVantage, to drive down cost 
inflation in the design, construction and engineering of its projects.

The ProjectVantage framework provides an integrated data-centric platform to 
deliver safer, faster and better capital projects. These components are integrated and 
are designed to enable data consistency across suppliers and engineering 
disciplines. 

The company said it expects to see key savings in design and engineering from the 
single-source availability of up-to-date design information, semi-automated data 
validation, and consistency checking across disciplines, locations and contractors. 

Meanwhile, in January 2016, Williams Energy Canada also announced it had chosen 
Bentley’s ConstructSim software – which is designed to enable and facilitate CII’s 
AWP best practices - to implement an AWP approach for its propane 
dehydrogenation (PDH) plant project in Alberta. The company said it would 
introduce ConstructSim early in the engineering phase.

J-AWP: Integrating all aspects of a capital project

To improve the construction performance of its capital projects from concept to 
commissioning, Jacobs is using Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) – a back-to-front 
project planning and execution process for defining, sequencing and pacing the 
execution of E-P-C packages that integrates work packaging with engineering, 
procurement, construction and project controls, said Dale Adcox, global work face 
planning manager at Jacobs, at a Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

AWP can improve the most volatile aspects of a capital project, including craft 
availability and productivity, material laydown, construction sequence and 
scheduling. The process begins in FEL2 and is further refined through each project 
phase.

Jacobs’ AWP, J-AWP, begins by analyzing the client’s business objectives and 
requirements before assigning the construction team to sequence the work 
accordingly, whether for modular or stick-built projects.

The project then gets the buy-in from the engineering team before it is coordinated 
with the procurement/contracts management to ensure the materials will be 
delivered at the site within budget and according to schedule.

Jacobs prefers to work package projects around the construction sequence rather 
than around the management of the materials, Adcox said. This prevents the 
company from starting field work too early and allows it to complete a sequence 
with minimum rework.

Once the procurement and contracts have been signed o�, the project controls 
team helps with the budget and estimates, based on the approved field plan, and 
how to turn that over to the client.

The best way to perform AWP is by integrating the project data across the six 
di�erent rounds that support construction planning – QA/QC, turnover, engineering 
model, material management, scheduling and project controls, Adcox said.

This allows the project team to o�er better transparency and more accurate and 
detailed data – both internally and to the client – as well as better predictability 

about the schedule, improved productivity, and overall performance.
“With these aspects – client input through completion – we see improved quality 
and improved safety,” Adcox said. “If we do a better job of sequencing the work, and 
engineering understands what exactly their deliverables need to be to support 
vendor fabricators, we are also seeing a decrease in revisions.”

Long-Term View

When the US energy industry sees a surge in capital project work, it struggles to 
respect project cost, schedule and functionality. Yet, the latest data and experience 
show that cost, project cycle time, and quality & reliability do not have to exclude 
each other.

Owner and EPC companies on the Gulf Coast should focus on improving their 
capital project performance as a long-term strategy even as volatile prices are 
putting pressure on company balance sheets and project deliveries in the short 
term. 

Despite slackened crude oil prices and depressed profit margins, US petroleum 
refinery and petrochemical capital spending will still rise over the next three to five 
years as companies race to prepare facilities to meet new rules from the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), build and expand plans to take advantage of 
cheap domestic feedstock, and as the North American region exports more 
petroleum and gas-based products. Crack spreads in refining and oil-to-gas ratios in 
petrochemicals will largely influence which type of capital projects move forward.

Companies could minimize business, cost and project risk regardless of 
boom-and-bust cycles by improving their overall approach to planning and team 
interaction by not only implementing new systems that improve day-to-day work 
and operational deficiencies, but also necessary culture change. 
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Introduction

For the past 25 years, owners and contractors in the US energy sector have been 
optimizing front-end loading (FEL), using electronic process design and scheduling 
tools, applying lessons learned and implementing other best practices, yet 
construction project performance has not visibly improved.

Remarkably, design-stage innovations such as three-dimensional isometric 
projections delivering extra detail to engineers and field craft, AutoCAD software and 
other technologies designed to improve e�ciency have seen a wide adoption in the 
sector, yet engineering & design as a percentage of a capital project’s total 
investment cost (TIC) has not changed much on average compared to 20-25 years 
ago. 

Meanwhile, petrochemical and refining projects in the United States are becoming 
larger, more complex and more di�cult to execute just as they are beginning to 
face systemic, industry-wide risks, according to Nick Jones, management consultant 
at global management consulting firm Partners in Performance. 

New projects are faced with core issues such as owner-contractor interface 
integration, price volatility and loss of project experience as owner & contractor 
personnel – from skilled crafts to engineers and plant operators – is retiring or 
transferring to other industries. 

Moreover, the flood of capital spending on the US Gulf Coast has strained many 
project supply chains in some areas, prompting companies to turn to lower-cost 
centers abroad for engineering expertise and materials. The market for complex 
megaprojects is concentrated and mature, while the small project markets remain 
more local in character – good in some places, more challenged in others. 

Controlling capital costs, managing risk and dramatically improving project 
performance in the current market environment will take more than adopting new 
technology and best practices. To assist petrochemical & refining owners and 
engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) companies in planning and 
executing capital projects, this whitepaper presents industry players’ insights on 
some of the key project challenges and workable solutions on the US Gulf Coast, 
with a focus on:

• North American downstream companies’ response to price volatility
• Key studies, data and analysis on downstream capital project performance in   
 North America
• Sampling of the most common problems facing project execution and delivery in  
 the current marketplace
• Selection of the latest project execution & management strategies and case   
 studies from some of the major owners on the US Gulf Coast

Responding to Volatility

Even though plummeting crude oil prices are eating into the cost competiveness of 
US ethane-based petrochemical players, they have not changed the fundamental 
advantage of US ethane. Cheap crude a�ects companies’ bottom lines di�erently 
across the value chain. Some companies have pursued pure-play strategies, 
focusing on narrow sets of chemicals, while others have opted to hedge market 
volatility by diversifying their feedstocks and products.

Some refining and petrochemical companies have responded to oil and price 
volatility by reducing capital spend on some projects and focusing their e�orts on a 
narrower set of strategic, long-term investments. Others have reinforced their 
downstream investment strategy, keeping their focus on the fundamentals of capital 
discipline and avoiding short-termism. Another response has been to delay tenders 
for some services in hopes of securing lower-cost bids in a softening construction 
market.

In certain cases, owners that are looking to build new projects but have not reached 
final investment decision (FID) are proceeding with multiple project scope options 
for as long as they can in order to manage the business risk from market volatility. 

According to Shawn Hansen, manager capital project consulting at consultancy 
Asset Performance Networks (AP-Networks), this strategy could be justified if a 
company needs to keep a particular project moving, for example, to maintain a 
lease or another agreement. Otherwise, companies should be thinking about 
methodically progressing activities that reduce cost and schedule uncertainty but 
require less financial commitment.

Overall, even though margins for US ethane crackers currently remain favorable 
against oil-based naphtha plants, and project spending in the US is still robust – 
especially for pure-play chemical makers – many large petrochemical projects are 
not moving as fast as planned, some companies have rowed back on proposals for 
new cracker plants, and other projects are likely to be smaller than originally 
anticipated.

Ethane Price Ten-Year Forecast
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Across the broader energy sector, the expected drop in capital spending in oil & gas 
exploration & production in 2016 will be largely o�set by still positive growth in 
refining, petrochemical, LNG and natural gas transmission projects, which will 
support demand for labor, materials and other services.

Meanwhile, many large project EPC contractors have struggled to perform in the 
more heated downstream construction market. Engineering deliverables and 
therefore procurement are often late and/or out of sequence. Home o�ce and 
value center interfaces are frequently slow or inflexible. Many experts Petrochemical 
Update interviewed for this industry paper said they think the engineering errors and 
omission rates are generally on the rise.

In this market place, controlling construction costs will be key to US petrochemical 
producers in the next few years, especially to companies that will be exporting 
much of their production and need to o�er very competitive prices. Margins are 
occasionally very tight, and companies need to ensure project costs remain under 
control if they are to recoup their capex investment.

According to Steve Cabano, president of project management consulting and 
training firm Pathfinder, some owners on the US Gulf Coast might try to re-negotiate 
the contracts with their execution contractors to get more competitive pricing in the 
less heated construction market place. While 3-4 years ago most of the companies 
in the region were pushing schedules to get a first-mover advantage, businesses in 
today’s market are primarily focusing on controlling cash flows.

According to AP-Networks’ Hansen, companies should strive to reduce the volatility 
of the business environment on the scope of their projects – for example, by 
maximizing their front-end planning – but should also have the wherewithal to 
respond to the vastly changed economics between FID and project commissioning.

Energy construction waves in the US typically follow seven-year cycles. Given that 
many of the large petrochemical projects on the US Gulf Coast take at least seven 
years from concept to commissioning – several years for front-end planning and 
about three years on average for construction – they are likely to go through at least 
one boom-and-bust business cycle before becoming fully operational. 

According to Fred Gibson, PE, PMP - director of projects at Lauren Engineers & 
Constructors, changing profit margins are currently prompting more and more 
petrochemical owners to take a longer-term view and invest in new strategies to 
improve the performance of their projects – from training craft workers to adopting 
innovative project management solutions.

Ethane-Production Capacity vs. Cracker Capacity
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Project Performance to Date

Almost two thirds of the major capital projects in the United States do not meet their 
budgets and schedules, and most industry executives are not happy with the 
performance of their systems, according to data and analysis by AP-Networks, 
which services oil, chemical and energy companies in the Americas, Asia, Europe 
and the Middle East.

Some 72% of more than 800 capital projects (over $25 million) in AP-Networks’ 
database executed since 2002 have failed to satisfy all of their performance goals 
(+/10% of budget, +/- 10% of planned schedule and no major operability failures 
after start-up).

One in four projects in the firm’s database grossly exceeded one or more of their 
success criteria metrics, meaning that they either overran their budget or schedule 
by 30% or had a major operability failure that prevented them from achieving steady 
operations.

A recent AP-Networks survey of eight US refining megaprojects (over $1 billion) 
completed in recent years to accommodate the increased crude capacity from 
Canada’s oil sands indicates that almost all of them su�ered major problems, even 
though they had governance and assurance processes in place, including 
benchmarking and external reviews. While today’s business drivers are di�erent, 
there are learnings from the performance of these projects that are still relevant to 
the current market environment.

Six of the megaprojects built since 2006 had significant cash flow constraints and 
were delayed by more than a year. At least four experienced a regulatory delay. 
Many of the projects identified a lack of major project experience. The schedule 
delays and changes to cash flows were major contributors to the poor project 
outcomes. In the current environment, company leaderships should avoid changing 
project execution to manage cash flow or at least study the risks associated with 
doing so, according to Hansen.

The average cost overrun on six of the projects for which there is publicly available 
data was more than 30%, while none achieved the mechanical and completion cost 
within 10% of the initially announced budget.

As shown in the figure below, a recent industry trend is executing more capital 
project work during turnarounds. This is noteworthy because capital intensive 
turnarounds are particularly challenging. AP-Networks’ database of medium and 
high-complexity turnarounds executed since mid-2012 in the onshore and o�shore 
upstream, gas, refining, chemical, and power sectors shows that 32% were 
successful while 68% failed to meet their project goals (including 40% that 
AP-Networks categorized as “train wrecks”).

Common Pitfalls

Organizational capabilities are at the heart of what makes a capital project succeed 
or fail, according to AP-Networks. 

Meanwhile, the company’s analysis shows that traditional project governance and 
assurance processes are often misreporting the true state of front-end loading (FEL), 
or project definition, and instilling a false sense of confidence in decision makers, 
particularly about the quality estimate and schedule.

According to AP-Networks, checklist-driven approaches to front-end deliverables, 
the heavy focus on front-end at the expense of post-full-funds authorization 
activities, inexperience in managing big projects, lack of e�ective follow-through and 
mitigation plans to risk registers, misalignment among stakeholders and inaccurate 
estimates are among the most common pitfalls in capital projects.

Interviews Petrochemical Update has conducted with petrochemical industry 
experts show that the most prevalent challenges to delivering well-functioning 
projects safely, on time and on budget are closely inter-related and much more 
devastating for large projects, including:

• Lack of clear project objectives across all interfaces
• Incomplete or inadequate FEED execution and FEL discipline prior to sanction
• Difficulties freezing the project scope definition before engineering and   
 construction
• Mismanagement of resources
• Lack of common baseline for scheduling all aspects of a project
• Unrealistic estimates and timelines, and inadequate project controls
• Engineering slippage
• Difficulties getting the right level of skill and labor productivity
• Difficulties managing multiple interfaces on complex megaprojects and achieving  
 integration between the owner and contractor teams
• Lack of rigorous optimization process
• Difficulties matching project goals with an optimal contracting arrangement
• Difficulties defining and executing the commissioning phase
• Check-box mentality

Though the key problems and solutions vary by project and circumstances, below is 
a sampling of some of the major strategies several companies active on the US Gulf 
Coast are currently utilizing to improve di�erent aspects of project planning and 
execution.

Steam Cracker Cost as a Function of Feedstock Weight
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1. Staying on Schedule: Lessons from Freeport LNG, LyondellBasell 

FEED is often considered the single most important process in the lifecycle of a 
capital project. With its focus on coordinating between the business need, project 
strategy, scope, cost and schedule, and maintaining that link throughout the project 
life cycle, the front-end loading/front-end planning (FEL/FEP) stage could often be 
the key to executing the project within budget and on time. 

E�ective FEP can mitigate project risks through the development of detailed scope 
definition and the subsequent e�cient use of project resources.

Most FEED phase e�orts are assessed using the criteria of a handful of very skilled 
consultants. They have high-quality databases of project results based on quality, 
cost, schedule and production criteria. This data and statistical analysis allows them 
to assess the probability of project success based on certain work process factors 
and benchmarks. 

However, as this base is already covered, there are additional evaluation criteria that 
owners can employ to take the probabilities of FEED phase success to the next level, 
according to Taylor Auburg, project director at Freeport LNG. Auburg is currently 
heading a $10 billion three-train LNG export project in Freeport, Texas, designed to 
liquefy and export about 14 million tons/year of LNG.

According to Auburg, companies can advance standard practice by taking additional 
steps to evaluate the quality of the detailed work products in the FEED Package. As a 
first step, he recommends identifying the key work products from the FEED Phase 
and specifying the attributes that should be included in the final deliverables. This 
provides additional direction to the FEED Phase engineering contractor at the start 
of the Phase. It also provides a quantified baseline for scoring the quality of the work 
products in the final FEED Package.

This step increases the probability of success coming out of the FEED Phase by not 
only ensuring compliance with the work processes (as assessed by the consultants), 
but also by making sure the work products meet the requirements of the 
subsequent phases of the project. According to Auburg, in addition to using 
consultant evaluations, owners should take the time to specify their own success 
criteria and quantify compliance in an equally rigorous manner.

Schedule control is controlling time, hence cost. Quality expectations must also be 
met in accordance with the schedule. 

Maintaining the pace of the project is the most important attribute in determining 
the final outcomes, Auburg said.

According to him, the industry's normal schedule conventions make managing the 
project time more di�cult. Level 3 Schedules can be 300-500 pages long, are not 
digestible and are rarely read. Project teams rely on their schedulers to tell them 
what they need to know. The engineering and construction sections typically follow 
a common format. The work in each process or utility unit is broken down by 
discipline or craft. Though separated by as many as 200 pages of procurement 
activities, you can (with a little work) follow the sequence of events from 
engineering through mechanical completion. 

According to Auburg, the conventional structure of the procurement and 
subcontracting activities creates a gap in the project teams' ability to follow the trail. 
Procurement and contracts are typically based on type, commodity and service. 
They do not communicate what is happening in the same basis as the engineering 
and construction work e�orts. 

Auburg suggests that companies take additional time to code the procurement of 
the major deliverables by the same units used in the WBS for engineering and 
construction. This will enable everyone concerned to see all aspects of the delivery 
of a process unit on no more than 3-5 pages. Starting and maintaining the schedule 
with the flexibility to easily view the status of each process unit also simplifies the 
transition to the completion based on process systems in the commissioning phase. 
E�ective time management and using additional criteria to assess the project at the 
end of the FEED Phase, among others, have allowed Freeport LNG to maintain its 
schedule and plan on its three-train LNG export project in Texas.

According to Auburg, other strategies that can be employed to enhance the success 
of projects include: using the same philosophy for lump-summing the contractors 
to have PMT services provided on a lump-sum basis; quantifying productivity and 
schedule attainment by the PMT to the same level of detail as that employed for the 
contractors; deeper distribution of incentives to enhance the probability of meeting 
desired outcomes; and providing rewards upon the successful completion of a 
project to maintain continuity of personnel.

Involving the contractors early in the project life cycle has also helped LyondellBasell 
maintain schedule on their current 1 billion pounds/year polyethylene project in La 
Porte, Texas and the recently announced propylene oxide/tertiary butyl alcohol (1 
billion pounds/year of PO and 2 billion pounds/year of TBA) plant, scheduled to start 
up in 2020 in Channelview, Texas, according to Patrick McFall, director project 
management Services at LyondellBasell. Both projects are currently undergoing 
front-end engineering and design (FEED).

Bringing the construction personnel prior to FEL 3 allowed the contractors to assist 
LyondellBasell with developing constructability reviews, the paths of construction 
and the overall schedule as early as the FEED stage. Though this additional due 
diligence during FEED could cost more and stretches the timeline, McFall said that 
the projects will start seeing the dividends from the more detailed upfront work by 
2018-2019.

Moreover, according to Pathfinder’s Cabano, owner companies should lock in their 
contracting arrangements as early as FEL 1 instead of waiting until the authorization 
phase, since most producers in the current market place do not have the technical 
expertise to create good FEL 2 and FEL 3 packages or administer construction 
projects on their own. Locking in quality contractors early and holding on to them 
throughout the lifetime of a project, even at a higher expense, is especially crucial in 
heated construction markets.

Early and continuous engagement of all stakeholders is critical, according to 
Cabano. This includes not only the direct project personnel, but also the business 
representatives, operations, maintenance and other interfaces such as the local 
communities, regulators and possibly even activist groups that may not be totally 
onboard with the project moving forward. Engaging these resources early and often 
in the project development and execution process assures alignment and minimizes 
late intervention by the parties, which often stimulates late changes and schedule 
delays.

2. New Approach to Team Integration

Delivering capital projects hinges upon team alignment and e�ective 
communication. In today’s modern age, we rely heavily on electronic means of 
communication that may fail to deliver the total message and result in bad decision 
making, team misalignment and ultimately poor project performance. The level of 
integration and engagement between the owner teams and the contractor teams is 
often one of the key di�erentiators between successful and unsuccessful capital 
projects.

Owner and contractor teams have become very siloed, according to Lauren's Fred 
Gibson, which prevents innovative ideas from getting implemented due to poor 
communication, misaligned incentives or lack of openness among the di�erent 
project interfaces. Tighter margins and tougher contracts that don’t allocate the 
project risk adequately, Gibson said, have also disincentivized many contractors and 
owners from actively cooperating and exploring synergies.

Lauren Engineers & Constructors is building a unified organization and project 
execution process that includes engineer, contractor and owner to enhance the 
lines of communication and improve team alignment. This strategy “puts the best 
player in the best seat,” regardless of the company, giving them the mandate to 
execute the project activities that they are best suited for.

Integrated project teams have to participate actively starting in scope development, 
have decision-making authority for their function and carry out specific 
responsibilities as defined and understood by all team members.

Lauren has made its integrated team approach a core part of its current project 
proposals. The company’s bids detail how it envisions the project execution, 
outlining the team and organization structure, how the personnel will be located, 
over what time period, and the number of people allocated for each position or 
activity, among others. 

“It is specific, but outlining the plan and expectations, and being aligned with both 
the owner and the engineer upfront is a key to success in making that happen,” 
Gibson said.

This approach has allowed Lauren to deliver projects more smoothly, communicate 
directly and simultaneously with both the engineer and the owner, reduce the 
communication time to process requests for information or change, accelerate 
schedule, improve transparency and sta� the job more appropriately. It has also 
improved the overall quality, enabling Lauren to optimize its budget, schedule and 
performance risks compared to more conventional execution approaches. 

Moreover, RLG International, a Vancouver-based performance improvement 
consulting company, has developed management processes to improve project 
leadership, accountability and performance: firstly, Operating Rhythm (OR™), a 
series of key interactions between leaders and front-line operations to provide them 
with the competency and confidence to e�ectively execute to maximize their 
organization’s results; and secondly, Theoretical Maximum Performance (TMP™), a 
process for engaging crews and contractors with a proactive and systematic 
approach to increase involvement, commitment and ownership, while ensuring 
rigorous planning and performance feedback.

Both TMP™ and OR™ have been applied to a series of refinery & petrochemical 
upgrade projects with companies including Chevron, Tesoro, Chevron Phillips 
Chemical, NOVA Chemicals and LyondellBasell, among others. These processes 
enable integrated project teams to review their planning milestones and Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs), following a tight accountability rhythm to ensure 
better planning, proper quality and further schedule execution, according to RLG’s 
Executive Vice President Rick Heyland.

RLG recently completed a successful turnaround on Tesoro Petroleum 
Corporation’s Steam Plant Complex in Martinez, California that, according to Tom 
Lu, refinery manager at the facility, introduced a new level of project management 
discipline to the project’s FEL Planning process using Metrics, Operating Rhythm and 
Optimization activities. The project teams executed the outage five days ahead of 
schedule and delivered the project under budget with zero recordable injuries and 
zero flaring events.

Heyland said that more petrochemical owners in North America are opening up to 
such solutions, as they are moving toward a larger ownership and tighter control 
over their projects.

NOVA Chemicals  for example, have specifically included RLG International and its 
performance improvement approach into their recent contracts with EPC 
companies.  In addition to including incentives and penalties for specific project 
targets, the contracts also outline in detail how di�erent project teams should 
coordinate their work by following and tracking clear KPIs, performing monthly 
business reviews and adhering to operating & accountability rhythm activities 
through RLG’s processes and methodologies.

Dow Chemical’s project productivity plan

To reduce costs and improve its capital project and expansion project productivity, 
the Dow Chemical Company has been optimizing its work processes for about 20 
years, said Deborah McNeil, project productivity program manager at Dow, at a 
Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

On the systems side, the company has invested in smart-plan 3D models and 
associated engineering tools, including a new SAP Solution software.

Dow Chemical usually performs about 30-70% of its engineering in-house, 
outsources the rest during project peaks and brings it back in-house during the 
chemical trials. The company would typically conduct its own FEL, procurement 
and construction management, and outsource the construction labor on its 
projects.

To coordinate all project functions, Dow has started an Information and Material 
Flow Optimization Project (IMFOP) across the project lifecycle – from the FEL to the 
hand-o� to the Operations & Maintenance, including Facility Data Maintenance 
agreements to support the “next” project, McNeil said.

The program plans to create a single data entry point for its capital project activities, 
align the data definition and understand who owns it across the project lifecycle, as 
well as reduce the manual re-entry of data, simplify its data gathering and reporting, 
and understand how and what information is used downstream in the project cycle.

Dow is also using the IMFOP vision to optimize how to combine data documents 
and image “packaging” to drive increased productivity of all disciplines and functions, 
McNeil said.
Moreover, since materials and construction labor account for the biggest expenses 
in its capital execution, Dow is changing the way it designs and procures for projects 
in order to improve the construction productivity and O&M performance of its 
assets.

To do so, it is going to the back-end of its work process to first help the engineering 
teams understand the needs of the O&M teams, and then moves up the project 
supply chain to understand the processes that construction needs to build, any 
additional materials it needs to buy, as well as any out-standing deliverables 
engineering needs in order to accomplish the design.

“The turnover of data has to start early, before engineering is even done. What we 
are discovering is that the maintenance data of a plant in our system needs to occur 
back in early detailed design, before we even start buying equipment,” McNeil said.

“We have several questions around what the software vendors do – we have to be 
able to understand what data we have already passed downstream to another 
system and how we manage change around that data as decisions get made and 
things get changed as design evolves. The whole change of management at the 
data level is where technology really helps.”

3. Advanced Work Packaging

Engineering slippage is averaging 40% across small, medium, large, mega and giga 
projects, and very few companies have an e�ective gate at this milestone, according 
to Independent Project Analysis (IPA), a global consultancy in project evaluation and 
project system benchmarking. In these cases, engineering slippage would often spill 
over into procurement delays, plummeting design quality and decreasing labor 
productivity, with snowball e�ects on field construction.

To improve their capital projects, petrochemical and refining companies on the US 
Gulf Cost should adopt a “construction-driven engineering approach,” according to 
a senior expert from Bentley Systems. Bentley has partnered with the IPA to develop 
an Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) philosophy, roadmap and tools to utilize 
construction-driven engineering in both planning and direct project execution. 

The solution monitors the engineering work packages – for example, vendor 
documentation - making sure they are of high quality, follow the proper metrics, are 
properly sequenced based on the path of construction, and can be corrected on 
time if needed.

AWP requires a systematic approach to facilitate the technology and best practice 
deployment across the project lifecycle. It calls for an exchange of information 
between engineering, construction, commissioning and handover, with the work 
packages serving as the unit of that information exchange, according to Bentley.

Many of the energy projects that are proceeding in the current market place, 
especially large projects over $500 million, are making a go of using the AWP best 
practices developed and validated by the CII and implemented by a number of 
di�erent vendors, contractors and consultants. 

In mid-2015, for example, Shell announced that it will begin developing a suite of 
AWP-based data centric solutions, called ProjectVantage, to drive down cost 
inflation in the design, construction and engineering of its projects.

The ProjectVantage framework provides an integrated data-centric platform to 
deliver safer, faster and better capital projects. These components are integrated and 
are designed to enable data consistency across suppliers and engineering 
disciplines. 

The company said it expects to see key savings in design and engineering from the 
single-source availability of up-to-date design information, semi-automated data 
validation, and consistency checking across disciplines, locations and contractors. 

Meanwhile, in January 2016, Williams Energy Canada also announced it had chosen 
Bentley’s ConstructSim software – which is designed to enable and facilitate CII’s 
AWP best practices - to implement an AWP approach for its propane 
dehydrogenation (PDH) plant project in Alberta. The company said it would 
introduce ConstructSim early in the engineering phase.

J-AWP: Integrating all aspects of a capital project

To improve the construction performance of its capital projects from concept to 
commissioning, Jacobs is using Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) – a back-to-front 
project planning and execution process for defining, sequencing and pacing the 
execution of E-P-C packages that integrates work packaging with engineering, 
procurement, construction and project controls, said Dale Adcox, global work face 
planning manager at Jacobs, at a Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

AWP can improve the most volatile aspects of a capital project, including craft 
availability and productivity, material laydown, construction sequence and 
scheduling. The process begins in FEL2 and is further refined through each project 
phase.

Jacobs’ AWP, J-AWP, begins by analyzing the client’s business objectives and 
requirements before assigning the construction team to sequence the work 
accordingly, whether for modular or stick-built projects.

The project then gets the buy-in from the engineering team before it is coordinated 
with the procurement/contracts management to ensure the materials will be 
delivered at the site within budget and according to schedule.

Jacobs prefers to work package projects around the construction sequence rather 
than around the management of the materials, Adcox said. This prevents the 
company from starting field work too early and allows it to complete a sequence 
with minimum rework.

Once the procurement and contracts have been signed o�, the project controls 
team helps with the budget and estimates, based on the approved field plan, and 
how to turn that over to the client.

The best way to perform AWP is by integrating the project data across the six 
di�erent rounds that support construction planning – QA/QC, turnover, engineering 
model, material management, scheduling and project controls, Adcox said.

This allows the project team to o�er better transparency and more accurate and 
detailed data – both internally and to the client – as well as better predictability 

about the schedule, improved productivity, and overall performance.
“With these aspects – client input through completion – we see improved quality 
and improved safety,” Adcox said. “If we do a better job of sequencing the work, and 
engineering understands what exactly their deliverables need to be to support 
vendor fabricators, we are also seeing a decrease in revisions.”

Long-Term View

When the US energy industry sees a surge in capital project work, it struggles to 
respect project cost, schedule and functionality. Yet, the latest data and experience 
show that cost, project cycle time, and quality & reliability do not have to exclude 
each other.

Owner and EPC companies on the Gulf Coast should focus on improving their 
capital project performance as a long-term strategy even as volatile prices are 
putting pressure on company balance sheets and project deliveries in the short 
term. 

Despite slackened crude oil prices and depressed profit margins, US petroleum 
refinery and petrochemical capital spending will still rise over the next three to five 
years as companies race to prepare facilities to meet new rules from the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), build and expand plans to take advantage of 
cheap domestic feedstock, and as the North American region exports more 
petroleum and gas-based products. Crack spreads in refining and oil-to-gas ratios in 
petrochemicals will largely influence which type of capital projects move forward.

Companies could minimize business, cost and project risk regardless of 
boom-and-bust cycles by improving their overall approach to planning and team 
interaction by not only implementing new systems that improve day-to-day work 
and operational deficiencies, but also necessary culture change. 
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Introduction

For the past 25 years, owners and contractors in the US energy sector have been 
optimizing front-end loading (FEL), using electronic process design and scheduling 
tools, applying lessons learned and implementing other best practices, yet 
construction project performance has not visibly improved.

Remarkably, design-stage innovations such as three-dimensional isometric 
projections delivering extra detail to engineers and field craft, AutoCAD software and 
other technologies designed to improve e�ciency have seen a wide adoption in the 
sector, yet engineering & design as a percentage of a capital project’s total 
investment cost (TIC) has not changed much on average compared to 20-25 years 
ago. 

Meanwhile, petrochemical and refining projects in the United States are becoming 
larger, more complex and more di�cult to execute just as they are beginning to 
face systemic, industry-wide risks, according to Nick Jones, management consultant 
at global management consulting firm Partners in Performance. 

New projects are faced with core issues such as owner-contractor interface 
integration, price volatility and loss of project experience as owner & contractor 
personnel – from skilled crafts to engineers and plant operators – is retiring or 
transferring to other industries. 

Moreover, the flood of capital spending on the US Gulf Coast has strained many 
project supply chains in some areas, prompting companies to turn to lower-cost 
centers abroad for engineering expertise and materials. The market for complex 
megaprojects is concentrated and mature, while the small project markets remain 
more local in character – good in some places, more challenged in others. 

Controlling capital costs, managing risk and dramatically improving project 
performance in the current market environment will take more than adopting new 
technology and best practices. To assist petrochemical & refining owners and 
engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) companies in planning and 
executing capital projects, this whitepaper presents industry players’ insights on 
some of the key project challenges and workable solutions on the US Gulf Coast, 
with a focus on:

• North American downstream companies’ response to price volatility
• Key studies, data and analysis on downstream capital project performance in   
 North America
• Sampling of the most common problems facing project execution and delivery in  
 the current marketplace
• Selection of the latest project execution & management strategies and case   
 studies from some of the major owners on the US Gulf Coast

Responding to Volatility

Even though plummeting crude oil prices are eating into the cost competiveness of 
US ethane-based petrochemical players, they have not changed the fundamental 
advantage of US ethane. Cheap crude a�ects companies’ bottom lines di�erently 
across the value chain. Some companies have pursued pure-play strategies, 
focusing on narrow sets of chemicals, while others have opted to hedge market 
volatility by diversifying their feedstocks and products.

Some refining and petrochemical companies have responded to oil and price 
volatility by reducing capital spend on some projects and focusing their e�orts on a 
narrower set of strategic, long-term investments. Others have reinforced their 
downstream investment strategy, keeping their focus on the fundamentals of capital 
discipline and avoiding short-termism. Another response has been to delay tenders 
for some services in hopes of securing lower-cost bids in a softening construction 
market.

In certain cases, owners that are looking to build new projects but have not reached 
final investment decision (FID) are proceeding with multiple project scope options 
for as long as they can in order to manage the business risk from market volatility. 

According to Shawn Hansen, manager capital project consulting at consultancy 
Asset Performance Networks (AP-Networks), this strategy could be justified if a 
company needs to keep a particular project moving, for example, to maintain a 
lease or another agreement. Otherwise, companies should be thinking about 
methodically progressing activities that reduce cost and schedule uncertainty but 
require less financial commitment.

Overall, even though margins for US ethane crackers currently remain favorable 
against oil-based naphtha plants, and project spending in the US is still robust – 
especially for pure-play chemical makers – many large petrochemical projects are 
not moving as fast as planned, some companies have rowed back on proposals for 
new cracker plants, and other projects are likely to be smaller than originally 
anticipated.

Ethane Price Ten-Year Forecast
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Across the broader energy sector, the expected drop in capital spending in oil & gas 
exploration & production in 2016 will be largely o�set by still positive growth in 
refining, petrochemical, LNG and natural gas transmission projects, which will 
support demand for labor, materials and other services.

Meanwhile, many large project EPC contractors have struggled to perform in the 
more heated downstream construction market. Engineering deliverables and 
therefore procurement are often late and/or out of sequence. Home o�ce and 
value center interfaces are frequently slow or inflexible. Many experts Petrochemical 
Update interviewed for this industry paper said they think the engineering errors and 
omission rates are generally on the rise.

In this market place, controlling construction costs will be key to US petrochemical 
producers in the next few years, especially to companies that will be exporting 
much of their production and need to o�er very competitive prices. Margins are 
occasionally very tight, and companies need to ensure project costs remain under 
control if they are to recoup their capex investment.

According to Steve Cabano, president of project management consulting and 
training firm Pathfinder, some owners on the US Gulf Coast might try to re-negotiate 
the contracts with their execution contractors to get more competitive pricing in the 
less heated construction market place. While 3-4 years ago most of the companies 
in the region were pushing schedules to get a first-mover advantage, businesses in 
today’s market are primarily focusing on controlling cash flows.

According to AP-Networks’ Hansen, companies should strive to reduce the volatility 
of the business environment on the scope of their projects – for example, by 
maximizing their front-end planning – but should also have the wherewithal to 
respond to the vastly changed economics between FID and project commissioning.

Energy construction waves in the US typically follow seven-year cycles. Given that 
many of the large petrochemical projects on the US Gulf Coast take at least seven 
years from concept to commissioning – several years for front-end planning and 
about three years on average for construction – they are likely to go through at least 
one boom-and-bust business cycle before becoming fully operational. 

According to Fred Gibson, PE, PMP - director of projects at Lauren Engineers & 
Constructors, changing profit margins are currently prompting more and more 
petrochemical owners to take a longer-term view and invest in new strategies to 
improve the performance of their projects – from training craft workers to adopting 
innovative project management solutions.

Ethane-Production Capacity vs. Cracker Capacity
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Project Performance to Date

Almost two thirds of the major capital projects in the United States do not meet their 
budgets and schedules, and most industry executives are not happy with the 
performance of their systems, according to data and analysis by AP-Networks, 
which services oil, chemical and energy companies in the Americas, Asia, Europe 
and the Middle East.

Some 72% of more than 800 capital projects (over $25 million) in AP-Networks’ 
database executed since 2002 have failed to satisfy all of their performance goals 
(+/10% of budget, +/- 10% of planned schedule and no major operability failures 
after start-up).

One in four projects in the firm’s database grossly exceeded one or more of their 
success criteria metrics, meaning that they either overran their budget or schedule 
by 30% or had a major operability failure that prevented them from achieving steady 
operations.

A recent AP-Networks survey of eight US refining megaprojects (over $1 billion) 
completed in recent years to accommodate the increased crude capacity from 
Canada’s oil sands indicates that almost all of them su�ered major problems, even 
though they had governance and assurance processes in place, including 
benchmarking and external reviews. While today’s business drivers are di�erent, 
there are learnings from the performance of these projects that are still relevant to 
the current market environment.

Six of the megaprojects built since 2006 had significant cash flow constraints and 
were delayed by more than a year. At least four experienced a regulatory delay. 
Many of the projects identified a lack of major project experience. The schedule 
delays and changes to cash flows were major contributors to the poor project 
outcomes. In the current environment, company leaderships should avoid changing 
project execution to manage cash flow or at least study the risks associated with 
doing so, according to Hansen.

The average cost overrun on six of the projects for which there is publicly available 
data was more than 30%, while none achieved the mechanical and completion cost 
within 10% of the initially announced budget.

As shown in the figure below, a recent industry trend is executing more capital 
project work during turnarounds. This is noteworthy because capital intensive 
turnarounds are particularly challenging. AP-Networks’ database of medium and 
high-complexity turnarounds executed since mid-2012 in the onshore and o�shore 
upstream, gas, refining, chemical, and power sectors shows that 32% were 
successful while 68% failed to meet their project goals (including 40% that 
AP-Networks categorized as “train wrecks”).

Common Pitfalls

Organizational capabilities are at the heart of what makes a capital project succeed 
or fail, according to AP-Networks. 

Meanwhile, the company’s analysis shows that traditional project governance and 
assurance processes are often misreporting the true state of front-end loading (FEL), 
or project definition, and instilling a false sense of confidence in decision makers, 
particularly about the quality estimate and schedule.

According to AP-Networks, checklist-driven approaches to front-end deliverables, 
the heavy focus on front-end at the expense of post-full-funds authorization 
activities, inexperience in managing big projects, lack of e�ective follow-through and 
mitigation plans to risk registers, misalignment among stakeholders and inaccurate 
estimates are among the most common pitfalls in capital projects.

Interviews Petrochemical Update has conducted with petrochemical industry 
experts show that the most prevalent challenges to delivering well-functioning 
projects safely, on time and on budget are closely inter-related and much more 
devastating for large projects, including:

• Lack of clear project objectives across all interfaces
• Incomplete or inadequate FEED execution and FEL discipline prior to sanction
• Difficulties freezing the project scope definition before engineering and   
 construction
• Mismanagement of resources
• Lack of common baseline for scheduling all aspects of a project
• Unrealistic estimates and timelines, and inadequate project controls
• Engineering slippage
• Difficulties getting the right level of skill and labor productivity
• Difficulties managing multiple interfaces on complex megaprojects and achieving  
 integration between the owner and contractor teams
• Lack of rigorous optimization process
• Difficulties matching project goals with an optimal contracting arrangement
• Difficulties defining and executing the commissioning phase
• Check-box mentality

Though the key problems and solutions vary by project and circumstances, below is 
a sampling of some of the major strategies several companies active on the US Gulf 
Coast are currently utilizing to improve di�erent aspects of project planning and 
execution.

Steam Cracker Cost as a Function of Feedstock Weight
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1. Staying on Schedule: Lessons from Freeport LNG, LyondellBasell 

FEED is often considered the single most important process in the lifecycle of a 
capital project. With its focus on coordinating between the business need, project 
strategy, scope, cost and schedule, and maintaining that link throughout the project 
life cycle, the front-end loading/front-end planning (FEL/FEP) stage could often be 
the key to executing the project within budget and on time. 

E�ective FEP can mitigate project risks through the development of detailed scope 
definition and the subsequent e�cient use of project resources.

Most FEED phase e�orts are assessed using the criteria of a handful of very skilled 
consultants. They have high-quality databases of project results based on quality, 
cost, schedule and production criteria. This data and statistical analysis allows them 
to assess the probability of project success based on certain work process factors 
and benchmarks. 

However, as this base is already covered, there are additional evaluation criteria that 
owners can employ to take the probabilities of FEED phase success to the next level, 
according to Taylor Auburg, project director at Freeport LNG. Auburg is currently 
heading a $10 billion three-train LNG export project in Freeport, Texas, designed to 
liquefy and export about 14 million tons/year of LNG.

According to Auburg, companies can advance standard practice by taking additional 
steps to evaluate the quality of the detailed work products in the FEED Package. As a 
first step, he recommends identifying the key work products from the FEED Phase 
and specifying the attributes that should be included in the final deliverables. This 
provides additional direction to the FEED Phase engineering contractor at the start 
of the Phase. It also provides a quantified baseline for scoring the quality of the work 
products in the final FEED Package.

This step increases the probability of success coming out of the FEED Phase by not 
only ensuring compliance with the work processes (as assessed by the consultants), 
but also by making sure the work products meet the requirements of the 
subsequent phases of the project. According to Auburg, in addition to using 
consultant evaluations, owners should take the time to specify their own success 
criteria and quantify compliance in an equally rigorous manner.

Schedule control is controlling time, hence cost. Quality expectations must also be 
met in accordance with the schedule. 

Maintaining the pace of the project is the most important attribute in determining 
the final outcomes, Auburg said.

According to him, the industry's normal schedule conventions make managing the 
project time more di�cult. Level 3 Schedules can be 300-500 pages long, are not 
digestible and are rarely read. Project teams rely on their schedulers to tell them 
what they need to know. The engineering and construction sections typically follow 
a common format. The work in each process or utility unit is broken down by 
discipline or craft. Though separated by as many as 200 pages of procurement 
activities, you can (with a little work) follow the sequence of events from 
engineering through mechanical completion. 

According to Auburg, the conventional structure of the procurement and 
subcontracting activities creates a gap in the project teams' ability to follow the trail. 
Procurement and contracts are typically based on type, commodity and service. 
They do not communicate what is happening in the same basis as the engineering 
and construction work e�orts. 

Auburg suggests that companies take additional time to code the procurement of 
the major deliverables by the same units used in the WBS for engineering and 
construction. This will enable everyone concerned to see all aspects of the delivery 
of a process unit on no more than 3-5 pages. Starting and maintaining the schedule 
with the flexibility to easily view the status of each process unit also simplifies the 
transition to the completion based on process systems in the commissioning phase. 
E�ective time management and using additional criteria to assess the project at the 
end of the FEED Phase, among others, have allowed Freeport LNG to maintain its 
schedule and plan on its three-train LNG export project in Texas.

According to Auburg, other strategies that can be employed to enhance the success 
of projects include: using the same philosophy for lump-summing the contractors 
to have PMT services provided on a lump-sum basis; quantifying productivity and 
schedule attainment by the PMT to the same level of detail as that employed for the 
contractors; deeper distribution of incentives to enhance the probability of meeting 
desired outcomes; and providing rewards upon the successful completion of a 
project to maintain continuity of personnel.

Involving the contractors early in the project life cycle has also helped LyondellBasell 
maintain schedule on their current 1 billion pounds/year polyethylene project in La 
Porte, Texas and the recently announced propylene oxide/tertiary butyl alcohol (1 
billion pounds/year of PO and 2 billion pounds/year of TBA) plant, scheduled to start 
up in 2020 in Channelview, Texas, according to Patrick McFall, director project 
management Services at LyondellBasell. Both projects are currently undergoing 
front-end engineering and design (FEED).

Bringing the construction personnel prior to FEL 3 allowed the contractors to assist 
LyondellBasell with developing constructability reviews, the paths of construction 
and the overall schedule as early as the FEED stage. Though this additional due 
diligence during FEED could cost more and stretches the timeline, McFall said that 
the projects will start seeing the dividends from the more detailed upfront work by 
2018-2019.

Moreover, according to Pathfinder’s Cabano, owner companies should lock in their 
contracting arrangements as early as FEL 1 instead of waiting until the authorization 
phase, since most producers in the current market place do not have the technical 
expertise to create good FEL 2 and FEL 3 packages or administer construction 
projects on their own. Locking in quality contractors early and holding on to them 
throughout the lifetime of a project, even at a higher expense, is especially crucial in 
heated construction markets.

Early and continuous engagement of all stakeholders is critical, according to 
Cabano. This includes not only the direct project personnel, but also the business 
representatives, operations, maintenance and other interfaces such as the local 
communities, regulators and possibly even activist groups that may not be totally 
onboard with the project moving forward. Engaging these resources early and often 
in the project development and execution process assures alignment and minimizes 
late intervention by the parties, which often stimulates late changes and schedule 
delays.

2. New Approach to Team Integration

Delivering capital projects hinges upon team alignment and e�ective 
communication. In today’s modern age, we rely heavily on electronic means of 
communication that may fail to deliver the total message and result in bad decision 
making, team misalignment and ultimately poor project performance. The level of 
integration and engagement between the owner teams and the contractor teams is 
often one of the key di�erentiators between successful and unsuccessful capital 
projects.

Owner and contractor teams have become very siloed, according to Lauren's Fred 
Gibson, which prevents innovative ideas from getting implemented due to poor 
communication, misaligned incentives or lack of openness among the di�erent 
project interfaces. Tighter margins and tougher contracts that don’t allocate the 
project risk adequately, Gibson said, have also disincentivized many contractors and 
owners from actively cooperating and exploring synergies.

Lauren Engineers & Constructors is building a unified organization and project 
execution process that includes engineer, contractor and owner to enhance the 
lines of communication and improve team alignment. This strategy “puts the best 
player in the best seat,” regardless of the company, giving them the mandate to 
execute the project activities that they are best suited for.

Integrated project teams have to participate actively starting in scope development, 
have decision-making authority for their function and carry out specific 
responsibilities as defined and understood by all team members.

Lauren has made its integrated team approach a core part of its current project 
proposals. The company’s bids detail how it envisions the project execution, 
outlining the team and organization structure, how the personnel will be located, 
over what time period, and the number of people allocated for each position or 
activity, among others. 

“It is specific, but outlining the plan and expectations, and being aligned with both 
the owner and the engineer upfront is a key to success in making that happen,” 
Gibson said.

This approach has allowed Lauren to deliver projects more smoothly, communicate 
directly and simultaneously with both the engineer and the owner, reduce the 
communication time to process requests for information or change, accelerate 
schedule, improve transparency and sta� the job more appropriately. It has also 
improved the overall quality, enabling Lauren to optimize its budget, schedule and 
performance risks compared to more conventional execution approaches. 

Moreover, RLG International, a Vancouver-based performance improvement 
consulting company, has developed management processes to improve project 
leadership, accountability and performance: firstly, Operating Rhythm (OR™), a 
series of key interactions between leaders and front-line operations to provide them 
with the competency and confidence to e�ectively execute to maximize their 
organization’s results; and secondly, Theoretical Maximum Performance (TMP™), a 
process for engaging crews and contractors with a proactive and systematic 
approach to increase involvement, commitment and ownership, while ensuring 
rigorous planning and performance feedback.

Both TMP™ and OR™ have been applied to a series of refinery & petrochemical 
upgrade projects with companies including Chevron, Tesoro, Chevron Phillips 
Chemical, NOVA Chemicals and LyondellBasell, among others. These processes 
enable integrated project teams to review their planning milestones and Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs), following a tight accountability rhythm to ensure 
better planning, proper quality and further schedule execution, according to RLG’s 
Executive Vice President Rick Heyland.

RLG recently completed a successful turnaround on Tesoro Petroleum 
Corporation’s Steam Plant Complex in Martinez, California that, according to Tom 
Lu, refinery manager at the facility, introduced a new level of project management 
discipline to the project’s FEL Planning process using Metrics, Operating Rhythm and 
Optimization activities. The project teams executed the outage five days ahead of 
schedule and delivered the project under budget with zero recordable injuries and 
zero flaring events.

Heyland said that more petrochemical owners in North America are opening up to 
such solutions, as they are moving toward a larger ownership and tighter control 
over their projects.

NOVA Chemicals  for example, have specifically included RLG International and its 
performance improvement approach into their recent contracts with EPC 
companies.  In addition to including incentives and penalties for specific project 
targets, the contracts also outline in detail how di�erent project teams should 
coordinate their work by following and tracking clear KPIs, performing monthly 
business reviews and adhering to operating & accountability rhythm activities 
through RLG’s processes and methodologies.

Dow Chemical’s project productivity plan

To reduce costs and improve its capital project and expansion project productivity, 
the Dow Chemical Company has been optimizing its work processes for about 20 
years, said Deborah McNeil, project productivity program manager at Dow, at a 
Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

On the systems side, the company has invested in smart-plan 3D models and 
associated engineering tools, including a new SAP Solution software.

Dow Chemical usually performs about 30-70% of its engineering in-house, 
outsources the rest during project peaks and brings it back in-house during the 
chemical trials. The company would typically conduct its own FEL, procurement 
and construction management, and outsource the construction labor on its 
projects.

To coordinate all project functions, Dow has started an Information and Material 
Flow Optimization Project (IMFOP) across the project lifecycle – from the FEL to the 
hand-o� to the Operations & Maintenance, including Facility Data Maintenance 
agreements to support the “next” project, McNeil said.

The program plans to create a single data entry point for its capital project activities, 
align the data definition and understand who owns it across the project lifecycle, as 
well as reduce the manual re-entry of data, simplify its data gathering and reporting, 
and understand how and what information is used downstream in the project cycle.

Dow is also using the IMFOP vision to optimize how to combine data documents 
and image “packaging” to drive increased productivity of all disciplines and functions, 
McNeil said.
Moreover, since materials and construction labor account for the biggest expenses 
in its capital execution, Dow is changing the way it designs and procures for projects 
in order to improve the construction productivity and O&M performance of its 
assets.

To do so, it is going to the back-end of its work process to first help the engineering 
teams understand the needs of the O&M teams, and then moves up the project 
supply chain to understand the processes that construction needs to build, any 
additional materials it needs to buy, as well as any out-standing deliverables 
engineering needs in order to accomplish the design.

“The turnover of data has to start early, before engineering is even done. What we 
are discovering is that the maintenance data of a plant in our system needs to occur 
back in early detailed design, before we even start buying equipment,” McNeil said.

“We have several questions around what the software vendors do – we have to be 
able to understand what data we have already passed downstream to another 
system and how we manage change around that data as decisions get made and 
things get changed as design evolves. The whole change of management at the 
data level is where technology really helps.”

3. Advanced Work Packaging

Engineering slippage is averaging 40% across small, medium, large, mega and giga 
projects, and very few companies have an e�ective gate at this milestone, according 
to Independent Project Analysis (IPA), a global consultancy in project evaluation and 
project system benchmarking. In these cases, engineering slippage would often spill 
over into procurement delays, plummeting design quality and decreasing labor 
productivity, with snowball e�ects on field construction.

To improve their capital projects, petrochemical and refining companies on the US 
Gulf Cost should adopt a “construction-driven engineering approach,” according to 
a senior expert from Bentley Systems. Bentley has partnered with the IPA to develop 
an Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) philosophy, roadmap and tools to utilize 
construction-driven engineering in both planning and direct project execution. 

The solution monitors the engineering work packages – for example, vendor 
documentation - making sure they are of high quality, follow the proper metrics, are 
properly sequenced based on the path of construction, and can be corrected on 
time if needed.

AWP requires a systematic approach to facilitate the technology and best practice 
deployment across the project lifecycle. It calls for an exchange of information 
between engineering, construction, commissioning and handover, with the work 
packages serving as the unit of that information exchange, according to Bentley.

Many of the energy projects that are proceeding in the current market place, 
especially large projects over $500 million, are making a go of using the AWP best 
practices developed and validated by the CII and implemented by a number of 
di�erent vendors, contractors and consultants. 

In mid-2015, for example, Shell announced that it will begin developing a suite of 
AWP-based data centric solutions, called ProjectVantage, to drive down cost 
inflation in the design, construction and engineering of its projects.

The ProjectVantage framework provides an integrated data-centric platform to 
deliver safer, faster and better capital projects. These components are integrated and 
are designed to enable data consistency across suppliers and engineering 
disciplines. 

The company said it expects to see key savings in design and engineering from the 
single-source availability of up-to-date design information, semi-automated data 
validation, and consistency checking across disciplines, locations and contractors. 

Meanwhile, in January 2016, Williams Energy Canada also announced it had chosen 
Bentley’s ConstructSim software – which is designed to enable and facilitate CII’s 
AWP best practices - to implement an AWP approach for its propane 
dehydrogenation (PDH) plant project in Alberta. The company said it would 
introduce ConstructSim early in the engineering phase.

J-AWP: Integrating all aspects of a capital project

To improve the construction performance of its capital projects from concept to 
commissioning, Jacobs is using Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) – a back-to-front 
project planning and execution process for defining, sequencing and pacing the 
execution of E-P-C packages that integrates work packaging with engineering, 
procurement, construction and project controls, said Dale Adcox, global work face 
planning manager at Jacobs, at a Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

AWP can improve the most volatile aspects of a capital project, including craft 
availability and productivity, material laydown, construction sequence and 
scheduling. The process begins in FEL2 and is further refined through each project 
phase.

Jacobs’ AWP, J-AWP, begins by analyzing the client’s business objectives and 
requirements before assigning the construction team to sequence the work 
accordingly, whether for modular or stick-built projects.

The project then gets the buy-in from the engineering team before it is coordinated 
with the procurement/contracts management to ensure the materials will be 
delivered at the site within budget and according to schedule.

Jacobs prefers to work package projects around the construction sequence rather 
than around the management of the materials, Adcox said. This prevents the 
company from starting field work too early and allows it to complete a sequence 
with minimum rework.

Once the procurement and contracts have been signed o�, the project controls 
team helps with the budget and estimates, based on the approved field plan, and 
how to turn that over to the client.

The best way to perform AWP is by integrating the project data across the six 
di�erent rounds that support construction planning – QA/QC, turnover, engineering 
model, material management, scheduling and project controls, Adcox said.

This allows the project team to o�er better transparency and more accurate and 
detailed data – both internally and to the client – as well as better predictability 

about the schedule, improved productivity, and overall performance.
“With these aspects – client input through completion – we see improved quality 
and improved safety,” Adcox said. “If we do a better job of sequencing the work, and 
engineering understands what exactly their deliverables need to be to support 
vendor fabricators, we are also seeing a decrease in revisions.”

Long-Term View

When the US energy industry sees a surge in capital project work, it struggles to 
respect project cost, schedule and functionality. Yet, the latest data and experience 
show that cost, project cycle time, and quality & reliability do not have to exclude 
each other.

Owner and EPC companies on the Gulf Coast should focus on improving their 
capital project performance as a long-term strategy even as volatile prices are 
putting pressure on company balance sheets and project deliveries in the short 
term. 

Despite slackened crude oil prices and depressed profit margins, US petroleum 
refinery and petrochemical capital spending will still rise over the next three to five 
years as companies race to prepare facilities to meet new rules from the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), build and expand plans to take advantage of 
cheap domestic feedstock, and as the North American region exports more 
petroleum and gas-based products. Crack spreads in refining and oil-to-gas ratios in 
petrochemicals will largely influence which type of capital projects move forward.

Companies could minimize business, cost and project risk regardless of 
boom-and-bust cycles by improving their overall approach to planning and team 
interaction by not only implementing new systems that improve day-to-day work 
and operational deficiencies, but also necessary culture change. 
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Introduction

For the past 25 years, owners and contractors in the US energy sector have been 
optimizing front-end loading (FEL), using electronic process design and scheduling 
tools, applying lessons learned and implementing other best practices, yet 
construction project performance has not visibly improved.

Remarkably, design-stage innovations such as three-dimensional isometric 
projections delivering extra detail to engineers and field craft, AutoCAD software and 
other technologies designed to improve e�ciency have seen a wide adoption in the 
sector, yet engineering & design as a percentage of a capital project’s total 
investment cost (TIC) has not changed much on average compared to 20-25 years 
ago. 

Meanwhile, petrochemical and refining projects in the United States are becoming 
larger, more complex and more di�cult to execute just as they are beginning to 
face systemic, industry-wide risks, according to Nick Jones, management consultant 
at global management consulting firm Partners in Performance. 

New projects are faced with core issues such as owner-contractor interface 
integration, price volatility and loss of project experience as owner & contractor 
personnel – from skilled crafts to engineers and plant operators – is retiring or 
transferring to other industries. 

Moreover, the flood of capital spending on the US Gulf Coast has strained many 
project supply chains in some areas, prompting companies to turn to lower-cost 
centers abroad for engineering expertise and materials. The market for complex 
megaprojects is concentrated and mature, while the small project markets remain 
more local in character – good in some places, more challenged in others. 

Controlling capital costs, managing risk and dramatically improving project 
performance in the current market environment will take more than adopting new 
technology and best practices. To assist petrochemical & refining owners and 
engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) companies in planning and 
executing capital projects, this whitepaper presents industry players’ insights on 
some of the key project challenges and workable solutions on the US Gulf Coast, 
with a focus on:

• North American downstream companies’ response to price volatility
• Key studies, data and analysis on downstream capital project performance in   
 North America
• Sampling of the most common problems facing project execution and delivery in  
 the current marketplace
• Selection of the latest project execution & management strategies and case   
 studies from some of the major owners on the US Gulf Coast

Responding to Volatility

Even though plummeting crude oil prices are eating into the cost competiveness of 
US ethane-based petrochemical players, they have not changed the fundamental 
advantage of US ethane. Cheap crude a�ects companies’ bottom lines di�erently 
across the value chain. Some companies have pursued pure-play strategies, 
focusing on narrow sets of chemicals, while others have opted to hedge market 
volatility by diversifying their feedstocks and products.

Some refining and petrochemical companies have responded to oil and price 
volatility by reducing capital spend on some projects and focusing their e�orts on a 
narrower set of strategic, long-term investments. Others have reinforced their 
downstream investment strategy, keeping their focus on the fundamentals of capital 
discipline and avoiding short-termism. Another response has been to delay tenders 
for some services in hopes of securing lower-cost bids in a softening construction 
market.

In certain cases, owners that are looking to build new projects but have not reached 
final investment decision (FID) are proceeding with multiple project scope options 
for as long as they can in order to manage the business risk from market volatility. 

According to Shawn Hansen, manager capital project consulting at consultancy 
Asset Performance Networks (AP-Networks), this strategy could be justified if a 
company needs to keep a particular project moving, for example, to maintain a 
lease or another agreement. Otherwise, companies should be thinking about 
methodically progressing activities that reduce cost and schedule uncertainty but 
require less financial commitment.

Overall, even though margins for US ethane crackers currently remain favorable 
against oil-based naphtha plants, and project spending in the US is still robust – 
especially for pure-play chemical makers – many large petrochemical projects are 
not moving as fast as planned, some companies have rowed back on proposals for 
new cracker plants, and other projects are likely to be smaller than originally 
anticipated.

Ethane Price Ten-Year Forecast
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Across the broader energy sector, the expected drop in capital spending in oil & gas 
exploration & production in 2016 will be largely o�set by still positive growth in 
refining, petrochemical, LNG and natural gas transmission projects, which will 
support demand for labor, materials and other services.

Meanwhile, many large project EPC contractors have struggled to perform in the 
more heated downstream construction market. Engineering deliverables and 
therefore procurement are often late and/or out of sequence. Home o�ce and 
value center interfaces are frequently slow or inflexible. Many experts Petrochemical 
Update interviewed for this industry paper said they think the engineering errors and 
omission rates are generally on the rise.

In this market place, controlling construction costs will be key to US petrochemical 
producers in the next few years, especially to companies that will be exporting 
much of their production and need to o�er very competitive prices. Margins are 
occasionally very tight, and companies need to ensure project costs remain under 
control if they are to recoup their capex investment.

According to Steve Cabano, president of project management consulting and 
training firm Pathfinder, some owners on the US Gulf Coast might try to re-negotiate 
the contracts with their execution contractors to get more competitive pricing in the 
less heated construction market place. While 3-4 years ago most of the companies 
in the region were pushing schedules to get a first-mover advantage, businesses in 
today’s market are primarily focusing on controlling cash flows.

According to AP-Networks’ Hansen, companies should strive to reduce the volatility 
of the business environment on the scope of their projects – for example, by 
maximizing their front-end planning – but should also have the wherewithal to 
respond to the vastly changed economics between FID and project commissioning.

Energy construction waves in the US typically follow seven-year cycles. Given that 
many of the large petrochemical projects on the US Gulf Coast take at least seven 
years from concept to commissioning – several years for front-end planning and 
about three years on average for construction – they are likely to go through at least 
one boom-and-bust business cycle before becoming fully operational. 

According to Fred Gibson, PE, PMP - director of projects at Lauren Engineers & 
Constructors, changing profit margins are currently prompting more and more 
petrochemical owners to take a longer-term view and invest in new strategies to 
improve the performance of their projects – from training craft workers to adopting 
innovative project management solutions.

Ethane-Production Capacity vs. Cracker Capacity
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Project Performance to Date

Almost two thirds of the major capital projects in the United States do not meet their 
budgets and schedules, and most industry executives are not happy with the 
performance of their systems, according to data and analysis by AP-Networks, 
which services oil, chemical and energy companies in the Americas, Asia, Europe 
and the Middle East.

Some 72% of more than 800 capital projects (over $25 million) in AP-Networks’ 
database executed since 2002 have failed to satisfy all of their performance goals 
(+/10% of budget, +/- 10% of planned schedule and no major operability failures 
after start-up).

One in four projects in the firm’s database grossly exceeded one or more of their 
success criteria metrics, meaning that they either overran their budget or schedule 
by 30% or had a major operability failure that prevented them from achieving steady 
operations.

A recent AP-Networks survey of eight US refining megaprojects (over $1 billion) 
completed in recent years to accommodate the increased crude capacity from 
Canada’s oil sands indicates that almost all of them su�ered major problems, even 
though they had governance and assurance processes in place, including 
benchmarking and external reviews. While today’s business drivers are di�erent, 
there are learnings from the performance of these projects that are still relevant to 
the current market environment.

Six of the megaprojects built since 2006 had significant cash flow constraints and 
were delayed by more than a year. At least four experienced a regulatory delay. 
Many of the projects identified a lack of major project experience. The schedule 
delays and changes to cash flows were major contributors to the poor project 
outcomes. In the current environment, company leaderships should avoid changing 
project execution to manage cash flow or at least study the risks associated with 
doing so, according to Hansen.

The average cost overrun on six of the projects for which there is publicly available 
data was more than 30%, while none achieved the mechanical and completion cost 
within 10% of the initially announced budget.

As shown in the figure below, a recent industry trend is executing more capital 
project work during turnarounds. This is noteworthy because capital intensive 
turnarounds are particularly challenging. AP-Networks’ database of medium and 
high-complexity turnarounds executed since mid-2012 in the onshore and o�shore 
upstream, gas, refining, chemical, and power sectors shows that 32% were 
successful while 68% failed to meet their project goals (including 40% that 
AP-Networks categorized as “train wrecks”).

Common Pitfalls

Organizational capabilities are at the heart of what makes a capital project succeed 
or fail, according to AP-Networks. 

Meanwhile, the company’s analysis shows that traditional project governance and 
assurance processes are often misreporting the true state of front-end loading (FEL), 
or project definition, and instilling a false sense of confidence in decision makers, 
particularly about the quality estimate and schedule.

According to AP-Networks, checklist-driven approaches to front-end deliverables, 
the heavy focus on front-end at the expense of post-full-funds authorization 
activities, inexperience in managing big projects, lack of e�ective follow-through and 
mitigation plans to risk registers, misalignment among stakeholders and inaccurate 
estimates are among the most common pitfalls in capital projects.

Interviews Petrochemical Update has conducted with petrochemical industry 
experts show that the most prevalent challenges to delivering well-functioning 
projects safely, on time and on budget are closely inter-related and much more 
devastating for large projects, including:

• Lack of clear project objectives across all interfaces
• Incomplete or inadequate FEED execution and FEL discipline prior to sanction
• Difficulties freezing the project scope definition before engineering and   
 construction
• Mismanagement of resources
• Lack of common baseline for scheduling all aspects of a project
• Unrealistic estimates and timelines, and inadequate project controls
• Engineering slippage
• Difficulties getting the right level of skill and labor productivity
• Difficulties managing multiple interfaces on complex megaprojects and achieving  
 integration between the owner and contractor teams
• Lack of rigorous optimization process
• Difficulties matching project goals with an optimal contracting arrangement
• Difficulties defining and executing the commissioning phase
• Check-box mentality

Though the key problems and solutions vary by project and circumstances, below is 
a sampling of some of the major strategies several companies active on the US Gulf 
Coast are currently utilizing to improve di�erent aspects of project planning and 
execution.

Steam Cracker Cost as a Function of Feedstock Weight
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1. Staying on Schedule: Lessons from Freeport LNG, LyondellBasell 

FEED is often considered the single most important process in the lifecycle of a 
capital project. With its focus on coordinating between the business need, project 
strategy, scope, cost and schedule, and maintaining that link throughout the project 
life cycle, the front-end loading/front-end planning (FEL/FEP) stage could often be 
the key to executing the project within budget and on time. 

E�ective FEP can mitigate project risks through the development of detailed scope 
definition and the subsequent e�cient use of project resources.

Most FEED phase e�orts are assessed using the criteria of a handful of very skilled 
consultants. They have high-quality databases of project results based on quality, 
cost, schedule and production criteria. This data and statistical analysis allows them 
to assess the probability of project success based on certain work process factors 
and benchmarks. 

However, as this base is already covered, there are additional evaluation criteria that 
owners can employ to take the probabilities of FEED phase success to the next level, 
according to Taylor Auburg, project director at Freeport LNG. Auburg is currently 
heading a $10 billion three-train LNG export project in Freeport, Texas, designed to 
liquefy and export about 14 million tons/year of LNG.

According to Auburg, companies can advance standard practice by taking additional 
steps to evaluate the quality of the detailed work products in the FEED Package. As a 
first step, he recommends identifying the key work products from the FEED Phase 
and specifying the attributes that should be included in the final deliverables. This 
provides additional direction to the FEED Phase engineering contractor at the start 
of the Phase. It also provides a quantified baseline for scoring the quality of the work 
products in the final FEED Package.

This step increases the probability of success coming out of the FEED Phase by not 
only ensuring compliance with the work processes (as assessed by the consultants), 
but also by making sure the work products meet the requirements of the 
subsequent phases of the project. According to Auburg, in addition to using 
consultant evaluations, owners should take the time to specify their own success 
criteria and quantify compliance in an equally rigorous manner.

Schedule control is controlling time, hence cost. Quality expectations must also be 
met in accordance with the schedule. 

Maintaining the pace of the project is the most important attribute in determining 
the final outcomes, Auburg said.

According to him, the industry's normal schedule conventions make managing the 
project time more di�cult. Level 3 Schedules can be 300-500 pages long, are not 
digestible and are rarely read. Project teams rely on their schedulers to tell them 
what they need to know. The engineering and construction sections typically follow 
a common format. The work in each process or utility unit is broken down by 
discipline or craft. Though separated by as many as 200 pages of procurement 
activities, you can (with a little work) follow the sequence of events from 
engineering through mechanical completion. 

According to Auburg, the conventional structure of the procurement and 
subcontracting activities creates a gap in the project teams' ability to follow the trail. 
Procurement and contracts are typically based on type, commodity and service. 
They do not communicate what is happening in the same basis as the engineering 
and construction work e�orts. 

Auburg suggests that companies take additional time to code the procurement of 
the major deliverables by the same units used in the WBS for engineering and 
construction. This will enable everyone concerned to see all aspects of the delivery 
of a process unit on no more than 3-5 pages. Starting and maintaining the schedule 
with the flexibility to easily view the status of each process unit also simplifies the 
transition to the completion based on process systems in the commissioning phase. 
E�ective time management and using additional criteria to assess the project at the 
end of the FEED Phase, among others, have allowed Freeport LNG to maintain its 
schedule and plan on its three-train LNG export project in Texas.

According to Auburg, other strategies that can be employed to enhance the success 
of projects include: using the same philosophy for lump-summing the contractors 
to have PMT services provided on a lump-sum basis; quantifying productivity and 
schedule attainment by the PMT to the same level of detail as that employed for the 
contractors; deeper distribution of incentives to enhance the probability of meeting 
desired outcomes; and providing rewards upon the successful completion of a 
project to maintain continuity of personnel.

Involving the contractors early in the project life cycle has also helped LyondellBasell 
maintain schedule on their current 1 billion pounds/year polyethylene project in La 
Porte, Texas and the recently announced propylene oxide/tertiary butyl alcohol (1 
billion pounds/year of PO and 2 billion pounds/year of TBA) plant, scheduled to start 
up in 2020 in Channelview, Texas, according to Patrick McFall, director project 
management Services at LyondellBasell. Both projects are currently undergoing 
front-end engineering and design (FEED).

Bringing the construction personnel prior to FEL 3 allowed the contractors to assist 
LyondellBasell with developing constructability reviews, the paths of construction 
and the overall schedule as early as the FEED stage. Though this additional due 
diligence during FEED could cost more and stretches the timeline, McFall said that 
the projects will start seeing the dividends from the more detailed upfront work by 
2018-2019.

Moreover, according to Pathfinder’s Cabano, owner companies should lock in their 
contracting arrangements as early as FEL 1 instead of waiting until the authorization 
phase, since most producers in the current market place do not have the technical 
expertise to create good FEL 2 and FEL 3 packages or administer construction 
projects on their own. Locking in quality contractors early and holding on to them 
throughout the lifetime of a project, even at a higher expense, is especially crucial in 
heated construction markets.

Early and continuous engagement of all stakeholders is critical, according to 
Cabano. This includes not only the direct project personnel, but also the business 
representatives, operations, maintenance and other interfaces such as the local 
communities, regulators and possibly even activist groups that may not be totally 
onboard with the project moving forward. Engaging these resources early and often 
in the project development and execution process assures alignment and minimizes 
late intervention by the parties, which often stimulates late changes and schedule 
delays.

2. New Approach to Team Integration

Delivering capital projects hinges upon team alignment and e�ective 
communication. In today’s modern age, we rely heavily on electronic means of 
communication that may fail to deliver the total message and result in bad decision 
making, team misalignment and ultimately poor project performance. The level of 
integration and engagement between the owner teams and the contractor teams is 
often one of the key di�erentiators between successful and unsuccessful capital 
projects.

Owner and contractor teams have become very siloed, according to Lauren's Fred 
Gibson, which prevents innovative ideas from getting implemented due to poor 
communication, misaligned incentives or lack of openness among the di�erent 
project interfaces. Tighter margins and tougher contracts that don’t allocate the 
project risk adequately, Gibson said, have also disincentivized many contractors and 
owners from actively cooperating and exploring synergies.

Lauren Engineers & Constructors is building a unified organization and project 
execution process that includes engineer, contractor and owner to enhance the 
lines of communication and improve team alignment. This strategy “puts the best 
player in the best seat,” regardless of the company, giving them the mandate to 
execute the project activities that they are best suited for.

Integrated project teams have to participate actively starting in scope development, 
have decision-making authority for their function and carry out specific 
responsibilities as defined and understood by all team members.

Lauren has made its integrated team approach a core part of its current project 
proposals. The company’s bids detail how it envisions the project execution, 
outlining the team and organization structure, how the personnel will be located, 
over what time period, and the number of people allocated for each position or 
activity, among others. 

“It is specific, but outlining the plan and expectations, and being aligned with both 
the owner and the engineer upfront is a key to success in making that happen,” 
Gibson said.

This approach has allowed Lauren to deliver projects more smoothly, communicate 
directly and simultaneously with both the engineer and the owner, reduce the 
communication time to process requests for information or change, accelerate 
schedule, improve transparency and sta� the job more appropriately. It has also 
improved the overall quality, enabling Lauren to optimize its budget, schedule and 
performance risks compared to more conventional execution approaches. 

Moreover, RLG International, a Vancouver-based performance improvement 
consulting company, has developed management processes to improve project 
leadership, accountability and performance: firstly, Operating Rhythm (OR™), a 
series of key interactions between leaders and front-line operations to provide them 
with the competency and confidence to e�ectively execute to maximize their 
organization’s results; and secondly, Theoretical Maximum Performance (TMP™), a 
process for engaging crews and contractors with a proactive and systematic 
approach to increase involvement, commitment and ownership, while ensuring 
rigorous planning and performance feedback.

Both TMP™ and OR™ have been applied to a series of refinery & petrochemical 
upgrade projects with companies including Chevron, Tesoro, Chevron Phillips 
Chemical, NOVA Chemicals and LyondellBasell, among others. These processes 
enable integrated project teams to review their planning milestones and Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs), following a tight accountability rhythm to ensure 
better planning, proper quality and further schedule execution, according to RLG’s 
Executive Vice President Rick Heyland.

RLG recently completed a successful turnaround on Tesoro Petroleum 
Corporation’s Steam Plant Complex in Martinez, California that, according to Tom 
Lu, refinery manager at the facility, introduced a new level of project management 
discipline to the project’s FEL Planning process using Metrics, Operating Rhythm and 
Optimization activities. The project teams executed the outage five days ahead of 
schedule and delivered the project under budget with zero recordable injuries and 
zero flaring events.

Heyland said that more petrochemical owners in North America are opening up to 
such solutions, as they are moving toward a larger ownership and tighter control 
over their projects.

NOVA Chemicals  for example, have specifically included RLG International and its 
performance improvement approach into their recent contracts with EPC 
companies.  In addition to including incentives and penalties for specific project 
targets, the contracts also outline in detail how di�erent project teams should 
coordinate their work by following and tracking clear KPIs, performing monthly 
business reviews and adhering to operating & accountability rhythm activities 
through RLG’s processes and methodologies.

Dow Chemical’s project productivity plan

To reduce costs and improve its capital project and expansion project productivity, 
the Dow Chemical Company has been optimizing its work processes for about 20 
years, said Deborah McNeil, project productivity program manager at Dow, at a 
Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

On the systems side, the company has invested in smart-plan 3D models and 
associated engineering tools, including a new SAP Solution software.

Dow Chemical usually performs about 30-70% of its engineering in-house, 
outsources the rest during project peaks and brings it back in-house during the 
chemical trials. The company would typically conduct its own FEL, procurement 
and construction management, and outsource the construction labor on its 
projects.

To coordinate all project functions, Dow has started an Information and Material 
Flow Optimization Project (IMFOP) across the project lifecycle – from the FEL to the 
hand-o� to the Operations & Maintenance, including Facility Data Maintenance 
agreements to support the “next” project, McNeil said.

The program plans to create a single data entry point for its capital project activities, 
align the data definition and understand who owns it across the project lifecycle, as 
well as reduce the manual re-entry of data, simplify its data gathering and reporting, 
and understand how and what information is used downstream in the project cycle.

Dow is also using the IMFOP vision to optimize how to combine data documents 
and image “packaging” to drive increased productivity of all disciplines and functions, 
McNeil said.
Moreover, since materials and construction labor account for the biggest expenses 
in its capital execution, Dow is changing the way it designs and procures for projects 
in order to improve the construction productivity and O&M performance of its 
assets.

To do so, it is going to the back-end of its work process to first help the engineering 
teams understand the needs of the O&M teams, and then moves up the project 
supply chain to understand the processes that construction needs to build, any 
additional materials it needs to buy, as well as any out-standing deliverables 
engineering needs in order to accomplish the design.

“The turnover of data has to start early, before engineering is even done. What we 
are discovering is that the maintenance data of a plant in our system needs to occur 
back in early detailed design, before we even start buying equipment,” McNeil said.

“We have several questions around what the software vendors do – we have to be 
able to understand what data we have already passed downstream to another 
system and how we manage change around that data as decisions get made and 
things get changed as design evolves. The whole change of management at the 
data level is where technology really helps.”

3. Advanced Work Packaging

Engineering slippage is averaging 40% across small, medium, large, mega and giga 
projects, and very few companies have an e�ective gate at this milestone, according 
to Independent Project Analysis (IPA), a global consultancy in project evaluation and 
project system benchmarking. In these cases, engineering slippage would often spill 
over into procurement delays, plummeting design quality and decreasing labor 
productivity, with snowball e�ects on field construction.

To improve their capital projects, petrochemical and refining companies on the US 
Gulf Cost should adopt a “construction-driven engineering approach,” according to 
a senior expert from Bentley Systems. Bentley has partnered with the IPA to develop 
an Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) philosophy, roadmap and tools to utilize 
construction-driven engineering in both planning and direct project execution. 

The solution monitors the engineering work packages – for example, vendor 
documentation - making sure they are of high quality, follow the proper metrics, are 
properly sequenced based on the path of construction, and can be corrected on 
time if needed.

AWP requires a systematic approach to facilitate the technology and best practice 
deployment across the project lifecycle. It calls for an exchange of information 
between engineering, construction, commissioning and handover, with the work 
packages serving as the unit of that information exchange, according to Bentley.

Many of the energy projects that are proceeding in the current market place, 
especially large projects over $500 million, are making a go of using the AWP best 
practices developed and validated by the CII and implemented by a number of 
di�erent vendors, contractors and consultants. 

In mid-2015, for example, Shell announced that it will begin developing a suite of 
AWP-based data centric solutions, called ProjectVantage, to drive down cost 
inflation in the design, construction and engineering of its projects.

The ProjectVantage framework provides an integrated data-centric platform to 
deliver safer, faster and better capital projects. These components are integrated and 
are designed to enable data consistency across suppliers and engineering 
disciplines. 

The company said it expects to see key savings in design and engineering from the 
single-source availability of up-to-date design information, semi-automated data 
validation, and consistency checking across disciplines, locations and contractors. 

Meanwhile, in January 2016, Williams Energy Canada also announced it had chosen 
Bentley’s ConstructSim software – which is designed to enable and facilitate CII’s 
AWP best practices - to implement an AWP approach for its propane 
dehydrogenation (PDH) plant project in Alberta. The company said it would 
introduce ConstructSim early in the engineering phase.

J-AWP: Integrating all aspects of a capital project

To improve the construction performance of its capital projects from concept to 
commissioning, Jacobs is using Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) – a back-to-front 
project planning and execution process for defining, sequencing and pacing the 
execution of E-P-C packages that integrates work packaging with engineering, 
procurement, construction and project controls, said Dale Adcox, global work face 
planning manager at Jacobs, at a Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

AWP can improve the most volatile aspects of a capital project, including craft 
availability and productivity, material laydown, construction sequence and 
scheduling. The process begins in FEL2 and is further refined through each project 
phase.

Jacobs’ AWP, J-AWP, begins by analyzing the client’s business objectives and 
requirements before assigning the construction team to sequence the work 
accordingly, whether for modular or stick-built projects.

The project then gets the buy-in from the engineering team before it is coordinated 
with the procurement/contracts management to ensure the materials will be 
delivered at the site within budget and according to schedule.

Jacobs prefers to work package projects around the construction sequence rather 
than around the management of the materials, Adcox said. This prevents the 
company from starting field work too early and allows it to complete a sequence 
with minimum rework.

Once the procurement and contracts have been signed o�, the project controls 
team helps with the budget and estimates, based on the approved field plan, and 
how to turn that over to the client.

The best way to perform AWP is by integrating the project data across the six 
di�erent rounds that support construction planning – QA/QC, turnover, engineering 
model, material management, scheduling and project controls, Adcox said.

This allows the project team to o�er better transparency and more accurate and 
detailed data – both internally and to the client – as well as better predictability 

about the schedule, improved productivity, and overall performance.
“With these aspects – client input through completion – we see improved quality 
and improved safety,” Adcox said. “If we do a better job of sequencing the work, and 
engineering understands what exactly their deliverables need to be to support 
vendor fabricators, we are also seeing a decrease in revisions.”

Long-Term View

When the US energy industry sees a surge in capital project work, it struggles to 
respect project cost, schedule and functionality. Yet, the latest data and experience 
show that cost, project cycle time, and quality & reliability do not have to exclude 
each other.

Owner and EPC companies on the Gulf Coast should focus on improving their 
capital project performance as a long-term strategy even as volatile prices are 
putting pressure on company balance sheets and project deliveries in the short 
term. 

Despite slackened crude oil prices and depressed profit margins, US petroleum 
refinery and petrochemical capital spending will still rise over the next three to five 
years as companies race to prepare facilities to meet new rules from the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), build and expand plans to take advantage of 
cheap domestic feedstock, and as the North American region exports more 
petroleum and gas-based products. Crack spreads in refining and oil-to-gas ratios in 
petrochemicals will largely influence which type of capital projects move forward.

Companies could minimize business, cost and project risk regardless of 
boom-and-bust cycles by improving their overall approach to planning and team 
interaction by not only implementing new systems that improve day-to-day work 
and operational deficiencies, but also necessary culture change. 
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Introduction

For the past 25 years, owners and contractors in the US energy sector have been 
optimizing front-end loading (FEL), using electronic process design and scheduling 
tools, applying lessons learned and implementing other best practices, yet 
construction project performance has not visibly improved.

Remarkably, design-stage innovations such as three-dimensional isometric 
projections delivering extra detail to engineers and field craft, AutoCAD software and 
other technologies designed to improve e�ciency have seen a wide adoption in the 
sector, yet engineering & design as a percentage of a capital project’s total 
investment cost (TIC) has not changed much on average compared to 20-25 years 
ago. 

Meanwhile, petrochemical and refining projects in the United States are becoming 
larger, more complex and more di�cult to execute just as they are beginning to 
face systemic, industry-wide risks, according to Nick Jones, management consultant 
at global management consulting firm Partners in Performance. 

New projects are faced with core issues such as owner-contractor interface 
integration, price volatility and loss of project experience as owner & contractor 
personnel – from skilled crafts to engineers and plant operators – is retiring or 
transferring to other industries. 

Moreover, the flood of capital spending on the US Gulf Coast has strained many 
project supply chains in some areas, prompting companies to turn to lower-cost 
centers abroad for engineering expertise and materials. The market for complex 
megaprojects is concentrated and mature, while the small project markets remain 
more local in character – good in some places, more challenged in others. 

Controlling capital costs, managing risk and dramatically improving project 
performance in the current market environment will take more than adopting new 
technology and best practices. To assist petrochemical & refining owners and 
engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) companies in planning and 
executing capital projects, this whitepaper presents industry players’ insights on 
some of the key project challenges and workable solutions on the US Gulf Coast, 
with a focus on:

• North American downstream companies’ response to price volatility
• Key studies, data and analysis on downstream capital project performance in   
 North America
• Sampling of the most common problems facing project execution and delivery in  
 the current marketplace
• Selection of the latest project execution & management strategies and case   
 studies from some of the major owners on the US Gulf Coast

Responding to Volatility

Even though plummeting crude oil prices are eating into the cost competiveness of 
US ethane-based petrochemical players, they have not changed the fundamental 
advantage of US ethane. Cheap crude a�ects companies’ bottom lines di�erently 
across the value chain. Some companies have pursued pure-play strategies, 
focusing on narrow sets of chemicals, while others have opted to hedge market 
volatility by diversifying their feedstocks and products.

Some refining and petrochemical companies have responded to oil and price 
volatility by reducing capital spend on some projects and focusing their e�orts on a 
narrower set of strategic, long-term investments. Others have reinforced their 
downstream investment strategy, keeping their focus on the fundamentals of capital 
discipline and avoiding short-termism. Another response has been to delay tenders 
for some services in hopes of securing lower-cost bids in a softening construction 
market.

In certain cases, owners that are looking to build new projects but have not reached 
final investment decision (FID) are proceeding with multiple project scope options 
for as long as they can in order to manage the business risk from market volatility. 

According to Shawn Hansen, manager capital project consulting at consultancy 
Asset Performance Networks (AP-Networks), this strategy could be justified if a 
company needs to keep a particular project moving, for example, to maintain a 
lease or another agreement. Otherwise, companies should be thinking about 
methodically progressing activities that reduce cost and schedule uncertainty but 
require less financial commitment.

Overall, even though margins for US ethane crackers currently remain favorable 
against oil-based naphtha plants, and project spending in the US is still robust – 
especially for pure-play chemical makers – many large petrochemical projects are 
not moving as fast as planned, some companies have rowed back on proposals for 
new cracker plants, and other projects are likely to be smaller than originally 
anticipated.

Ethane Price Ten-Year Forecast
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Across the broader energy sector, the expected drop in capital spending in oil & gas 
exploration & production in 2016 will be largely o�set by still positive growth in 
refining, petrochemical, LNG and natural gas transmission projects, which will 
support demand for labor, materials and other services.

Meanwhile, many large project EPC contractors have struggled to perform in the 
more heated downstream construction market. Engineering deliverables and 
therefore procurement are often late and/or out of sequence. Home o�ce and 
value center interfaces are frequently slow or inflexible. Many experts Petrochemical 
Update interviewed for this industry paper said they think the engineering errors and 
omission rates are generally on the rise.

In this market place, controlling construction costs will be key to US petrochemical 
producers in the next few years, especially to companies that will be exporting 
much of their production and need to o�er very competitive prices. Margins are 
occasionally very tight, and companies need to ensure project costs remain under 
control if they are to recoup their capex investment.

According to Steve Cabano, president of project management consulting and 
training firm Pathfinder, some owners on the US Gulf Coast might try to re-negotiate 
the contracts with their execution contractors to get more competitive pricing in the 
less heated construction market place. While 3-4 years ago most of the companies 
in the region were pushing schedules to get a first-mover advantage, businesses in 
today’s market are primarily focusing on controlling cash flows.

According to AP-Networks’ Hansen, companies should strive to reduce the volatility 
of the business environment on the scope of their projects – for example, by 
maximizing their front-end planning – but should also have the wherewithal to 
respond to the vastly changed economics between FID and project commissioning.

Energy construction waves in the US typically follow seven-year cycles. Given that 
many of the large petrochemical projects on the US Gulf Coast take at least seven 
years from concept to commissioning – several years for front-end planning and 
about three years on average for construction – they are likely to go through at least 
one boom-and-bust business cycle before becoming fully operational. 

According to Fred Gibson, PE, PMP - director of projects at Lauren Engineers & 
Constructors, changing profit margins are currently prompting more and more 
petrochemical owners to take a longer-term view and invest in new strategies to 
improve the performance of their projects – from training craft workers to adopting 
innovative project management solutions.

Ethane-Production Capacity vs. Cracker Capacity

 
Source: US Ethane, EthyIene & PoIyethyIene: Exports & Markets Report.

Project Performance to Date

Almost two thirds of the major capital projects in the United States do not meet their 
budgets and schedules, and most industry executives are not happy with the 
performance of their systems, according to data and analysis by AP-Networks, 
which services oil, chemical and energy companies in the Americas, Asia, Europe 
and the Middle East.

Some 72% of more than 800 capital projects (over $25 million) in AP-Networks’ 
database executed since 2002 have failed to satisfy all of their performance goals 
(+/10% of budget, +/- 10% of planned schedule and no major operability failures 
after start-up).

One in four projects in the firm’s database grossly exceeded one or more of their 
success criteria metrics, meaning that they either overran their budget or schedule 
by 30% or had a major operability failure that prevented them from achieving steady 
operations.

A recent AP-Networks survey of eight US refining megaprojects (over $1 billion) 
completed in recent years to accommodate the increased crude capacity from 
Canada’s oil sands indicates that almost all of them su�ered major problems, even 
though they had governance and assurance processes in place, including 
benchmarking and external reviews. While today’s business drivers are di�erent, 
there are learnings from the performance of these projects that are still relevant to 
the current market environment.

Six of the megaprojects built since 2006 had significant cash flow constraints and 
were delayed by more than a year. At least four experienced a regulatory delay. 
Many of the projects identified a lack of major project experience. The schedule 
delays and changes to cash flows were major contributors to the poor project 
outcomes. In the current environment, company leaderships should avoid changing 
project execution to manage cash flow or at least study the risks associated with 
doing so, according to Hansen.

The average cost overrun on six of the projects for which there is publicly available 
data was more than 30%, while none achieved the mechanical and completion cost 
within 10% of the initially announced budget.

As shown in the figure below, a recent industry trend is executing more capital 
project work during turnarounds. This is noteworthy because capital intensive 
turnarounds are particularly challenging. AP-Networks’ database of medium and 
high-complexity turnarounds executed since mid-2012 in the onshore and o�shore 
upstream, gas, refining, chemical, and power sectors shows that 32% were 
successful while 68% failed to meet their project goals (including 40% that 
AP-Networks categorized as “train wrecks”).

Common Pitfalls

Organizational capabilities are at the heart of what makes a capital project succeed 
or fail, according to AP-Networks. 

Meanwhile, the company’s analysis shows that traditional project governance and 
assurance processes are often misreporting the true state of front-end loading (FEL), 
or project definition, and instilling a false sense of confidence in decision makers, 
particularly about the quality estimate and schedule.

According to AP-Networks, checklist-driven approaches to front-end deliverables, 
the heavy focus on front-end at the expense of post-full-funds authorization 
activities, inexperience in managing big projects, lack of e�ective follow-through and 
mitigation plans to risk registers, misalignment among stakeholders and inaccurate 
estimates are among the most common pitfalls in capital projects.

Interviews Petrochemical Update has conducted with petrochemical industry 
experts show that the most prevalent challenges to delivering well-functioning 
projects safely, on time and on budget are closely inter-related and much more 
devastating for large projects, including:

• Lack of clear project objectives across all interfaces
• Incomplete or inadequate FEED execution and FEL discipline prior to sanction
• Difficulties freezing the project scope definition before engineering and   
 construction
• Mismanagement of resources
• Lack of common baseline for scheduling all aspects of a project
• Unrealistic estimates and timelines, and inadequate project controls
• Engineering slippage
• Difficulties getting the right level of skill and labor productivity
• Difficulties managing multiple interfaces on complex megaprojects and achieving  
 integration between the owner and contractor teams
• Lack of rigorous optimization process
• Difficulties matching project goals with an optimal contracting arrangement
• Difficulties defining and executing the commissioning phase
• Check-box mentality

Though the key problems and solutions vary by project and circumstances, below is 
a sampling of some of the major strategies several companies active on the US Gulf 
Coast are currently utilizing to improve di�erent aspects of project planning and 
execution.

Steam Cracker Cost as a Function of Feedstock Weight
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1. Staying on Schedule: Lessons from Freeport LNG, LyondellBasell 

FEED is often considered the single most important process in the lifecycle of a 
capital project. With its focus on coordinating between the business need, project 
strategy, scope, cost and schedule, and maintaining that link throughout the project 
life cycle, the front-end loading/front-end planning (FEL/FEP) stage could often be 
the key to executing the project within budget and on time. 

E�ective FEP can mitigate project risks through the development of detailed scope 
definition and the subsequent e�cient use of project resources.

Most FEED phase e�orts are assessed using the criteria of a handful of very skilled 
consultants. They have high-quality databases of project results based on quality, 
cost, schedule and production criteria. This data and statistical analysis allows them 
to assess the probability of project success based on certain work process factors 
and benchmarks. 

However, as this base is already covered, there are additional evaluation criteria that 
owners can employ to take the probabilities of FEED phase success to the next level, 
according to Taylor Auburg, project director at Freeport LNG. Auburg is currently 
heading a $10 billion three-train LNG export project in Freeport, Texas, designed to 
liquefy and export about 14 million tons/year of LNG.

According to Auburg, companies can advance standard practice by taking additional 
steps to evaluate the quality of the detailed work products in the FEED Package. As a 
first step, he recommends identifying the key work products from the FEED Phase 
and specifying the attributes that should be included in the final deliverables. This 
provides additional direction to the FEED Phase engineering contractor at the start 
of the Phase. It also provides a quantified baseline for scoring the quality of the work 
products in the final FEED Package.

This step increases the probability of success coming out of the FEED Phase by not 
only ensuring compliance with the work processes (as assessed by the consultants), 
but also by making sure the work products meet the requirements of the 
subsequent phases of the project. According to Auburg, in addition to using 
consultant evaluations, owners should take the time to specify their own success 
criteria and quantify compliance in an equally rigorous manner.

Schedule control is controlling time, hence cost. Quality expectations must also be 
met in accordance with the schedule. 

Maintaining the pace of the project is the most important attribute in determining 
the final outcomes, Auburg said.

According to him, the industry's normal schedule conventions make managing the 
project time more di�cult. Level 3 Schedules can be 300-500 pages long, are not 
digestible and are rarely read. Project teams rely on their schedulers to tell them 
what they need to know. The engineering and construction sections typically follow 
a common format. The work in each process or utility unit is broken down by 
discipline or craft. Though separated by as many as 200 pages of procurement 
activities, you can (with a little work) follow the sequence of events from 
engineering through mechanical completion. 

According to Auburg, the conventional structure of the procurement and 
subcontracting activities creates a gap in the project teams' ability to follow the trail. 
Procurement and contracts are typically based on type, commodity and service. 
They do not communicate what is happening in the same basis as the engineering 
and construction work e�orts. 

Auburg suggests that companies take additional time to code the procurement of 
the major deliverables by the same units used in the WBS for engineering and 
construction. This will enable everyone concerned to see all aspects of the delivery 
of a process unit on no more than 3-5 pages. Starting and maintaining the schedule 
with the flexibility to easily view the status of each process unit also simplifies the 
transition to the completion based on process systems in the commissioning phase. 
E�ective time management and using additional criteria to assess the project at the 
end of the FEED Phase, among others, have allowed Freeport LNG to maintain its 
schedule and plan on its three-train LNG export project in Texas.

According to Auburg, other strategies that can be employed to enhance the success 
of projects include: using the same philosophy for lump-summing the contractors 
to have PMT services provided on a lump-sum basis; quantifying productivity and 
schedule attainment by the PMT to the same level of detail as that employed for the 
contractors; deeper distribution of incentives to enhance the probability of meeting 
desired outcomes; and providing rewards upon the successful completion of a 
project to maintain continuity of personnel.

Involving the contractors early in the project life cycle has also helped LyondellBasell 
maintain schedule on their current 1 billion pounds/year polyethylene project in La 
Porte, Texas and the recently announced propylene oxide/tertiary butyl alcohol (1 
billion pounds/year of PO and 2 billion pounds/year of TBA) plant, scheduled to start 
up in 2020 in Channelview, Texas, according to Patrick McFall, director project 
management Services at LyondellBasell. Both projects are currently undergoing 
front-end engineering and design (FEED).

Bringing the construction personnel prior to FEL 3 allowed the contractors to assist 
LyondellBasell with developing constructability reviews, the paths of construction 
and the overall schedule as early as the FEED stage. Though this additional due 
diligence during FEED could cost more and stretches the timeline, McFall said that 
the projects will start seeing the dividends from the more detailed upfront work by 
2018-2019.

Moreover, according to Pathfinder’s Cabano, owner companies should lock in their 
contracting arrangements as early as FEL 1 instead of waiting until the authorization 
phase, since most producers in the current market place do not have the technical 
expertise to create good FEL 2 and FEL 3 packages or administer construction 
projects on their own. Locking in quality contractors early and holding on to them 
throughout the lifetime of a project, even at a higher expense, is especially crucial in 
heated construction markets.

Early and continuous engagement of all stakeholders is critical, according to 
Cabano. This includes not only the direct project personnel, but also the business 
representatives, operations, maintenance and other interfaces such as the local 
communities, regulators and possibly even activist groups that may not be totally 
onboard with the project moving forward. Engaging these resources early and often 
in the project development and execution process assures alignment and minimizes 
late intervention by the parties, which often stimulates late changes and schedule 
delays.

2. New Approach to Team Integration

Delivering capital projects hinges upon team alignment and e�ective 
communication. In today’s modern age, we rely heavily on electronic means of 
communication that may fail to deliver the total message and result in bad decision 
making, team misalignment and ultimately poor project performance. The level of 
integration and engagement between the owner teams and the contractor teams is 
often one of the key di�erentiators between successful and unsuccessful capital 
projects.

Owner and contractor teams have become very siloed, according to Lauren's Fred 
Gibson, which prevents innovative ideas from getting implemented due to poor 
communication, misaligned incentives or lack of openness among the di�erent 
project interfaces. Tighter margins and tougher contracts that don’t allocate the 
project risk adequately, Gibson said, have also disincentivized many contractors and 
owners from actively cooperating and exploring synergies.

Lauren Engineers & Constructors is building a unified organization and project 
execution process that includes engineer, contractor and owner to enhance the 
lines of communication and improve team alignment. This strategy “puts the best 
player in the best seat,” regardless of the company, giving them the mandate to 
execute the project activities that they are best suited for.

Integrated project teams have to participate actively starting in scope development, 
have decision-making authority for their function and carry out specific 
responsibilities as defined and understood by all team members.

Lauren has made its integrated team approach a core part of its current project 
proposals. The company’s bids detail how it envisions the project execution, 
outlining the team and organization structure, how the personnel will be located, 
over what time period, and the number of people allocated for each position or 
activity, among others. 

“It is specific, but outlining the plan and expectations, and being aligned with both 
the owner and the engineer upfront is a key to success in making that happen,” 
Gibson said.

This approach has allowed Lauren to deliver projects more smoothly, communicate 
directly and simultaneously with both the engineer and the owner, reduce the 
communication time to process requests for information or change, accelerate 
schedule, improve transparency and sta� the job more appropriately. It has also 
improved the overall quality, enabling Lauren to optimize its budget, schedule and 
performance risks compared to more conventional execution approaches. 

Moreover, RLG International, a Vancouver-based performance improvement 
consulting company, has developed management processes to improve project 
leadership, accountability and performance: firstly, Operating Rhythm (OR™), a 
series of key interactions between leaders and front-line operations to provide them 
with the competency and confidence to e�ectively execute to maximize their 
organization’s results; and secondly, Theoretical Maximum Performance (TMP™), a 
process for engaging crews and contractors with a proactive and systematic 
approach to increase involvement, commitment and ownership, while ensuring 
rigorous planning and performance feedback.

Both TMP™ and OR™ have been applied to a series of refinery & petrochemical 
upgrade projects with companies including Chevron, Tesoro, Chevron Phillips 
Chemical, NOVA Chemicals and LyondellBasell, among others. These processes 
enable integrated project teams to review their planning milestones and Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs), following a tight accountability rhythm to ensure 
better planning, proper quality and further schedule execution, according to RLG’s 
Executive Vice President Rick Heyland.

RLG recently completed a successful turnaround on Tesoro Petroleum 
Corporation’s Steam Plant Complex in Martinez, California that, according to Tom 
Lu, refinery manager at the facility, introduced a new level of project management 
discipline to the project’s FEL Planning process using Metrics, Operating Rhythm and 
Optimization activities. The project teams executed the outage five days ahead of 
schedule and delivered the project under budget with zero recordable injuries and 
zero flaring events.

Heyland said that more petrochemical owners in North America are opening up to 
such solutions, as they are moving toward a larger ownership and tighter control 
over their projects.

NOVA Chemicals  for example, have specifically included RLG International and its 
performance improvement approach into their recent contracts with EPC 
companies.  In addition to including incentives and penalties for specific project 
targets, the contracts also outline in detail how di�erent project teams should 
coordinate their work by following and tracking clear KPIs, performing monthly 
business reviews and adhering to operating & accountability rhythm activities 
through RLG’s processes and methodologies.

Dow Chemical’s project productivity plan

To reduce costs and improve its capital project and expansion project productivity, 
the Dow Chemical Company has been optimizing its work processes for about 20 
years, said Deborah McNeil, project productivity program manager at Dow, at a 
Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

On the systems side, the company has invested in smart-plan 3D models and 
associated engineering tools, including a new SAP Solution software.

Dow Chemical usually performs about 30-70% of its engineering in-house, 
outsources the rest during project peaks and brings it back in-house during the 
chemical trials. The company would typically conduct its own FEL, procurement 
and construction management, and outsource the construction labor on its 
projects.

To coordinate all project functions, Dow has started an Information and Material 
Flow Optimization Project (IMFOP) across the project lifecycle – from the FEL to the 
hand-o� to the Operations & Maintenance, including Facility Data Maintenance 
agreements to support the “next” project, McNeil said.

The program plans to create a single data entry point for its capital project activities, 
align the data definition and understand who owns it across the project lifecycle, as 
well as reduce the manual re-entry of data, simplify its data gathering and reporting, 
and understand how and what information is used downstream in the project cycle.

Dow is also using the IMFOP vision to optimize how to combine data documents 
and image “packaging” to drive increased productivity of all disciplines and functions, 
McNeil said.
Moreover, since materials and construction labor account for the biggest expenses 
in its capital execution, Dow is changing the way it designs and procures for projects 
in order to improve the construction productivity and O&M performance of its 
assets.

To do so, it is going to the back-end of its work process to first help the engineering 
teams understand the needs of the O&M teams, and then moves up the project 
supply chain to understand the processes that construction needs to build, any 
additional materials it needs to buy, as well as any out-standing deliverables 
engineering needs in order to accomplish the design.

“The turnover of data has to start early, before engineering is even done. What we 
are discovering is that the maintenance data of a plant in our system needs to occur 
back in early detailed design, before we even start buying equipment,” McNeil said.

“We have several questions around what the software vendors do – we have to be 
able to understand what data we have already passed downstream to another 
system and how we manage change around that data as decisions get made and 
things get changed as design evolves. The whole change of management at the 
data level is where technology really helps.”

3. Advanced Work Packaging

Engineering slippage is averaging 40% across small, medium, large, mega and giga 
projects, and very few companies have an e�ective gate at this milestone, according 
to Independent Project Analysis (IPA), a global consultancy in project evaluation and 
project system benchmarking. In these cases, engineering slippage would often spill 
over into procurement delays, plummeting design quality and decreasing labor 
productivity, with snowball e�ects on field construction.

To improve their capital projects, petrochemical and refining companies on the US 
Gulf Cost should adopt a “construction-driven engineering approach,” according to 
a senior expert from Bentley Systems. Bentley has partnered with the IPA to develop 
an Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) philosophy, roadmap and tools to utilize 
construction-driven engineering in both planning and direct project execution. 

The solution monitors the engineering work packages – for example, vendor 
documentation - making sure they are of high quality, follow the proper metrics, are 
properly sequenced based on the path of construction, and can be corrected on 
time if needed.

AWP requires a systematic approach to facilitate the technology and best practice 
deployment across the project lifecycle. It calls for an exchange of information 
between engineering, construction, commissioning and handover, with the work 
packages serving as the unit of that information exchange, according to Bentley.

Many of the energy projects that are proceeding in the current market place, 
especially large projects over $500 million, are making a go of using the AWP best 
practices developed and validated by the CII and implemented by a number of 
di�erent vendors, contractors and consultants. 

In mid-2015, for example, Shell announced that it will begin developing a suite of 
AWP-based data centric solutions, called ProjectVantage, to drive down cost 
inflation in the design, construction and engineering of its projects.

The ProjectVantage framework provides an integrated data-centric platform to 
deliver safer, faster and better capital projects. These components are integrated and 
are designed to enable data consistency across suppliers and engineering 
disciplines. 

The company said it expects to see key savings in design and engineering from the 
single-source availability of up-to-date design information, semi-automated data 
validation, and consistency checking across disciplines, locations and contractors. 

Meanwhile, in January 2016, Williams Energy Canada also announced it had chosen 
Bentley’s ConstructSim software – which is designed to enable and facilitate CII’s 
AWP best practices - to implement an AWP approach for its propane 
dehydrogenation (PDH) plant project in Alberta. The company said it would 
introduce ConstructSim early in the engineering phase.

J-AWP: Integrating all aspects of a capital project

To improve the construction performance of its capital projects from concept to 
commissioning, Jacobs is using Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) – a back-to-front 
project planning and execution process for defining, sequencing and pacing the 
execution of E-P-C packages that integrates work packaging with engineering, 
procurement, construction and project controls, said Dale Adcox, global work face 
planning manager at Jacobs, at a Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

AWP can improve the most volatile aspects of a capital project, including craft 
availability and productivity, material laydown, construction sequence and 
scheduling. The process begins in FEL2 and is further refined through each project 
phase.

Jacobs’ AWP, J-AWP, begins by analyzing the client’s business objectives and 
requirements before assigning the construction team to sequence the work 
accordingly, whether for modular or stick-built projects.

The project then gets the buy-in from the engineering team before it is coordinated 
with the procurement/contracts management to ensure the materials will be 
delivered at the site within budget and according to schedule.

Jacobs prefers to work package projects around the construction sequence rather 
than around the management of the materials, Adcox said. This prevents the 
company from starting field work too early and allows it to complete a sequence 
with minimum rework.

Once the procurement and contracts have been signed o�, the project controls 
team helps with the budget and estimates, based on the approved field plan, and 
how to turn that over to the client.

The best way to perform AWP is by integrating the project data across the six 
di�erent rounds that support construction planning – QA/QC, turnover, engineering 
model, material management, scheduling and project controls, Adcox said.

This allows the project team to o�er better transparency and more accurate and 
detailed data – both internally and to the client – as well as better predictability 

about the schedule, improved productivity, and overall performance.
“With these aspects – client input through completion – we see improved quality 
and improved safety,” Adcox said. “If we do a better job of sequencing the work, and 
engineering understands what exactly their deliverables need to be to support 
vendor fabricators, we are also seeing a decrease in revisions.”

Long-Term View

When the US energy industry sees a surge in capital project work, it struggles to 
respect project cost, schedule and functionality. Yet, the latest data and experience 
show that cost, project cycle time, and quality & reliability do not have to exclude 
each other.

Owner and EPC companies on the Gulf Coast should focus on improving their 
capital project performance as a long-term strategy even as volatile prices are 
putting pressure on company balance sheets and project deliveries in the short 
term. 

Despite slackened crude oil prices and depressed profit margins, US petroleum 
refinery and petrochemical capital spending will still rise over the next three to five 
years as companies race to prepare facilities to meet new rules from the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), build and expand plans to take advantage of 
cheap domestic feedstock, and as the North American region exports more 
petroleum and gas-based products. Crack spreads in refining and oil-to-gas ratios in 
petrochemicals will largely influence which type of capital projects move forward.

Companies could minimize business, cost and project risk regardless of 
boom-and-bust cycles by improving their overall approach to planning and team 
interaction by not only implementing new systems that improve day-to-day work 
and operational deficiencies, but also necessary culture change. 
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Introduction

For the past 25 years, owners and contractors in the US energy sector have been 
optimizing front-end loading (FEL), using electronic process design and scheduling 
tools, applying lessons learned and implementing other best practices, yet 
construction project performance has not visibly improved.

Remarkably, design-stage innovations such as three-dimensional isometric 
projections delivering extra detail to engineers and field craft, AutoCAD software and 
other technologies designed to improve e�ciency have seen a wide adoption in the 
sector, yet engineering & design as a percentage of a capital project’s total 
investment cost (TIC) has not changed much on average compared to 20-25 years 
ago. 

Meanwhile, petrochemical and refining projects in the United States are becoming 
larger, more complex and more di�cult to execute just as they are beginning to 
face systemic, industry-wide risks, according to Nick Jones, management consultant 
at global management consulting firm Partners in Performance. 

New projects are faced with core issues such as owner-contractor interface 
integration, price volatility and loss of project experience as owner & contractor 
personnel – from skilled crafts to engineers and plant operators – is retiring or 
transferring to other industries. 

Moreover, the flood of capital spending on the US Gulf Coast has strained many 
project supply chains in some areas, prompting companies to turn to lower-cost 
centers abroad for engineering expertise and materials. The market for complex 
megaprojects is concentrated and mature, while the small project markets remain 
more local in character – good in some places, more challenged in others. 

Controlling capital costs, managing risk and dramatically improving project 
performance in the current market environment will take more than adopting new 
technology and best practices. To assist petrochemical & refining owners and 
engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) companies in planning and 
executing capital projects, this whitepaper presents industry players’ insights on 
some of the key project challenges and workable solutions on the US Gulf Coast, 
with a focus on:

• North American downstream companies’ response to price volatility
• Key studies, data and analysis on downstream capital project performance in   
 North America
• Sampling of the most common problems facing project execution and delivery in  
 the current marketplace
• Selection of the latest project execution & management strategies and case   
 studies from some of the major owners on the US Gulf Coast

Responding to Volatility

Even though plummeting crude oil prices are eating into the cost competiveness of 
US ethane-based petrochemical players, they have not changed the fundamental 
advantage of US ethane. Cheap crude a�ects companies’ bottom lines di�erently 
across the value chain. Some companies have pursued pure-play strategies, 
focusing on narrow sets of chemicals, while others have opted to hedge market 
volatility by diversifying their feedstocks and products.

Some refining and petrochemical companies have responded to oil and price 
volatility by reducing capital spend on some projects and focusing their e�orts on a 
narrower set of strategic, long-term investments. Others have reinforced their 
downstream investment strategy, keeping their focus on the fundamentals of capital 
discipline and avoiding short-termism. Another response has been to delay tenders 
for some services in hopes of securing lower-cost bids in a softening construction 
market.

In certain cases, owners that are looking to build new projects but have not reached 
final investment decision (FID) are proceeding with multiple project scope options 
for as long as they can in order to manage the business risk from market volatility. 

According to Shawn Hansen, manager capital project consulting at consultancy 
Asset Performance Networks (AP-Networks), this strategy could be justified if a 
company needs to keep a particular project moving, for example, to maintain a 
lease or another agreement. Otherwise, companies should be thinking about 
methodically progressing activities that reduce cost and schedule uncertainty but 
require less financial commitment.

Overall, even though margins for US ethane crackers currently remain favorable 
against oil-based naphtha plants, and project spending in the US is still robust – 
especially for pure-play chemical makers – many large petrochemical projects are 
not moving as fast as planned, some companies have rowed back on proposals for 
new cracker plants, and other projects are likely to be smaller than originally 
anticipated.

Ethane Price Ten-Year Forecast
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Across the broader energy sector, the expected drop in capital spending in oil & gas 
exploration & production in 2016 will be largely o�set by still positive growth in 
refining, petrochemical, LNG and natural gas transmission projects, which will 
support demand for labor, materials and other services.

Meanwhile, many large project EPC contractors have struggled to perform in the 
more heated downstream construction market. Engineering deliverables and 
therefore procurement are often late and/or out of sequence. Home o�ce and 
value center interfaces are frequently slow or inflexible. Many experts Petrochemical 
Update interviewed for this industry paper said they think the engineering errors and 
omission rates are generally on the rise.

In this market place, controlling construction costs will be key to US petrochemical 
producers in the next few years, especially to companies that will be exporting 
much of their production and need to o�er very competitive prices. Margins are 
occasionally very tight, and companies need to ensure project costs remain under 
control if they are to recoup their capex investment.

According to Steve Cabano, president of project management consulting and 
training firm Pathfinder, some owners on the US Gulf Coast might try to re-negotiate 
the contracts with their execution contractors to get more competitive pricing in the 
less heated construction market place. While 3-4 years ago most of the companies 
in the region were pushing schedules to get a first-mover advantage, businesses in 
today’s market are primarily focusing on controlling cash flows.

According to AP-Networks’ Hansen, companies should strive to reduce the volatility 
of the business environment on the scope of their projects – for example, by 
maximizing their front-end planning – but should also have the wherewithal to 
respond to the vastly changed economics between FID and project commissioning.

Energy construction waves in the US typically follow seven-year cycles. Given that 
many of the large petrochemical projects on the US Gulf Coast take at least seven 
years from concept to commissioning – several years for front-end planning and 
about three years on average for construction – they are likely to go through at least 
one boom-and-bust business cycle before becoming fully operational. 

According to Fred Gibson, PE, PMP - director of projects at Lauren Engineers & 
Constructors, changing profit margins are currently prompting more and more 
petrochemical owners to take a longer-term view and invest in new strategies to 
improve the performance of their projects – from training craft workers to adopting 
innovative project management solutions.

Ethane-Production Capacity vs. Cracker Capacity
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Project Performance to Date

Almost two thirds of the major capital projects in the United States do not meet their 
budgets and schedules, and most industry executives are not happy with the 
performance of their systems, according to data and analysis by AP-Networks, 
which services oil, chemical and energy companies in the Americas, Asia, Europe 
and the Middle East.

Some 72% of more than 800 capital projects (over $25 million) in AP-Networks’ 
database executed since 2002 have failed to satisfy all of their performance goals 
(+/10% of budget, +/- 10% of planned schedule and no major operability failures 
after start-up).

One in four projects in the firm’s database grossly exceeded one or more of their 
success criteria metrics, meaning that they either overran their budget or schedule 
by 30% or had a major operability failure that prevented them from achieving steady 
operations.

A recent AP-Networks survey of eight US refining megaprojects (over $1 billion) 
completed in recent years to accommodate the increased crude capacity from 
Canada’s oil sands indicates that almost all of them su�ered major problems, even 
though they had governance and assurance processes in place, including 
benchmarking and external reviews. While today’s business drivers are di�erent, 
there are learnings from the performance of these projects that are still relevant to 
the current market environment.

Six of the megaprojects built since 2006 had significant cash flow constraints and 
were delayed by more than a year. At least four experienced a regulatory delay. 
Many of the projects identified a lack of major project experience. The schedule 
delays and changes to cash flows were major contributors to the poor project 
outcomes. In the current environment, company leaderships should avoid changing 
project execution to manage cash flow or at least study the risks associated with 
doing so, according to Hansen.

The average cost overrun on six of the projects for which there is publicly available 
data was more than 30%, while none achieved the mechanical and completion cost 
within 10% of the initially announced budget.

As shown in the figure below, a recent industry trend is executing more capital 
project work during turnarounds. This is noteworthy because capital intensive 
turnarounds are particularly challenging. AP-Networks’ database of medium and 
high-complexity turnarounds executed since mid-2012 in the onshore and o�shore 
upstream, gas, refining, chemical, and power sectors shows that 32% were 
successful while 68% failed to meet their project goals (including 40% that 
AP-Networks categorized as “train wrecks”).

Common Pitfalls

Organizational capabilities are at the heart of what makes a capital project succeed 
or fail, according to AP-Networks. 

Meanwhile, the company’s analysis shows that traditional project governance and 
assurance processes are often misreporting the true state of front-end loading (FEL), 
or project definition, and instilling a false sense of confidence in decision makers, 
particularly about the quality estimate and schedule.

According to AP-Networks, checklist-driven approaches to front-end deliverables, 
the heavy focus on front-end at the expense of post-full-funds authorization 
activities, inexperience in managing big projects, lack of e�ective follow-through and 
mitigation plans to risk registers, misalignment among stakeholders and inaccurate 
estimates are among the most common pitfalls in capital projects.

Interviews Petrochemical Update has conducted with petrochemical industry 
experts show that the most prevalent challenges to delivering well-functioning 
projects safely, on time and on budget are closely inter-related and much more 
devastating for large projects, including:

• Lack of clear project objectives across all interfaces
• Incomplete or inadequate FEED execution and FEL discipline prior to sanction
• Difficulties freezing the project scope definition before engineering and   
 construction
• Mismanagement of resources
• Lack of common baseline for scheduling all aspects of a project
• Unrealistic estimates and timelines, and inadequate project controls
• Engineering slippage
• Difficulties getting the right level of skill and labor productivity
• Difficulties managing multiple interfaces on complex megaprojects and achieving  
 integration between the owner and contractor teams
• Lack of rigorous optimization process
• Difficulties matching project goals with an optimal contracting arrangement
• Difficulties defining and executing the commissioning phase
• Check-box mentality

Though the key problems and solutions vary by project and circumstances, below is 
a sampling of some of the major strategies several companies active on the US Gulf 
Coast are currently utilizing to improve di�erent aspects of project planning and 
execution.

Steam Cracker Cost as a Function of Feedstock Weight

 
Source: US Ethane, EthyIene & PoIyethyIene: Exports & Markets Report.

1. Staying on Schedule: Lessons from Freeport LNG, LyondellBasell 

FEED is often considered the single most important process in the lifecycle of a 
capital project. With its focus on coordinating between the business need, project 
strategy, scope, cost and schedule, and maintaining that link throughout the project 
life cycle, the front-end loading/front-end planning (FEL/FEP) stage could often be 
the key to executing the project within budget and on time. 

E�ective FEP can mitigate project risks through the development of detailed scope 
definition and the subsequent e�cient use of project resources.

Most FEED phase e�orts are assessed using the criteria of a handful of very skilled 
consultants. They have high-quality databases of project results based on quality, 
cost, schedule and production criteria. This data and statistical analysis allows them 
to assess the probability of project success based on certain work process factors 
and benchmarks. 

However, as this base is already covered, there are additional evaluation criteria that 
owners can employ to take the probabilities of FEED phase success to the next level, 
according to Taylor Auburg, project director at Freeport LNG. Auburg is currently 
heading a $10 billion three-train LNG export project in Freeport, Texas, designed to 
liquefy and export about 14 million tons/year of LNG.

According to Auburg, companies can advance standard practice by taking additional 
steps to evaluate the quality of the detailed work products in the FEED Package. As a 
first step, he recommends identifying the key work products from the FEED Phase 
and specifying the attributes that should be included in the final deliverables. This 
provides additional direction to the FEED Phase engineering contractor at the start 
of the Phase. It also provides a quantified baseline for scoring the quality of the work 
products in the final FEED Package.

This step increases the probability of success coming out of the FEED Phase by not 
only ensuring compliance with the work processes (as assessed by the consultants), 
but also by making sure the work products meet the requirements of the 
subsequent phases of the project. According to Auburg, in addition to using 
consultant evaluations, owners should take the time to specify their own success 
criteria and quantify compliance in an equally rigorous manner.

Schedule control is controlling time, hence cost. Quality expectations must also be 
met in accordance with the schedule. 

Maintaining the pace of the project is the most important attribute in determining 
the final outcomes, Auburg said.

According to him, the industry's normal schedule conventions make managing the 
project time more di�cult. Level 3 Schedules can be 300-500 pages long, are not 
digestible and are rarely read. Project teams rely on their schedulers to tell them 
what they need to know. The engineering and construction sections typically follow 
a common format. The work in each process or utility unit is broken down by 
discipline or craft. Though separated by as many as 200 pages of procurement 
activities, you can (with a little work) follow the sequence of events from 
engineering through mechanical completion. 

According to Auburg, the conventional structure of the procurement and 
subcontracting activities creates a gap in the project teams' ability to follow the trail. 
Procurement and contracts are typically based on type, commodity and service. 
They do not communicate what is happening in the same basis as the engineering 
and construction work e�orts. 

Auburg suggests that companies take additional time to code the procurement of 
the major deliverables by the same units used in the WBS for engineering and 
construction. This will enable everyone concerned to see all aspects of the delivery 
of a process unit on no more than 3-5 pages. Starting and maintaining the schedule 
with the flexibility to easily view the status of each process unit also simplifies the 
transition to the completion based on process systems in the commissioning phase. 
E�ective time management and using additional criteria to assess the project at the 
end of the FEED Phase, among others, have allowed Freeport LNG to maintain its 
schedule and plan on its three-train LNG export project in Texas.

According to Auburg, other strategies that can be employed to enhance the success 
of projects include: using the same philosophy for lump-summing the contractors 
to have PMT services provided on a lump-sum basis; quantifying productivity and 
schedule attainment by the PMT to the same level of detail as that employed for the 
contractors; deeper distribution of incentives to enhance the probability of meeting 
desired outcomes; and providing rewards upon the successful completion of a 
project to maintain continuity of personnel.

Involving the contractors early in the project life cycle has also helped LyondellBasell 
maintain schedule on their current 1 billion pounds/year polyethylene project in La 
Porte, Texas and the recently announced propylene oxide/tertiary butyl alcohol (1 
billion pounds/year of PO and 2 billion pounds/year of TBA) plant, scheduled to start 
up in 2020 in Channelview, Texas, according to Patrick McFall, director project 
management Services at LyondellBasell. Both projects are currently undergoing 
front-end engineering and design (FEED).

Bringing the construction personnel prior to FEL 3 allowed the contractors to assist 
LyondellBasell with developing constructability reviews, the paths of construction 
and the overall schedule as early as the FEED stage. Though this additional due 
diligence during FEED could cost more and stretches the timeline, McFall said that 
the projects will start seeing the dividends from the more detailed upfront work by 
2018-2019.

Moreover, according to Pathfinder’s Cabano, owner companies should lock in their 
contracting arrangements as early as FEL 1 instead of waiting until the authorization 
phase, since most producers in the current market place do not have the technical 
expertise to create good FEL 2 and FEL 3 packages or administer construction 
projects on their own. Locking in quality contractors early and holding on to them 
throughout the lifetime of a project, even at a higher expense, is especially crucial in 
heated construction markets.

Early and continuous engagement of all stakeholders is critical, according to 
Cabano. This includes not only the direct project personnel, but also the business 
representatives, operations, maintenance and other interfaces such as the local 
communities, regulators and possibly even activist groups that may not be totally 
onboard with the project moving forward. Engaging these resources early and often 
in the project development and execution process assures alignment and minimizes 
late intervention by the parties, which often stimulates late changes and schedule 
delays.

2. New Approach to Team Integration

Delivering capital projects hinges upon team alignment and e�ective 
communication. In today’s modern age, we rely heavily on electronic means of 
communication that may fail to deliver the total message and result in bad decision 
making, team misalignment and ultimately poor project performance. The level of 
integration and engagement between the owner teams and the contractor teams is 
often one of the key di�erentiators between successful and unsuccessful capital 
projects.

Owner and contractor teams have become very siloed, according to Lauren's Fred 
Gibson, which prevents innovative ideas from getting implemented due to poor 
communication, misaligned incentives or lack of openness among the di�erent 
project interfaces. Tighter margins and tougher contracts that don’t allocate the 
project risk adequately, Gibson said, have also disincentivized many contractors and 
owners from actively cooperating and exploring synergies.

Lauren Engineers & Constructors is building a unified organization and project 
execution process that includes engineer, contractor and owner to enhance the 
lines of communication and improve team alignment. This strategy “puts the best 
player in the best seat,” regardless of the company, giving them the mandate to 
execute the project activities that they are best suited for.

Integrated project teams have to participate actively starting in scope development, 
have decision-making authority for their function and carry out specific 
responsibilities as defined and understood by all team members.

Lauren has made its integrated team approach a core part of its current project 
proposals. The company’s bids detail how it envisions the project execution, 
outlining the team and organization structure, how the personnel will be located, 
over what time period, and the number of people allocated for each position or 
activity, among others. 

“It is specific, but outlining the plan and expectations, and being aligned with both 
the owner and the engineer upfront is a key to success in making that happen,” 
Gibson said.

This approach has allowed Lauren to deliver projects more smoothly, communicate 
directly and simultaneously with both the engineer and the owner, reduce the 
communication time to process requests for information or change, accelerate 
schedule, improve transparency and sta� the job more appropriately. It has also 
improved the overall quality, enabling Lauren to optimize its budget, schedule and 
performance risks compared to more conventional execution approaches. 

Moreover, RLG International, a Vancouver-based performance improvement 
consulting company, has developed management processes to improve project 
leadership, accountability and performance: firstly, Operating Rhythm (OR™), a 
series of key interactions between leaders and front-line operations to provide them 
with the competency and confidence to e�ectively execute to maximize their 
organization’s results; and secondly, Theoretical Maximum Performance (TMP™), a 
process for engaging crews and contractors with a proactive and systematic 
approach to increase involvement, commitment and ownership, while ensuring 
rigorous planning and performance feedback.

Both TMP™ and OR™ have been applied to a series of refinery & petrochemical 
upgrade projects with companies including Chevron, Tesoro, Chevron Phillips 
Chemical, NOVA Chemicals and LyondellBasell, among others. These processes 
enable integrated project teams to review their planning milestones and Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs), following a tight accountability rhythm to ensure 
better planning, proper quality and further schedule execution, according to RLG’s 
Executive Vice President Rick Heyland.

RLG recently completed a successful turnaround on Tesoro Petroleum 
Corporation’s Steam Plant Complex in Martinez, California that, according to Tom 
Lu, refinery manager at the facility, introduced a new level of project management 
discipline to the project’s FEL Planning process using Metrics, Operating Rhythm and 
Optimization activities. The project teams executed the outage five days ahead of 
schedule and delivered the project under budget with zero recordable injuries and 
zero flaring events.

Heyland said that more petrochemical owners in North America are opening up to 
such solutions, as they are moving toward a larger ownership and tighter control 
over their projects.

NOVA Chemicals  for example, have specifically included RLG International and its 
performance improvement approach into their recent contracts with EPC 
companies.  In addition to including incentives and penalties for specific project 
targets, the contracts also outline in detail how di�erent project teams should 
coordinate their work by following and tracking clear KPIs, performing monthly 
business reviews and adhering to operating & accountability rhythm activities 
through RLG’s processes and methodologies.

Dow Chemical’s project productivity plan

To reduce costs and improve its capital project and expansion project productivity, 
the Dow Chemical Company has been optimizing its work processes for about 20 
years, said Deborah McNeil, project productivity program manager at Dow, at a 
Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

On the systems side, the company has invested in smart-plan 3D models and 
associated engineering tools, including a new SAP Solution software.

Dow Chemical usually performs about 30-70% of its engineering in-house, 
outsources the rest during project peaks and brings it back in-house during the 
chemical trials. The company would typically conduct its own FEL, procurement 
and construction management, and outsource the construction labor on its 
projects.

To coordinate all project functions, Dow has started an Information and Material 
Flow Optimization Project (IMFOP) across the project lifecycle – from the FEL to the 
hand-o� to the Operations & Maintenance, including Facility Data Maintenance 
agreements to support the “next” project, McNeil said.

The program plans to create a single data entry point for its capital project activities, 
align the data definition and understand who owns it across the project lifecycle, as 
well as reduce the manual re-entry of data, simplify its data gathering and reporting, 
and understand how and what information is used downstream in the project cycle.

Dow is also using the IMFOP vision to optimize how to combine data documents 
and image “packaging” to drive increased productivity of all disciplines and functions, 
McNeil said.
Moreover, since materials and construction labor account for the biggest expenses 
in its capital execution, Dow is changing the way it designs and procures for projects 
in order to improve the construction productivity and O&M performance of its 
assets.

To do so, it is going to the back-end of its work process to first help the engineering 
teams understand the needs of the O&M teams, and then moves up the project 
supply chain to understand the processes that construction needs to build, any 
additional materials it needs to buy, as well as any out-standing deliverables 
engineering needs in order to accomplish the design.

“The turnover of data has to start early, before engineering is even done. What we 
are discovering is that the maintenance data of a plant in our system needs to occur 
back in early detailed design, before we even start buying equipment,” McNeil said.

“We have several questions around what the software vendors do – we have to be 
able to understand what data we have already passed downstream to another 
system and how we manage change around that data as decisions get made and 
things get changed as design evolves. The whole change of management at the 
data level is where technology really helps.”

3. Advanced Work Packaging

Engineering slippage is averaging 40% across small, medium, large, mega and giga 
projects, and very few companies have an e�ective gate at this milestone, according 
to Independent Project Analysis (IPA), a global consultancy in project evaluation and 
project system benchmarking. In these cases, engineering slippage would often spill 
over into procurement delays, plummeting design quality and decreasing labor 
productivity, with snowball e�ects on field construction.

To improve their capital projects, petrochemical and refining companies on the US 
Gulf Cost should adopt a “construction-driven engineering approach,” according to 
a senior expert from Bentley Systems. Bentley has partnered with the IPA to develop 
an Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) philosophy, roadmap and tools to utilize 
construction-driven engineering in both planning and direct project execution. 

The solution monitors the engineering work packages – for example, vendor 
documentation - making sure they are of high quality, follow the proper metrics, are 
properly sequenced based on the path of construction, and can be corrected on 
time if needed.

AWP requires a systematic approach to facilitate the technology and best practice 
deployment across the project lifecycle. It calls for an exchange of information 
between engineering, construction, commissioning and handover, with the work 
packages serving as the unit of that information exchange, according to Bentley.

Many of the energy projects that are proceeding in the current market place, 
especially large projects over $500 million, are making a go of using the AWP best 
practices developed and validated by the CII and implemented by a number of 
di�erent vendors, contractors and consultants. 

In mid-2015, for example, Shell announced that it will begin developing a suite of 
AWP-based data centric solutions, called ProjectVantage, to drive down cost 
inflation in the design, construction and engineering of its projects.

The ProjectVantage framework provides an integrated data-centric platform to 
deliver safer, faster and better capital projects. These components are integrated and 
are designed to enable data consistency across suppliers and engineering 
disciplines. 

The company said it expects to see key savings in design and engineering from the 
single-source availability of up-to-date design information, semi-automated data 
validation, and consistency checking across disciplines, locations and contractors. 

Meanwhile, in January 2016, Williams Energy Canada also announced it had chosen 
Bentley’s ConstructSim software – which is designed to enable and facilitate CII’s 
AWP best practices - to implement an AWP approach for its propane 
dehydrogenation (PDH) plant project in Alberta. The company said it would 
introduce ConstructSim early in the engineering phase.

J-AWP: Integrating all aspects of a capital project

To improve the construction performance of its capital projects from concept to 
commissioning, Jacobs is using Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) – a back-to-front 
project planning and execution process for defining, sequencing and pacing the 
execution of E-P-C packages that integrates work packaging with engineering, 
procurement, construction and project controls, said Dale Adcox, global work face 
planning manager at Jacobs, at a Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

AWP can improve the most volatile aspects of a capital project, including craft 
availability and productivity, material laydown, construction sequence and 
scheduling. The process begins in FEL2 and is further refined through each project 
phase.

Jacobs’ AWP, J-AWP, begins by analyzing the client’s business objectives and 
requirements before assigning the construction team to sequence the work 
accordingly, whether for modular or stick-built projects.

The project then gets the buy-in from the engineering team before it is coordinated 
with the procurement/contracts management to ensure the materials will be 
delivered at the site within budget and according to schedule.

Jacobs prefers to work package projects around the construction sequence rather 
than around the management of the materials, Adcox said. This prevents the 
company from starting field work too early and allows it to complete a sequence 
with minimum rework.

Once the procurement and contracts have been signed o�, the project controls 
team helps with the budget and estimates, based on the approved field plan, and 
how to turn that over to the client.

The best way to perform AWP is by integrating the project data across the six 
di�erent rounds that support construction planning – QA/QC, turnover, engineering 
model, material management, scheduling and project controls, Adcox said.

This allows the project team to o�er better transparency and more accurate and 
detailed data – both internally and to the client – as well as better predictability 

about the schedule, improved productivity, and overall performance.
“With these aspects – client input through completion – we see improved quality 
and improved safety,” Adcox said. “If we do a better job of sequencing the work, and 
engineering understands what exactly their deliverables need to be to support 
vendor fabricators, we are also seeing a decrease in revisions.”

Long-Term View

When the US energy industry sees a surge in capital project work, it struggles to 
respect project cost, schedule and functionality. Yet, the latest data and experience 
show that cost, project cycle time, and quality & reliability do not have to exclude 
each other.

Owner and EPC companies on the Gulf Coast should focus on improving their 
capital project performance as a long-term strategy even as volatile prices are 
putting pressure on company balance sheets and project deliveries in the short 
term. 

Despite slackened crude oil prices and depressed profit margins, US petroleum 
refinery and petrochemical capital spending will still rise over the next three to five 
years as companies race to prepare facilities to meet new rules from the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), build and expand plans to take advantage of 
cheap domestic feedstock, and as the North American region exports more 
petroleum and gas-based products. Crack spreads in refining and oil-to-gas ratios in 
petrochemicals will largely influence which type of capital projects move forward.

Companies could minimize business, cost and project risk regardless of 
boom-and-bust cycles by improving their overall approach to planning and team 
interaction by not only implementing new systems that improve day-to-day work 
and operational deficiencies, but also necessary culture change. 
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Introduction

For the past 25 years, owners and contractors in the US energy sector have been 
optimizing front-end loading (FEL), using electronic process design and scheduling 
tools, applying lessons learned and implementing other best practices, yet 
construction project performance has not visibly improved.

Remarkably, design-stage innovations such as three-dimensional isometric 
projections delivering extra detail to engineers and field craft, AutoCAD software and 
other technologies designed to improve e�ciency have seen a wide adoption in the 
sector, yet engineering & design as a percentage of a capital project’s total 
investment cost (TIC) has not changed much on average compared to 20-25 years 
ago. 

Meanwhile, petrochemical and refining projects in the United States are becoming 
larger, more complex and more di�cult to execute just as they are beginning to 
face systemic, industry-wide risks, according to Nick Jones, management consultant 
at global management consulting firm Partners in Performance. 

New projects are faced with core issues such as owner-contractor interface 
integration, price volatility and loss of project experience as owner & contractor 
personnel – from skilled crafts to engineers and plant operators – is retiring or 
transferring to other industries. 

Moreover, the flood of capital spending on the US Gulf Coast has strained many 
project supply chains in some areas, prompting companies to turn to lower-cost 
centers abroad for engineering expertise and materials. The market for complex 
megaprojects is concentrated and mature, while the small project markets remain 
more local in character – good in some places, more challenged in others. 

Controlling capital costs, managing risk and dramatically improving project 
performance in the current market environment will take more than adopting new 
technology and best practices. To assist petrochemical & refining owners and 
engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) companies in planning and 
executing capital projects, this whitepaper presents industry players’ insights on 
some of the key project challenges and workable solutions on the US Gulf Coast, 
with a focus on:

• North American downstream companies’ response to price volatility
• Key studies, data and analysis on downstream capital project performance in   
 North America
• Sampling of the most common problems facing project execution and delivery in  
 the current marketplace
• Selection of the latest project execution & management strategies and case   
 studies from some of the major owners on the US Gulf Coast

Responding to Volatility

Even though plummeting crude oil prices are eating into the cost competiveness of 
US ethane-based petrochemical players, they have not changed the fundamental 
advantage of US ethane. Cheap crude a�ects companies’ bottom lines di�erently 
across the value chain. Some companies have pursued pure-play strategies, 
focusing on narrow sets of chemicals, while others have opted to hedge market 
volatility by diversifying their feedstocks and products.

Some refining and petrochemical companies have responded to oil and price 
volatility by reducing capital spend on some projects and focusing their e�orts on a 
narrower set of strategic, long-term investments. Others have reinforced their 
downstream investment strategy, keeping their focus on the fundamentals of capital 
discipline and avoiding short-termism. Another response has been to delay tenders 
for some services in hopes of securing lower-cost bids in a softening construction 
market.

In certain cases, owners that are looking to build new projects but have not reached 
final investment decision (FID) are proceeding with multiple project scope options 
for as long as they can in order to manage the business risk from market volatility. 

According to Shawn Hansen, manager capital project consulting at consultancy 
Asset Performance Networks (AP-Networks), this strategy could be justified if a 
company needs to keep a particular project moving, for example, to maintain a 
lease or another agreement. Otherwise, companies should be thinking about 
methodically progressing activities that reduce cost and schedule uncertainty but 
require less financial commitment.

Overall, even though margins for US ethane crackers currently remain favorable 
against oil-based naphtha plants, and project spending in the US is still robust – 
especially for pure-play chemical makers – many large petrochemical projects are 
not moving as fast as planned, some companies have rowed back on proposals for 
new cracker plants, and other projects are likely to be smaller than originally 
anticipated.

Ethane Price Ten-Year Forecast

 

Source: US Ethane, EthyIene & PoIyethyIene: Exports & Markets Report

Across the broader energy sector, the expected drop in capital spending in oil & gas 
exploration & production in 2016 will be largely o�set by still positive growth in 
refining, petrochemical, LNG and natural gas transmission projects, which will 
support demand for labor, materials and other services.

Meanwhile, many large project EPC contractors have struggled to perform in the 
more heated downstream construction market. Engineering deliverables and 
therefore procurement are often late and/or out of sequence. Home o�ce and 
value center interfaces are frequently slow or inflexible. Many experts Petrochemical 
Update interviewed for this industry paper said they think the engineering errors and 
omission rates are generally on the rise.

In this market place, controlling construction costs will be key to US petrochemical 
producers in the next few years, especially to companies that will be exporting 
much of their production and need to o�er very competitive prices. Margins are 
occasionally very tight, and companies need to ensure project costs remain under 
control if they are to recoup their capex investment.

According to Steve Cabano, president of project management consulting and 
training firm Pathfinder, some owners on the US Gulf Coast might try to re-negotiate 
the contracts with their execution contractors to get more competitive pricing in the 
less heated construction market place. While 3-4 years ago most of the companies 
in the region were pushing schedules to get a first-mover advantage, businesses in 
today’s market are primarily focusing on controlling cash flows.

According to AP-Networks’ Hansen, companies should strive to reduce the volatility 
of the business environment on the scope of their projects – for example, by 
maximizing their front-end planning – but should also have the wherewithal to 
respond to the vastly changed economics between FID and project commissioning.

Energy construction waves in the US typically follow seven-year cycles. Given that 
many of the large petrochemical projects on the US Gulf Coast take at least seven 
years from concept to commissioning – several years for front-end planning and 
about three years on average for construction – they are likely to go through at least 
one boom-and-bust business cycle before becoming fully operational. 

According to Fred Gibson, PE, PMP - director of projects at Lauren Engineers & 
Constructors, changing profit margins are currently prompting more and more 
petrochemical owners to take a longer-term view and invest in new strategies to 
improve the performance of their projects – from training craft workers to adopting 
innovative project management solutions.

Ethane-Production Capacity vs. Cracker Capacity

 
Source: US Ethane, EthyIene & PoIyethyIene: Exports & Markets Report.

Project Performance to Date

Almost two thirds of the major capital projects in the United States do not meet their 
budgets and schedules, and most industry executives are not happy with the 
performance of their systems, according to data and analysis by AP-Networks, 
which services oil, chemical and energy companies in the Americas, Asia, Europe 
and the Middle East.

Some 72% of more than 800 capital projects (over $25 million) in AP-Networks’ 
database executed since 2002 have failed to satisfy all of their performance goals 
(+/10% of budget, +/- 10% of planned schedule and no major operability failures 
after start-up).

One in four projects in the firm’s database grossly exceeded one or more of their 
success criteria metrics, meaning that they either overran their budget or schedule 
by 30% or had a major operability failure that prevented them from achieving steady 
operations.

A recent AP-Networks survey of eight US refining megaprojects (over $1 billion) 
completed in recent years to accommodate the increased crude capacity from 
Canada’s oil sands indicates that almost all of them su�ered major problems, even 
though they had governance and assurance processes in place, including 
benchmarking and external reviews. While today’s business drivers are di�erent, 
there are learnings from the performance of these projects that are still relevant to 
the current market environment.

Six of the megaprojects built since 2006 had significant cash flow constraints and 
were delayed by more than a year. At least four experienced a regulatory delay. 
Many of the projects identified a lack of major project experience. The schedule 
delays and changes to cash flows were major contributors to the poor project 
outcomes. In the current environment, company leaderships should avoid changing 
project execution to manage cash flow or at least study the risks associated with 
doing so, according to Hansen.

The average cost overrun on six of the projects for which there is publicly available 
data was more than 30%, while none achieved the mechanical and completion cost 
within 10% of the initially announced budget.

As shown in the figure below, a recent industry trend is executing more capital 
project work during turnarounds. This is noteworthy because capital intensive 
turnarounds are particularly challenging. AP-Networks’ database of medium and 
high-complexity turnarounds executed since mid-2012 in the onshore and o�shore 
upstream, gas, refining, chemical, and power sectors shows that 32% were 
successful while 68% failed to meet their project goals (including 40% that 
AP-Networks categorized as “train wrecks”).

Common Pitfalls

Organizational capabilities are at the heart of what makes a capital project succeed 
or fail, according to AP-Networks. 

Meanwhile, the company’s analysis shows that traditional project governance and 
assurance processes are often misreporting the true state of front-end loading (FEL), 
or project definition, and instilling a false sense of confidence in decision makers, 
particularly about the quality estimate and schedule.

According to AP-Networks, checklist-driven approaches to front-end deliverables, 
the heavy focus on front-end at the expense of post-full-funds authorization 
activities, inexperience in managing big projects, lack of e�ective follow-through and 
mitigation plans to risk registers, misalignment among stakeholders and inaccurate 
estimates are among the most common pitfalls in capital projects.

Interviews Petrochemical Update has conducted with petrochemical industry 
experts show that the most prevalent challenges to delivering well-functioning 
projects safely, on time and on budget are closely inter-related and much more 
devastating for large projects, including:

• Lack of clear project objectives across all interfaces
• Incomplete or inadequate FEED execution and FEL discipline prior to sanction
• Difficulties freezing the project scope definition before engineering and   
 construction
• Mismanagement of resources
• Lack of common baseline for scheduling all aspects of a project
• Unrealistic estimates and timelines, and inadequate project controls
• Engineering slippage
• Difficulties getting the right level of skill and labor productivity
• Difficulties managing multiple interfaces on complex megaprojects and achieving  
 integration between the owner and contractor teams
• Lack of rigorous optimization process
• Difficulties matching project goals with an optimal contracting arrangement
• Difficulties defining and executing the commissioning phase
• Check-box mentality

Though the key problems and solutions vary by project and circumstances, below is 
a sampling of some of the major strategies several companies active on the US Gulf 
Coast are currently utilizing to improve di�erent aspects of project planning and 
execution.

Steam Cracker Cost as a Function of Feedstock Weight

 
Source: US Ethane, EthyIene & PoIyethyIene: Exports & Markets Report.

1. Staying on Schedule: Lessons from Freeport LNG, LyondellBasell 

FEED is often considered the single most important process in the lifecycle of a 
capital project. With its focus on coordinating between the business need, project 
strategy, scope, cost and schedule, and maintaining that link throughout the project 
life cycle, the front-end loading/front-end planning (FEL/FEP) stage could often be 
the key to executing the project within budget and on time. 

E�ective FEP can mitigate project risks through the development of detailed scope 
definition and the subsequent e�cient use of project resources.

Most FEED phase e�orts are assessed using the criteria of a handful of very skilled 
consultants. They have high-quality databases of project results based on quality, 
cost, schedule and production criteria. This data and statistical analysis allows them 
to assess the probability of project success based on certain work process factors 
and benchmarks. 

However, as this base is already covered, there are additional evaluation criteria that 
owners can employ to take the probabilities of FEED phase success to the next level, 
according to Taylor Auburg, project director at Freeport LNG. Auburg is currently 
heading a $10 billion three-train LNG export project in Freeport, Texas, designed to 
liquefy and export about 14 million tons/year of LNG.

According to Auburg, companies can advance standard practice by taking additional 
steps to evaluate the quality of the detailed work products in the FEED Package. As a 
first step, he recommends identifying the key work products from the FEED Phase 
and specifying the attributes that should be included in the final deliverables. This 
provides additional direction to the FEED Phase engineering contractor at the start 
of the Phase. It also provides a quantified baseline for scoring the quality of the work 
products in the final FEED Package.

This step increases the probability of success coming out of the FEED Phase by not 
only ensuring compliance with the work processes (as assessed by the consultants), 
but also by making sure the work products meet the requirements of the 
subsequent phases of the project. According to Auburg, in addition to using 
consultant evaluations, owners should take the time to specify their own success 
criteria and quantify compliance in an equally rigorous manner.

Schedule control is controlling time, hence cost. Quality expectations must also be 
met in accordance with the schedule. 

Maintaining the pace of the project is the most important attribute in determining 
the final outcomes, Auburg said.

According to him, the industry's normal schedule conventions make managing the 
project time more di�cult. Level 3 Schedules can be 300-500 pages long, are not 
digestible and are rarely read. Project teams rely on their schedulers to tell them 
what they need to know. The engineering and construction sections typically follow 
a common format. The work in each process or utility unit is broken down by 
discipline or craft. Though separated by as many as 200 pages of procurement 
activities, you can (with a little work) follow the sequence of events from 
engineering through mechanical completion. 

According to Auburg, the conventional structure of the procurement and 
subcontracting activities creates a gap in the project teams' ability to follow the trail. 
Procurement and contracts are typically based on type, commodity and service. 
They do not communicate what is happening in the same basis as the engineering 
and construction work e�orts. 

Auburg suggests that companies take additional time to code the procurement of 
the major deliverables by the same units used in the WBS for engineering and 
construction. This will enable everyone concerned to see all aspects of the delivery 
of a process unit on no more than 3-5 pages. Starting and maintaining the schedule 
with the flexibility to easily view the status of each process unit also simplifies the 
transition to the completion based on process systems in the commissioning phase. 
E�ective time management and using additional criteria to assess the project at the 
end of the FEED Phase, among others, have allowed Freeport LNG to maintain its 
schedule and plan on its three-train LNG export project in Texas.

According to Auburg, other strategies that can be employed to enhance the success 
of projects include: using the same philosophy for lump-summing the contractors 
to have PMT services provided on a lump-sum basis; quantifying productivity and 
schedule attainment by the PMT to the same level of detail as that employed for the 
contractors; deeper distribution of incentives to enhance the probability of meeting 
desired outcomes; and providing rewards upon the successful completion of a 
project to maintain continuity of personnel.

Involving the contractors early in the project life cycle has also helped LyondellBasell 
maintain schedule on their current 1 billion pounds/year polyethylene project in La 
Porte, Texas and the recently announced propylene oxide/tertiary butyl alcohol (1 
billion pounds/year of PO and 2 billion pounds/year of TBA) plant, scheduled to start 
up in 2020 in Channelview, Texas, according to Patrick McFall, director project 
management Services at LyondellBasell. Both projects are currently undergoing 
front-end engineering and design (FEED).

Bringing the construction personnel prior to FEL 3 allowed the contractors to assist 
LyondellBasell with developing constructability reviews, the paths of construction 
and the overall schedule as early as the FEED stage. Though this additional due 
diligence during FEED could cost more and stretches the timeline, McFall said that 
the projects will start seeing the dividends from the more detailed upfront work by 
2018-2019.

Moreover, according to Pathfinder’s Cabano, owner companies should lock in their 
contracting arrangements as early as FEL 1 instead of waiting until the authorization 
phase, since most producers in the current market place do not have the technical 
expertise to create good FEL 2 and FEL 3 packages or administer construction 
projects on their own. Locking in quality contractors early and holding on to them 
throughout the lifetime of a project, even at a higher expense, is especially crucial in 
heated construction markets.

Early and continuous engagement of all stakeholders is critical, according to 
Cabano. This includes not only the direct project personnel, but also the business 
representatives, operations, maintenance and other interfaces such as the local 
communities, regulators and possibly even activist groups that may not be totally 
onboard with the project moving forward. Engaging these resources early and often 
in the project development and execution process assures alignment and minimizes 
late intervention by the parties, which often stimulates late changes and schedule 
delays.

2. New Approach to Team Integration

Delivering capital projects hinges upon team alignment and e�ective 
communication. In today’s modern age, we rely heavily on electronic means of 
communication that may fail to deliver the total message and result in bad decision 
making, team misalignment and ultimately poor project performance. The level of 
integration and engagement between the owner teams and the contractor teams is 
often one of the key di�erentiators between successful and unsuccessful capital 
projects.

Owner and contractor teams have become very siloed, according to Lauren's Fred 
Gibson, which prevents innovative ideas from getting implemented due to poor 
communication, misaligned incentives or lack of openness among the di�erent 
project interfaces. Tighter margins and tougher contracts that don’t allocate the 
project risk adequately, Gibson said, have also disincentivized many contractors and 
owners from actively cooperating and exploring synergies.

Lauren Engineers & Constructors is building a unified organization and project 
execution process that includes engineer, contractor and owner to enhance the 
lines of communication and improve team alignment. This strategy “puts the best 
player in the best seat,” regardless of the company, giving them the mandate to 
execute the project activities that they are best suited for.

Integrated project teams have to participate actively starting in scope development, 
have decision-making authority for their function and carry out specific 
responsibilities as defined and understood by all team members.

Lauren has made its integrated team approach a core part of its current project 
proposals. The company’s bids detail how it envisions the project execution, 
outlining the team and organization structure, how the personnel will be located, 
over what time period, and the number of people allocated for each position or 
activity, among others. 

“It is specific, but outlining the plan and expectations, and being aligned with both 
the owner and the engineer upfront is a key to success in making that happen,” 
Gibson said.

This approach has allowed Lauren to deliver projects more smoothly, communicate 
directly and simultaneously with both the engineer and the owner, reduce the 
communication time to process requests for information or change, accelerate 
schedule, improve transparency and sta� the job more appropriately. It has also 
improved the overall quality, enabling Lauren to optimize its budget, schedule and 
performance risks compared to more conventional execution approaches. 

Moreover, RLG International, a Vancouver-based performance improvement 
consulting company, has developed management processes to improve project 
leadership, accountability and performance: firstly, Operating Rhythm (OR™), a 
series of key interactions between leaders and front-line operations to provide them 
with the competency and confidence to e�ectively execute to maximize their 
organization’s results; and secondly, Theoretical Maximum Performance (TMP™), a 
process for engaging crews and contractors with a proactive and systematic 
approach to increase involvement, commitment and ownership, while ensuring 
rigorous planning and performance feedback.

Both TMP™ and OR™ have been applied to a series of refinery & petrochemical 
upgrade projects with companies including Chevron, Tesoro, Chevron Phillips 
Chemical, NOVA Chemicals and LyondellBasell, among others. These processes 
enable integrated project teams to review their planning milestones and Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs), following a tight accountability rhythm to ensure 
better planning, proper quality and further schedule execution, according to RLG’s 
Executive Vice President Rick Heyland.

RLG recently completed a successful turnaround on Tesoro Petroleum 
Corporation’s Steam Plant Complex in Martinez, California that, according to Tom 
Lu, refinery manager at the facility, introduced a new level of project management 
discipline to the project’s FEL Planning process using Metrics, Operating Rhythm and 
Optimization activities. The project teams executed the outage five days ahead of 
schedule and delivered the project under budget with zero recordable injuries and 
zero flaring events.

Heyland said that more petrochemical owners in North America are opening up to 
such solutions, as they are moving toward a larger ownership and tighter control 
over their projects.

NOVA Chemicals  for example, have specifically included RLG International and its 
performance improvement approach into their recent contracts with EPC 
companies.  In addition to including incentives and penalties for specific project 
targets, the contracts also outline in detail how di�erent project teams should 
coordinate their work by following and tracking clear KPIs, performing monthly 
business reviews and adhering to operating & accountability rhythm activities 
through RLG’s processes and methodologies.

Dow Chemical’s project productivity plan

To reduce costs and improve its capital project and expansion project productivity, 
the Dow Chemical Company has been optimizing its work processes for about 20 
years, said Deborah McNeil, project productivity program manager at Dow, at a 
Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

On the systems side, the company has invested in smart-plan 3D models and 
associated engineering tools, including a new SAP Solution software.

Dow Chemical usually performs about 30-70% of its engineering in-house, 
outsources the rest during project peaks and brings it back in-house during the 
chemical trials. The company would typically conduct its own FEL, procurement 
and construction management, and outsource the construction labor on its 
projects.

To coordinate all project functions, Dow has started an Information and Material 
Flow Optimization Project (IMFOP) across the project lifecycle – from the FEL to the 
hand-o� to the Operations & Maintenance, including Facility Data Maintenance 
agreements to support the “next” project, McNeil said.

The program plans to create a single data entry point for its capital project activities, 
align the data definition and understand who owns it across the project lifecycle, as 
well as reduce the manual re-entry of data, simplify its data gathering and reporting, 
and understand how and what information is used downstream in the project cycle.

Dow is also using the IMFOP vision to optimize how to combine data documents 
and image “packaging” to drive increased productivity of all disciplines and functions, 
McNeil said.
Moreover, since materials and construction labor account for the biggest expenses 
in its capital execution, Dow is changing the way it designs and procures for projects 
in order to improve the construction productivity and O&M performance of its 
assets.

To do so, it is going to the back-end of its work process to first help the engineering 
teams understand the needs of the O&M teams, and then moves up the project 
supply chain to understand the processes that construction needs to build, any 
additional materials it needs to buy, as well as any out-standing deliverables 
engineering needs in order to accomplish the design.

“The turnover of data has to start early, before engineering is even done. What we 
are discovering is that the maintenance data of a plant in our system needs to occur 
back in early detailed design, before we even start buying equipment,” McNeil said.

“We have several questions around what the software vendors do – we have to be 
able to understand what data we have already passed downstream to another 
system and how we manage change around that data as decisions get made and 
things get changed as design evolves. The whole change of management at the 
data level is where technology really helps.”

3. Advanced Work Packaging

Engineering slippage is averaging 40% across small, medium, large, mega and giga 
projects, and very few companies have an e�ective gate at this milestone, according 
to Independent Project Analysis (IPA), a global consultancy in project evaluation and 
project system benchmarking. In these cases, engineering slippage would often spill 
over into procurement delays, plummeting design quality and decreasing labor 
productivity, with snowball e�ects on field construction.

To improve their capital projects, petrochemical and refining companies on the US 
Gulf Cost should adopt a “construction-driven engineering approach,” according to 
a senior expert from Bentley Systems. Bentley has partnered with the IPA to develop 
an Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) philosophy, roadmap and tools to utilize 
construction-driven engineering in both planning and direct project execution. 

The solution monitors the engineering work packages – for example, vendor 
documentation - making sure they are of high quality, follow the proper metrics, are 
properly sequenced based on the path of construction, and can be corrected on 
time if needed.

AWP requires a systematic approach to facilitate the technology and best practice 
deployment across the project lifecycle. It calls for an exchange of information 
between engineering, construction, commissioning and handover, with the work 
packages serving as the unit of that information exchange, according to Bentley.

Many of the energy projects that are proceeding in the current market place, 
especially large projects over $500 million, are making a go of using the AWP best 
practices developed and validated by the CII and implemented by a number of 
di�erent vendors, contractors and consultants. 

In mid-2015, for example, Shell announced that it will begin developing a suite of 
AWP-based data centric solutions, called ProjectVantage, to drive down cost 
inflation in the design, construction and engineering of its projects.

The ProjectVantage framework provides an integrated data-centric platform to 
deliver safer, faster and better capital projects. These components are integrated and 
are designed to enable data consistency across suppliers and engineering 
disciplines. 

The company said it expects to see key savings in design and engineering from the 
single-source availability of up-to-date design information, semi-automated data 
validation, and consistency checking across disciplines, locations and contractors. 

Meanwhile, in January 2016, Williams Energy Canada also announced it had chosen 
Bentley’s ConstructSim software – which is designed to enable and facilitate CII’s 
AWP best practices - to implement an AWP approach for its propane 
dehydrogenation (PDH) plant project in Alberta. The company said it would 
introduce ConstructSim early in the engineering phase.

J-AWP: Integrating all aspects of a capital project

To improve the construction performance of its capital projects from concept to 
commissioning, Jacobs is using Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) – a back-to-front 
project planning and execution process for defining, sequencing and pacing the 
execution of E-P-C packages that integrates work packaging with engineering, 
procurement, construction and project controls, said Dale Adcox, global work face 
planning manager at Jacobs, at a Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

AWP can improve the most volatile aspects of a capital project, including craft 
availability and productivity, material laydown, construction sequence and 
scheduling. The process begins in FEL2 and is further refined through each project 
phase.

Jacobs’ AWP, J-AWP, begins by analyzing the client’s business objectives and 
requirements before assigning the construction team to sequence the work 
accordingly, whether for modular or stick-built projects.

The project then gets the buy-in from the engineering team before it is coordinated 
with the procurement/contracts management to ensure the materials will be 
delivered at the site within budget and according to schedule.

Jacobs prefers to work package projects around the construction sequence rather 
than around the management of the materials, Adcox said. This prevents the 
company from starting field work too early and allows it to complete a sequence 
with minimum rework.

Once the procurement and contracts have been signed o�, the project controls 
team helps with the budget and estimates, based on the approved field plan, and 
how to turn that over to the client.

The best way to perform AWP is by integrating the project data across the six 
di�erent rounds that support construction planning – QA/QC, turnover, engineering 
model, material management, scheduling and project controls, Adcox said.

This allows the project team to o�er better transparency and more accurate and 
detailed data – both internally and to the client – as well as better predictability 

about the schedule, improved productivity, and overall performance.
“With these aspects – client input through completion – we see improved quality 
and improved safety,” Adcox said. “If we do a better job of sequencing the work, and 
engineering understands what exactly their deliverables need to be to support 
vendor fabricators, we are also seeing a decrease in revisions.”

Long-Term View

When the US energy industry sees a surge in capital project work, it struggles to 
respect project cost, schedule and functionality. Yet, the latest data and experience 
show that cost, project cycle time, and quality & reliability do not have to exclude 
each other.

Owner and EPC companies on the Gulf Coast should focus on improving their 
capital project performance as a long-term strategy even as volatile prices are 
putting pressure on company balance sheets and project deliveries in the short 
term. 

Despite slackened crude oil prices and depressed profit margins, US petroleum 
refinery and petrochemical capital spending will still rise over the next three to five 
years as companies race to prepare facilities to meet new rules from the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), build and expand plans to take advantage of 
cheap domestic feedstock, and as the North American region exports more 
petroleum and gas-based products. Crack spreads in refining and oil-to-gas ratios in 
petrochemicals will largely influence which type of capital projects move forward.

Companies could minimize business, cost and project risk regardless of 
boom-and-bust cycles by improving their overall approach to planning and team 
interaction by not only implementing new systems that improve day-to-day work 
and operational deficiencies, but also necessary culture change. 
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Introduction

For the past 25 years, owners and contractors in the US energy sector have been 
optimizing front-end loading (FEL), using electronic process design and scheduling 
tools, applying lessons learned and implementing other best practices, yet 
construction project performance has not visibly improved.

Remarkably, design-stage innovations such as three-dimensional isometric 
projections delivering extra detail to engineers and field craft, AutoCAD software and 
other technologies designed to improve e�ciency have seen a wide adoption in the 
sector, yet engineering & design as a percentage of a capital project’s total 
investment cost (TIC) has not changed much on average compared to 20-25 years 
ago. 

Meanwhile, petrochemical and refining projects in the United States are becoming 
larger, more complex and more di�cult to execute just as they are beginning to 
face systemic, industry-wide risks, according to Nick Jones, management consultant 
at global management consulting firm Partners in Performance. 

New projects are faced with core issues such as owner-contractor interface 
integration, price volatility and loss of project experience as owner & contractor 
personnel – from skilled crafts to engineers and plant operators – is retiring or 
transferring to other industries. 

Moreover, the flood of capital spending on the US Gulf Coast has strained many 
project supply chains in some areas, prompting companies to turn to lower-cost 
centers abroad for engineering expertise and materials. The market for complex 
megaprojects is concentrated and mature, while the small project markets remain 
more local in character – good in some places, more challenged in others. 

Controlling capital costs, managing risk and dramatically improving project 
performance in the current market environment will take more than adopting new 
technology and best practices. To assist petrochemical & refining owners and 
engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) companies in planning and 
executing capital projects, this whitepaper presents industry players’ insights on 
some of the key project challenges and workable solutions on the US Gulf Coast, 
with a focus on:

• North American downstream companies’ response to price volatility
• Key studies, data and analysis on downstream capital project performance in   
 North America
• Sampling of the most common problems facing project execution and delivery in  
 the current marketplace
• Selection of the latest project execution & management strategies and case   
 studies from some of the major owners on the US Gulf Coast

Responding to Volatility

Even though plummeting crude oil prices are eating into the cost competiveness of 
US ethane-based petrochemical players, they have not changed the fundamental 
advantage of US ethane. Cheap crude a�ects companies’ bottom lines di�erently 
across the value chain. Some companies have pursued pure-play strategies, 
focusing on narrow sets of chemicals, while others have opted to hedge market 
volatility by diversifying their feedstocks and products.

Some refining and petrochemical companies have responded to oil and price 
volatility by reducing capital spend on some projects and focusing their e�orts on a 
narrower set of strategic, long-term investments. Others have reinforced their 
downstream investment strategy, keeping their focus on the fundamentals of capital 
discipline and avoiding short-termism. Another response has been to delay tenders 
for some services in hopes of securing lower-cost bids in a softening construction 
market.

In certain cases, owners that are looking to build new projects but have not reached 
final investment decision (FID) are proceeding with multiple project scope options 
for as long as they can in order to manage the business risk from market volatility. 

According to Shawn Hansen, manager capital project consulting at consultancy 
Asset Performance Networks (AP-Networks), this strategy could be justified if a 
company needs to keep a particular project moving, for example, to maintain a 
lease or another agreement. Otherwise, companies should be thinking about 
methodically progressing activities that reduce cost and schedule uncertainty but 
require less financial commitment.

Overall, even though margins for US ethane crackers currently remain favorable 
against oil-based naphtha plants, and project spending in the US is still robust – 
especially for pure-play chemical makers – many large petrochemical projects are 
not moving as fast as planned, some companies have rowed back on proposals for 
new cracker plants, and other projects are likely to be smaller than originally 
anticipated.

Ethane Price Ten-Year Forecast
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Across the broader energy sector, the expected drop in capital spending in oil & gas 
exploration & production in 2016 will be largely o�set by still positive growth in 
refining, petrochemical, LNG and natural gas transmission projects, which will 
support demand for labor, materials and other services.

Meanwhile, many large project EPC contractors have struggled to perform in the 
more heated downstream construction market. Engineering deliverables and 
therefore procurement are often late and/or out of sequence. Home o�ce and 
value center interfaces are frequently slow or inflexible. Many experts Petrochemical 
Update interviewed for this industry paper said they think the engineering errors and 
omission rates are generally on the rise.

In this market place, controlling construction costs will be key to US petrochemical 
producers in the next few years, especially to companies that will be exporting 
much of their production and need to o�er very competitive prices. Margins are 
occasionally very tight, and companies need to ensure project costs remain under 
control if they are to recoup their capex investment.

According to Steve Cabano, president of project management consulting and 
training firm Pathfinder, some owners on the US Gulf Coast might try to re-negotiate 
the contracts with their execution contractors to get more competitive pricing in the 
less heated construction market place. While 3-4 years ago most of the companies 
in the region were pushing schedules to get a first-mover advantage, businesses in 
today’s market are primarily focusing on controlling cash flows.

According to AP-Networks’ Hansen, companies should strive to reduce the volatility 
of the business environment on the scope of their projects – for example, by 
maximizing their front-end planning – but should also have the wherewithal to 
respond to the vastly changed economics between FID and project commissioning.

Energy construction waves in the US typically follow seven-year cycles. Given that 
many of the large petrochemical projects on the US Gulf Coast take at least seven 
years from concept to commissioning – several years for front-end planning and 
about three years on average for construction – they are likely to go through at least 
one boom-and-bust business cycle before becoming fully operational. 

According to Fred Gibson, PE, PMP - director of projects at Lauren Engineers & 
Constructors, changing profit margins are currently prompting more and more 
petrochemical owners to take a longer-term view and invest in new strategies to 
improve the performance of their projects – from training craft workers to adopting 
innovative project management solutions.

Ethane-Production Capacity vs. Cracker Capacity
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Project Performance to Date

Almost two thirds of the major capital projects in the United States do not meet their 
budgets and schedules, and most industry executives are not happy with the 
performance of their systems, according to data and analysis by AP-Networks, 
which services oil, chemical and energy companies in the Americas, Asia, Europe 
and the Middle East.

Some 72% of more than 800 capital projects (over $25 million) in AP-Networks’ 
database executed since 2002 have failed to satisfy all of their performance goals 
(+/10% of budget, +/- 10% of planned schedule and no major operability failures 
after start-up).

One in four projects in the firm’s database grossly exceeded one or more of their 
success criteria metrics, meaning that they either overran their budget or schedule 
by 30% or had a major operability failure that prevented them from achieving steady 
operations.

A recent AP-Networks survey of eight US refining megaprojects (over $1 billion) 
completed in recent years to accommodate the increased crude capacity from 
Canada’s oil sands indicates that almost all of them su�ered major problems, even 
though they had governance and assurance processes in place, including 
benchmarking and external reviews. While today’s business drivers are di�erent, 
there are learnings from the performance of these projects that are still relevant to 
the current market environment.

Six of the megaprojects built since 2006 had significant cash flow constraints and 
were delayed by more than a year. At least four experienced a regulatory delay. 
Many of the projects identified a lack of major project experience. The schedule 
delays and changes to cash flows were major contributors to the poor project 
outcomes. In the current environment, company leaderships should avoid changing 
project execution to manage cash flow or at least study the risks associated with 
doing so, according to Hansen.

The average cost overrun on six of the projects for which there is publicly available 
data was more than 30%, while none achieved the mechanical and completion cost 
within 10% of the initially announced budget.

As shown in the figure below, a recent industry trend is executing more capital 
project work during turnarounds. This is noteworthy because capital intensive 
turnarounds are particularly challenging. AP-Networks’ database of medium and 
high-complexity turnarounds executed since mid-2012 in the onshore and o�shore 
upstream, gas, refining, chemical, and power sectors shows that 32% were 
successful while 68% failed to meet their project goals (including 40% that 
AP-Networks categorized as “train wrecks”).

Common Pitfalls

Organizational capabilities are at the heart of what makes a capital project succeed 
or fail, according to AP-Networks. 

Meanwhile, the company’s analysis shows that traditional project governance and 
assurance processes are often misreporting the true state of front-end loading (FEL), 
or project definition, and instilling a false sense of confidence in decision makers, 
particularly about the quality estimate and schedule.

According to AP-Networks, checklist-driven approaches to front-end deliverables, 
the heavy focus on front-end at the expense of post-full-funds authorization 
activities, inexperience in managing big projects, lack of e�ective follow-through and 
mitigation plans to risk registers, misalignment among stakeholders and inaccurate 
estimates are among the most common pitfalls in capital projects.

Interviews Petrochemical Update has conducted with petrochemical industry 
experts show that the most prevalent challenges to delivering well-functioning 
projects safely, on time and on budget are closely inter-related and much more 
devastating for large projects, including:

• Lack of clear project objectives across all interfaces
• Incomplete or inadequate FEED execution and FEL discipline prior to sanction
• Difficulties freezing the project scope definition before engineering and   
 construction
• Mismanagement of resources
• Lack of common baseline for scheduling all aspects of a project
• Unrealistic estimates and timelines, and inadequate project controls
• Engineering slippage
• Difficulties getting the right level of skill and labor productivity
• Difficulties managing multiple interfaces on complex megaprojects and achieving  
 integration between the owner and contractor teams
• Lack of rigorous optimization process
• Difficulties matching project goals with an optimal contracting arrangement
• Difficulties defining and executing the commissioning phase
• Check-box mentality

Though the key problems and solutions vary by project and circumstances, below is 
a sampling of some of the major strategies several companies active on the US Gulf 
Coast are currently utilizing to improve di�erent aspects of project planning and 
execution.

Steam Cracker Cost as a Function of Feedstock Weight

 
Source: US Ethane, EthyIene & PoIyethyIene: Exports & Markets Report.

1. Staying on Schedule: Lessons from Freeport LNG, LyondellBasell 

FEED is often considered the single most important process in the lifecycle of a 
capital project. With its focus on coordinating between the business need, project 
strategy, scope, cost and schedule, and maintaining that link throughout the project 
life cycle, the front-end loading/front-end planning (FEL/FEP) stage could often be 
the key to executing the project within budget and on time. 

E�ective FEP can mitigate project risks through the development of detailed scope 
definition and the subsequent e�cient use of project resources.

Most FEED phase e�orts are assessed using the criteria of a handful of very skilled 
consultants. They have high-quality databases of project results based on quality, 
cost, schedule and production criteria. This data and statistical analysis allows them 
to assess the probability of project success based on certain work process factors 
and benchmarks. 

However, as this base is already covered, there are additional evaluation criteria that 
owners can employ to take the probabilities of FEED phase success to the next level, 
according to Taylor Auburg, project director at Freeport LNG. Auburg is currently 
heading a $10 billion three-train LNG export project in Freeport, Texas, designed to 
liquefy and export about 14 million tons/year of LNG.

According to Auburg, companies can advance standard practice by taking additional 
steps to evaluate the quality of the detailed work products in the FEED Package. As a 
first step, he recommends identifying the key work products from the FEED Phase 
and specifying the attributes that should be included in the final deliverables. This 
provides additional direction to the FEED Phase engineering contractor at the start 
of the Phase. It also provides a quantified baseline for scoring the quality of the work 
products in the final FEED Package.

This step increases the probability of success coming out of the FEED Phase by not 
only ensuring compliance with the work processes (as assessed by the consultants), 
but also by making sure the work products meet the requirements of the 
subsequent phases of the project. According to Auburg, in addition to using 
consultant evaluations, owners should take the time to specify their own success 
criteria and quantify compliance in an equally rigorous manner.

Schedule control is controlling time, hence cost. Quality expectations must also be 
met in accordance with the schedule. 

Maintaining the pace of the project is the most important attribute in determining 
the final outcomes, Auburg said.

According to him, the industry's normal schedule conventions make managing the 
project time more di�cult. Level 3 Schedules can be 300-500 pages long, are not 
digestible and are rarely read. Project teams rely on their schedulers to tell them 
what they need to know. The engineering and construction sections typically follow 
a common format. The work in each process or utility unit is broken down by 
discipline or craft. Though separated by as many as 200 pages of procurement 
activities, you can (with a little work) follow the sequence of events from 
engineering through mechanical completion. 

According to Auburg, the conventional structure of the procurement and 
subcontracting activities creates a gap in the project teams' ability to follow the trail. 
Procurement and contracts are typically based on type, commodity and service. 
They do not communicate what is happening in the same basis as the engineering 
and construction work e�orts. 

Auburg suggests that companies take additional time to code the procurement of 
the major deliverables by the same units used in the WBS for engineering and 
construction. This will enable everyone concerned to see all aspects of the delivery 
of a process unit on no more than 3-5 pages. Starting and maintaining the schedule 
with the flexibility to easily view the status of each process unit also simplifies the 
transition to the completion based on process systems in the commissioning phase. 
E�ective time management and using additional criteria to assess the project at the 
end of the FEED Phase, among others, have allowed Freeport LNG to maintain its 
schedule and plan on its three-train LNG export project in Texas.

According to Auburg, other strategies that can be employed to enhance the success 
of projects include: using the same philosophy for lump-summing the contractors 
to have PMT services provided on a lump-sum basis; quantifying productivity and 
schedule attainment by the PMT to the same level of detail as that employed for the 
contractors; deeper distribution of incentives to enhance the probability of meeting 
desired outcomes; and providing rewards upon the successful completion of a 
project to maintain continuity of personnel.

Involving the contractors early in the project life cycle has also helped LyondellBasell 
maintain schedule on their current 1 billion pounds/year polyethylene project in La 
Porte, Texas and the recently announced propylene oxide/tertiary butyl alcohol (1 
billion pounds/year of PO and 2 billion pounds/year of TBA) plant, scheduled to start 
up in 2020 in Channelview, Texas, according to Patrick McFall, director project 
management Services at LyondellBasell. Both projects are currently undergoing 
front-end engineering and design (FEED).

Bringing the construction personnel prior to FEL 3 allowed the contractors to assist 
LyondellBasell with developing constructability reviews, the paths of construction 
and the overall schedule as early as the FEED stage. Though this additional due 
diligence during FEED could cost more and stretches the timeline, McFall said that 
the projects will start seeing the dividends from the more detailed upfront work by 
2018-2019.

Moreover, according to Pathfinder’s Cabano, owner companies should lock in their 
contracting arrangements as early as FEL 1 instead of waiting until the authorization 
phase, since most producers in the current market place do not have the technical 
expertise to create good FEL 2 and FEL 3 packages or administer construction 
projects on their own. Locking in quality contractors early and holding on to them 
throughout the lifetime of a project, even at a higher expense, is especially crucial in 
heated construction markets.

Early and continuous engagement of all stakeholders is critical, according to 
Cabano. This includes not only the direct project personnel, but also the business 
representatives, operations, maintenance and other interfaces such as the local 
communities, regulators and possibly even activist groups that may not be totally 
onboard with the project moving forward. Engaging these resources early and often 
in the project development and execution process assures alignment and minimizes 
late intervention by the parties, which often stimulates late changes and schedule 
delays.

2. New Approach to Team Integration

Delivering capital projects hinges upon team alignment and e�ective 
communication. In today’s modern age, we rely heavily on electronic means of 
communication that may fail to deliver the total message and result in bad decision 
making, team misalignment and ultimately poor project performance. The level of 
integration and engagement between the owner teams and the contractor teams is 
often one of the key di�erentiators between successful and unsuccessful capital 
projects.

Owner and contractor teams have become very siloed, according to Lauren's Fred 
Gibson, which prevents innovative ideas from getting implemented due to poor 
communication, misaligned incentives or lack of openness among the di�erent 
project interfaces. Tighter margins and tougher contracts that don’t allocate the 
project risk adequately, Gibson said, have also disincentivized many contractors and 
owners from actively cooperating and exploring synergies.

Lauren Engineers & Constructors is building a unified organization and project 
execution process that includes engineer, contractor and owner to enhance the 
lines of communication and improve team alignment. This strategy “puts the best 
player in the best seat,” regardless of the company, giving them the mandate to 
execute the project activities that they are best suited for.

Integrated project teams have to participate actively starting in scope development, 
have decision-making authority for their function and carry out specific 
responsibilities as defined and understood by all team members.

Lauren has made its integrated team approach a core part of its current project 
proposals. The company’s bids detail how it envisions the project execution, 
outlining the team and organization structure, how the personnel will be located, 
over what time period, and the number of people allocated for each position or 
activity, among others. 

“It is specific, but outlining the plan and expectations, and being aligned with both 
the owner and the engineer upfront is a key to success in making that happen,” 
Gibson said.

This approach has allowed Lauren to deliver projects more smoothly, communicate 
directly and simultaneously with both the engineer and the owner, reduce the 
communication time to process requests for information or change, accelerate 
schedule, improve transparency and sta� the job more appropriately. It has also 
improved the overall quality, enabling Lauren to optimize its budget, schedule and 
performance risks compared to more conventional execution approaches. 

Moreover, RLG International, a Vancouver-based performance improvement 
consulting company, has developed management processes to improve project 
leadership, accountability and performance: firstly, Operating Rhythm (OR™), a 
series of key interactions between leaders and front-line operations to provide them 
with the competency and confidence to e�ectively execute to maximize their 
organization’s results; and secondly, Theoretical Maximum Performance (TMP™), a 
process for engaging crews and contractors with a proactive and systematic 
approach to increase involvement, commitment and ownership, while ensuring 
rigorous planning and performance feedback.

Both TMP™ and OR™ have been applied to a series of refinery & petrochemical 
upgrade projects with companies including Chevron, Tesoro, Chevron Phillips 
Chemical, NOVA Chemicals and LyondellBasell, among others. These processes 
enable integrated project teams to review their planning milestones and Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs), following a tight accountability rhythm to ensure 
better planning, proper quality and further schedule execution, according to RLG’s 
Executive Vice President Rick Heyland.

RLG recently completed a successful turnaround on Tesoro Petroleum 
Corporation’s Steam Plant Complex in Martinez, California that, according to Tom 
Lu, refinery manager at the facility, introduced a new level of project management 
discipline to the project’s FEL Planning process using Metrics, Operating Rhythm and 
Optimization activities. The project teams executed the outage five days ahead of 
schedule and delivered the project under budget with zero recordable injuries and 
zero flaring events.

Heyland said that more petrochemical owners in North America are opening up to 
such solutions, as they are moving toward a larger ownership and tighter control 
over their projects.

NOVA Chemicals  for example, have specifically included RLG International and its 
performance improvement approach into their recent contracts with EPC 
companies.  In addition to including incentives and penalties for specific project 
targets, the contracts also outline in detail how di�erent project teams should 
coordinate their work by following and tracking clear KPIs, performing monthly 
business reviews and adhering to operating & accountability rhythm activities 
through RLG’s processes and methodologies.

Dow Chemical’s project productivity plan

To reduce costs and improve its capital project and expansion project productivity, 
the Dow Chemical Company has been optimizing its work processes for about 20 
years, said Deborah McNeil, project productivity program manager at Dow, at a 
Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

On the systems side, the company has invested in smart-plan 3D models and 
associated engineering tools, including a new SAP Solution software.

Dow Chemical usually performs about 30-70% of its engineering in-house, 
outsources the rest during project peaks and brings it back in-house during the 
chemical trials. The company would typically conduct its own FEL, procurement 
and construction management, and outsource the construction labor on its 
projects.

To coordinate all project functions, Dow has started an Information and Material 
Flow Optimization Project (IMFOP) across the project lifecycle – from the FEL to the 
hand-o� to the Operations & Maintenance, including Facility Data Maintenance 
agreements to support the “next” project, McNeil said.

The program plans to create a single data entry point for its capital project activities, 
align the data definition and understand who owns it across the project lifecycle, as 
well as reduce the manual re-entry of data, simplify its data gathering and reporting, 
and understand how and what information is used downstream in the project cycle.

Dow is also using the IMFOP vision to optimize how to combine data documents 
and image “packaging” to drive increased productivity of all disciplines and functions, 
McNeil said.
Moreover, since materials and construction labor account for the biggest expenses 
in its capital execution, Dow is changing the way it designs and procures for projects 
in order to improve the construction productivity and O&M performance of its 
assets.

To do so, it is going to the back-end of its work process to first help the engineering 
teams understand the needs of the O&M teams, and then moves up the project 
supply chain to understand the processes that construction needs to build, any 
additional materials it needs to buy, as well as any out-standing deliverables 
engineering needs in order to accomplish the design.

“The turnover of data has to start early, before engineering is even done. What we 
are discovering is that the maintenance data of a plant in our system needs to occur 
back in early detailed design, before we even start buying equipment,” McNeil said.

“We have several questions around what the software vendors do – we have to be 
able to understand what data we have already passed downstream to another 
system and how we manage change around that data as decisions get made and 
things get changed as design evolves. The whole change of management at the 
data level is where technology really helps.”

3. Advanced Work Packaging

Engineering slippage is averaging 40% across small, medium, large, mega and giga 
projects, and very few companies have an e�ective gate at this milestone, according 
to Independent Project Analysis (IPA), a global consultancy in project evaluation and 
project system benchmarking. In these cases, engineering slippage would often spill 
over into procurement delays, plummeting design quality and decreasing labor 
productivity, with snowball e�ects on field construction.

To improve their capital projects, petrochemical and refining companies on the US 
Gulf Cost should adopt a “construction-driven engineering approach,” according to 
a senior expert from Bentley Systems. Bentley has partnered with the IPA to develop 
an Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) philosophy, roadmap and tools to utilize 
construction-driven engineering in both planning and direct project execution. 

The solution monitors the engineering work packages – for example, vendor 
documentation - making sure they are of high quality, follow the proper metrics, are 
properly sequenced based on the path of construction, and can be corrected on 
time if needed.

AWP requires a systematic approach to facilitate the technology and best practice 
deployment across the project lifecycle. It calls for an exchange of information 
between engineering, construction, commissioning and handover, with the work 
packages serving as the unit of that information exchange, according to Bentley.

Many of the energy projects that are proceeding in the current market place, 
especially large projects over $500 million, are making a go of using the AWP best 
practices developed and validated by the CII and implemented by a number of 
di�erent vendors, contractors and consultants. 

In mid-2015, for example, Shell announced that it will begin developing a suite of 
AWP-based data centric solutions, called ProjectVantage, to drive down cost 
inflation in the design, construction and engineering of its projects.

The ProjectVantage framework provides an integrated data-centric platform to 
deliver safer, faster and better capital projects. These components are integrated and 
are designed to enable data consistency across suppliers and engineering 
disciplines. 

The company said it expects to see key savings in design and engineering from the 
single-source availability of up-to-date design information, semi-automated data 
validation, and consistency checking across disciplines, locations and contractors. 

Meanwhile, in January 2016, Williams Energy Canada also announced it had chosen 
Bentley’s ConstructSim software – which is designed to enable and facilitate CII’s 
AWP best practices - to implement an AWP approach for its propane 
dehydrogenation (PDH) plant project in Alberta. The company said it would 
introduce ConstructSim early in the engineering phase.

J-AWP: Integrating all aspects of a capital project

To improve the construction performance of its capital projects from concept to 
commissioning, Jacobs is using Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) – a back-to-front 
project planning and execution process for defining, sequencing and pacing the 
execution of E-P-C packages that integrates work packaging with engineering, 
procurement, construction and project controls, said Dale Adcox, global work face 
planning manager at Jacobs, at a Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

AWP can improve the most volatile aspects of a capital project, including craft 
availability and productivity, material laydown, construction sequence and 
scheduling. The process begins in FEL2 and is further refined through each project 
phase.

Jacobs’ AWP, J-AWP, begins by analyzing the client’s business objectives and 
requirements before assigning the construction team to sequence the work 
accordingly, whether for modular or stick-built projects.

The project then gets the buy-in from the engineering team before it is coordinated 
with the procurement/contracts management to ensure the materials will be 
delivered at the site within budget and according to schedule.

Jacobs prefers to work package projects around the construction sequence rather 
than around the management of the materials, Adcox said. This prevents the 
company from starting field work too early and allows it to complete a sequence 
with minimum rework.

Once the procurement and contracts have been signed o�, the project controls 
team helps with the budget and estimates, based on the approved field plan, and 
how to turn that over to the client.

The best way to perform AWP is by integrating the project data across the six 
di�erent rounds that support construction planning – QA/QC, turnover, engineering 
model, material management, scheduling and project controls, Adcox said.

This allows the project team to o�er better transparency and more accurate and 
detailed data – both internally and to the client – as well as better predictability 

about the schedule, improved productivity, and overall performance.
“With these aspects – client input through completion – we see improved quality 
and improved safety,” Adcox said. “If we do a better job of sequencing the work, and 
engineering understands what exactly their deliverables need to be to support 
vendor fabricators, we are also seeing a decrease in revisions.”

Long-Term View

When the US energy industry sees a surge in capital project work, it struggles to 
respect project cost, schedule and functionality. Yet, the latest data and experience 
show that cost, project cycle time, and quality & reliability do not have to exclude 
each other.

Owner and EPC companies on the Gulf Coast should focus on improving their 
capital project performance as a long-term strategy even as volatile prices are 
putting pressure on company balance sheets and project deliveries in the short 
term. 

Despite slackened crude oil prices and depressed profit margins, US petroleum 
refinery and petrochemical capital spending will still rise over the next three to five 
years as companies race to prepare facilities to meet new rules from the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), build and expand plans to take advantage of 
cheap domestic feedstock, and as the North American region exports more 
petroleum and gas-based products. Crack spreads in refining and oil-to-gas ratios in 
petrochemicals will largely influence which type of capital projects move forward.

Companies could minimize business, cost and project risk regardless of 
boom-and-bust cycles by improving their overall approach to planning and team 
interaction by not only implementing new systems that improve day-to-day work 
and operational deficiencies, but also necessary culture change. 
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Introduction

For the past 25 years, owners and contractors in the US energy sector have been 
optimizing front-end loading (FEL), using electronic process design and scheduling 
tools, applying lessons learned and implementing other best practices, yet 
construction project performance has not visibly improved.

Remarkably, design-stage innovations such as three-dimensional isometric 
projections delivering extra detail to engineers and field craft, AutoCAD software and 
other technologies designed to improve e�ciency have seen a wide adoption in the 
sector, yet engineering & design as a percentage of a capital project’s total 
investment cost (TIC) has not changed much on average compared to 20-25 years 
ago. 

Meanwhile, petrochemical and refining projects in the United States are becoming 
larger, more complex and more di�cult to execute just as they are beginning to 
face systemic, industry-wide risks, according to Nick Jones, management consultant 
at global management consulting firm Partners in Performance. 

New projects are faced with core issues such as owner-contractor interface 
integration, price volatility and loss of project experience as owner & contractor 
personnel – from skilled crafts to engineers and plant operators – is retiring or 
transferring to other industries. 

Moreover, the flood of capital spending on the US Gulf Coast has strained many 
project supply chains in some areas, prompting companies to turn to lower-cost 
centers abroad for engineering expertise and materials. The market for complex 
megaprojects is concentrated and mature, while the small project markets remain 
more local in character – good in some places, more challenged in others. 

Controlling capital costs, managing risk and dramatically improving project 
performance in the current market environment will take more than adopting new 
technology and best practices. To assist petrochemical & refining owners and 
engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) companies in planning and 
executing capital projects, this whitepaper presents industry players’ insights on 
some of the key project challenges and workable solutions on the US Gulf Coast, 
with a focus on:

• North American downstream companies’ response to price volatility
• Key studies, data and analysis on downstream capital project performance in   
 North America
• Sampling of the most common problems facing project execution and delivery in  
 the current marketplace
• Selection of the latest project execution & management strategies and case   
 studies from some of the major owners on the US Gulf Coast

Responding to Volatility

Even though plummeting crude oil prices are eating into the cost competiveness of 
US ethane-based petrochemical players, they have not changed the fundamental 
advantage of US ethane. Cheap crude a�ects companies’ bottom lines di�erently 
across the value chain. Some companies have pursued pure-play strategies, 
focusing on narrow sets of chemicals, while others have opted to hedge market 
volatility by diversifying their feedstocks and products.

Some refining and petrochemical companies have responded to oil and price 
volatility by reducing capital spend on some projects and focusing their e�orts on a 
narrower set of strategic, long-term investments. Others have reinforced their 
downstream investment strategy, keeping their focus on the fundamentals of capital 
discipline and avoiding short-termism. Another response has been to delay tenders 
for some services in hopes of securing lower-cost bids in a softening construction 
market.

In certain cases, owners that are looking to build new projects but have not reached 
final investment decision (FID) are proceeding with multiple project scope options 
for as long as they can in order to manage the business risk from market volatility. 

According to Shawn Hansen, manager capital project consulting at consultancy 
Asset Performance Networks (AP-Networks), this strategy could be justified if a 
company needs to keep a particular project moving, for example, to maintain a 
lease or another agreement. Otherwise, companies should be thinking about 
methodically progressing activities that reduce cost and schedule uncertainty but 
require less financial commitment.

Overall, even though margins for US ethane crackers currently remain favorable 
against oil-based naphtha plants, and project spending in the US is still robust – 
especially for pure-play chemical makers – many large petrochemical projects are 
not moving as fast as planned, some companies have rowed back on proposals for 
new cracker plants, and other projects are likely to be smaller than originally 
anticipated.

Ethane Price Ten-Year Forecast
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Across the broader energy sector, the expected drop in capital spending in oil & gas 
exploration & production in 2016 will be largely o�set by still positive growth in 
refining, petrochemical, LNG and natural gas transmission projects, which will 
support demand for labor, materials and other services.

Meanwhile, many large project EPC contractors have struggled to perform in the 
more heated downstream construction market. Engineering deliverables and 
therefore procurement are often late and/or out of sequence. Home o�ce and 
value center interfaces are frequently slow or inflexible. Many experts Petrochemical 
Update interviewed for this industry paper said they think the engineering errors and 
omission rates are generally on the rise.

In this market place, controlling construction costs will be key to US petrochemical 
producers in the next few years, especially to companies that will be exporting 
much of their production and need to o�er very competitive prices. Margins are 
occasionally very tight, and companies need to ensure project costs remain under 
control if they are to recoup their capex investment.

According to Steve Cabano, president of project management consulting and 
training firm Pathfinder, some owners on the US Gulf Coast might try to re-negotiate 
the contracts with their execution contractors to get more competitive pricing in the 
less heated construction market place. While 3-4 years ago most of the companies 
in the region were pushing schedules to get a first-mover advantage, businesses in 
today’s market are primarily focusing on controlling cash flows.

According to AP-Networks’ Hansen, companies should strive to reduce the volatility 
of the business environment on the scope of their projects – for example, by 
maximizing their front-end planning – but should also have the wherewithal to 
respond to the vastly changed economics between FID and project commissioning.

Energy construction waves in the US typically follow seven-year cycles. Given that 
many of the large petrochemical projects on the US Gulf Coast take at least seven 
years from concept to commissioning – several years for front-end planning and 
about three years on average for construction – they are likely to go through at least 
one boom-and-bust business cycle before becoming fully operational. 

According to Fred Gibson, PE, PMP - director of projects at Lauren Engineers & 
Constructors, changing profit margins are currently prompting more and more 
petrochemical owners to take a longer-term view and invest in new strategies to 
improve the performance of their projects – from training craft workers to adopting 
innovative project management solutions.

Ethane-Production Capacity vs. Cracker Capacity

 
Source: US Ethane, EthyIene & PoIyethyIene: Exports & Markets Report.

Project Performance to Date

Almost two thirds of the major capital projects in the United States do not meet their 
budgets and schedules, and most industry executives are not happy with the 
performance of their systems, according to data and analysis by AP-Networks, 
which services oil, chemical and energy companies in the Americas, Asia, Europe 
and the Middle East.

Some 72% of more than 800 capital projects (over $25 million) in AP-Networks’ 
database executed since 2002 have failed to satisfy all of their performance goals 
(+/10% of budget, +/- 10% of planned schedule and no major operability failures 
after start-up).

One in four projects in the firm’s database grossly exceeded one or more of their 
success criteria metrics, meaning that they either overran their budget or schedule 
by 30% or had a major operability failure that prevented them from achieving steady 
operations.

A recent AP-Networks survey of eight US refining megaprojects (over $1 billion) 
completed in recent years to accommodate the increased crude capacity from 
Canada’s oil sands indicates that almost all of them su�ered major problems, even 
though they had governance and assurance processes in place, including 
benchmarking and external reviews. While today’s business drivers are di�erent, 
there are learnings from the performance of these projects that are still relevant to 
the current market environment.

Six of the megaprojects built since 2006 had significant cash flow constraints and 
were delayed by more than a year. At least four experienced a regulatory delay. 
Many of the projects identified a lack of major project experience. The schedule 
delays and changes to cash flows were major contributors to the poor project 
outcomes. In the current environment, company leaderships should avoid changing 
project execution to manage cash flow or at least study the risks associated with 
doing so, according to Hansen.

The average cost overrun on six of the projects for which there is publicly available 
data was more than 30%, while none achieved the mechanical and completion cost 
within 10% of the initially announced budget.

As shown in the figure below, a recent industry trend is executing more capital 
project work during turnarounds. This is noteworthy because capital intensive 
turnarounds are particularly challenging. AP-Networks’ database of medium and 
high-complexity turnarounds executed since mid-2012 in the onshore and o�shore 
upstream, gas, refining, chemical, and power sectors shows that 32% were 
successful while 68% failed to meet their project goals (including 40% that 
AP-Networks categorized as “train wrecks”).

Common Pitfalls

Organizational capabilities are at the heart of what makes a capital project succeed 
or fail, according to AP-Networks. 

Meanwhile, the company’s analysis shows that traditional project governance and 
assurance processes are often misreporting the true state of front-end loading (FEL), 
or project definition, and instilling a false sense of confidence in decision makers, 
particularly about the quality estimate and schedule.

According to AP-Networks, checklist-driven approaches to front-end deliverables, 
the heavy focus on front-end at the expense of post-full-funds authorization 
activities, inexperience in managing big projects, lack of e�ective follow-through and 
mitigation plans to risk registers, misalignment among stakeholders and inaccurate 
estimates are among the most common pitfalls in capital projects.

Interviews Petrochemical Update has conducted with petrochemical industry 
experts show that the most prevalent challenges to delivering well-functioning 
projects safely, on time and on budget are closely inter-related and much more 
devastating for large projects, including:

• Lack of clear project objectives across all interfaces
• Incomplete or inadequate FEED execution and FEL discipline prior to sanction
• Difficulties freezing the project scope definition before engineering and   
 construction
• Mismanagement of resources
• Lack of common baseline for scheduling all aspects of a project
• Unrealistic estimates and timelines, and inadequate project controls
• Engineering slippage
• Difficulties getting the right level of skill and labor productivity
• Difficulties managing multiple interfaces on complex megaprojects and achieving  
 integration between the owner and contractor teams
• Lack of rigorous optimization process
• Difficulties matching project goals with an optimal contracting arrangement
• Difficulties defining and executing the commissioning phase
• Check-box mentality

Though the key problems and solutions vary by project and circumstances, below is 
a sampling of some of the major strategies several companies active on the US Gulf 
Coast are currently utilizing to improve di�erent aspects of project planning and 
execution.

Steam Cracker Cost as a Function of Feedstock Weight
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1. Staying on Schedule: Lessons from Freeport LNG, LyondellBasell 

FEED is often considered the single most important process in the lifecycle of a 
capital project. With its focus on coordinating between the business need, project 
strategy, scope, cost and schedule, and maintaining that link throughout the project 
life cycle, the front-end loading/front-end planning (FEL/FEP) stage could often be 
the key to executing the project within budget and on time. 

E�ective FEP can mitigate project risks through the development of detailed scope 
definition and the subsequent e�cient use of project resources.

Most FEED phase e�orts are assessed using the criteria of a handful of very skilled 
consultants. They have high-quality databases of project results based on quality, 
cost, schedule and production criteria. This data and statistical analysis allows them 
to assess the probability of project success based on certain work process factors 
and benchmarks. 

However, as this base is already covered, there are additional evaluation criteria that 
owners can employ to take the probabilities of FEED phase success to the next level, 
according to Taylor Auburg, project director at Freeport LNG. Auburg is currently 
heading a $10 billion three-train LNG export project in Freeport, Texas, designed to 
liquefy and export about 14 million tons/year of LNG.

According to Auburg, companies can advance standard practice by taking additional 
steps to evaluate the quality of the detailed work products in the FEED Package. As a 
first step, he recommends identifying the key work products from the FEED Phase 
and specifying the attributes that should be included in the final deliverables. This 
provides additional direction to the FEED Phase engineering contractor at the start 
of the Phase. It also provides a quantified baseline for scoring the quality of the work 
products in the final FEED Package.

This step increases the probability of success coming out of the FEED Phase by not 
only ensuring compliance with the work processes (as assessed by the consultants), 
but also by making sure the work products meet the requirements of the 
subsequent phases of the project. According to Auburg, in addition to using 
consultant evaluations, owners should take the time to specify their own success 
criteria and quantify compliance in an equally rigorous manner.

Schedule control is controlling time, hence cost. Quality expectations must also be 
met in accordance with the schedule. 

Maintaining the pace of the project is the most important attribute in determining 
the final outcomes, Auburg said.

According to him, the industry's normal schedule conventions make managing the 
project time more di�cult. Level 3 Schedules can be 300-500 pages long, are not 
digestible and are rarely read. Project teams rely on their schedulers to tell them 
what they need to know. The engineering and construction sections typically follow 
a common format. The work in each process or utility unit is broken down by 
discipline or craft. Though separated by as many as 200 pages of procurement 
activities, you can (with a little work) follow the sequence of events from 
engineering through mechanical completion. 

According to Auburg, the conventional structure of the procurement and 
subcontracting activities creates a gap in the project teams' ability to follow the trail. 
Procurement and contracts are typically based on type, commodity and service. 
They do not communicate what is happening in the same basis as the engineering 
and construction work e�orts. 

Auburg suggests that companies take additional time to code the procurement of 
the major deliverables by the same units used in the WBS for engineering and 
construction. This will enable everyone concerned to see all aspects of the delivery 
of a process unit on no more than 3-5 pages. Starting and maintaining the schedule 
with the flexibility to easily view the status of each process unit also simplifies the 
transition to the completion based on process systems in the commissioning phase. 
E�ective time management and using additional criteria to assess the project at the 
end of the FEED Phase, among others, have allowed Freeport LNG to maintain its 
schedule and plan on its three-train LNG export project in Texas.

According to Auburg, other strategies that can be employed to enhance the success 
of projects include: using the same philosophy for lump-summing the contractors 
to have PMT services provided on a lump-sum basis; quantifying productivity and 
schedule attainment by the PMT to the same level of detail as that employed for the 
contractors; deeper distribution of incentives to enhance the probability of meeting 
desired outcomes; and providing rewards upon the successful completion of a 
project to maintain continuity of personnel.

Involving the contractors early in the project life cycle has also helped LyondellBasell 
maintain schedule on their current 1 billion pounds/year polyethylene project in La 
Porte, Texas and the recently announced propylene oxide/tertiary butyl alcohol (1 
billion pounds/year of PO and 2 billion pounds/year of TBA) plant, scheduled to start 
up in 2020 in Channelview, Texas, according to Patrick McFall, director project 
management Services at LyondellBasell. Both projects are currently undergoing 
front-end engineering and design (FEED).

Bringing the construction personnel prior to FEL 3 allowed the contractors to assist 
LyondellBasell with developing constructability reviews, the paths of construction 
and the overall schedule as early as the FEED stage. Though this additional due 
diligence during FEED could cost more and stretches the timeline, McFall said that 
the projects will start seeing the dividends from the more detailed upfront work by 
2018-2019.

Moreover, according to Pathfinder’s Cabano, owner companies should lock in their 
contracting arrangements as early as FEL 1 instead of waiting until the authorization 
phase, since most producers in the current market place do not have the technical 
expertise to create good FEL 2 and FEL 3 packages or administer construction 
projects on their own. Locking in quality contractors early and holding on to them 
throughout the lifetime of a project, even at a higher expense, is especially crucial in 
heated construction markets.

Early and continuous engagement of all stakeholders is critical, according to 
Cabano. This includes not only the direct project personnel, but also the business 
representatives, operations, maintenance and other interfaces such as the local 
communities, regulators and possibly even activist groups that may not be totally 
onboard with the project moving forward. Engaging these resources early and often 
in the project development and execution process assures alignment and minimizes 
late intervention by the parties, which often stimulates late changes and schedule 
delays.

2. New Approach to Team Integration

Delivering capital projects hinges upon team alignment and e�ective 
communication. In today’s modern age, we rely heavily on electronic means of 
communication that may fail to deliver the total message and result in bad decision 
making, team misalignment and ultimately poor project performance. The level of 
integration and engagement between the owner teams and the contractor teams is 
often one of the key di�erentiators between successful and unsuccessful capital 
projects.

Owner and contractor teams have become very siloed, according to Lauren's Fred 
Gibson, which prevents innovative ideas from getting implemented due to poor 
communication, misaligned incentives or lack of openness among the di�erent 
project interfaces. Tighter margins and tougher contracts that don’t allocate the 
project risk adequately, Gibson said, have also disincentivized many contractors and 
owners from actively cooperating and exploring synergies.

Lauren Engineers & Constructors is building a unified organization and project 
execution process that includes engineer, contractor and owner to enhance the 
lines of communication and improve team alignment. This strategy “puts the best 
player in the best seat,” regardless of the company, giving them the mandate to 
execute the project activities that they are best suited for.

Integrated project teams have to participate actively starting in scope development, 
have decision-making authority for their function and carry out specific 
responsibilities as defined and understood by all team members.

Lauren has made its integrated team approach a core part of its current project 
proposals. The company’s bids detail how it envisions the project execution, 
outlining the team and organization structure, how the personnel will be located, 
over what time period, and the number of people allocated for each position or 
activity, among others. 

“It is specific, but outlining the plan and expectations, and being aligned with both 
the owner and the engineer upfront is a key to success in making that happen,” 
Gibson said.

This approach has allowed Lauren to deliver projects more smoothly, communicate 
directly and simultaneously with both the engineer and the owner, reduce the 
communication time to process requests for information or change, accelerate 
schedule, improve transparency and sta� the job more appropriately. It has also 
improved the overall quality, enabling Lauren to optimize its budget, schedule and 
performance risks compared to more conventional execution approaches. 

Moreover, RLG International, a Vancouver-based performance improvement 
consulting company, has developed management processes to improve project 
leadership, accountability and performance: firstly, Operating Rhythm (OR™), a 
series of key interactions between leaders and front-line operations to provide them 
with the competency and confidence to e�ectively execute to maximize their 
organization’s results; and secondly, Theoretical Maximum Performance (TMP™), a 
process for engaging crews and contractors with a proactive and systematic 
approach to increase involvement, commitment and ownership, while ensuring 
rigorous planning and performance feedback.

Both TMP™ and OR™ have been applied to a series of refinery & petrochemical 
upgrade projects with companies including Chevron, Tesoro, Chevron Phillips 
Chemical, NOVA Chemicals and LyondellBasell, among others. These processes 
enable integrated project teams to review their planning milestones and Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs), following a tight accountability rhythm to ensure 
better planning, proper quality and further schedule execution, according to RLG’s 
Executive Vice President Rick Heyland.

RLG recently completed a successful turnaround on Tesoro Petroleum 
Corporation’s Steam Plant Complex in Martinez, California that, according to Tom 
Lu, refinery manager at the facility, introduced a new level of project management 
discipline to the project’s FEL Planning process using Metrics, Operating Rhythm and 
Optimization activities. The project teams executed the outage five days ahead of 
schedule and delivered the project under budget with zero recordable injuries and 
zero flaring events.

Heyland said that more petrochemical owners in North America are opening up to 
such solutions, as they are moving toward a larger ownership and tighter control 
over their projects.

NOVA Chemicals  for example, have specifically included RLG International and its 
performance improvement approach into their recent contracts with EPC 
companies.  In addition to including incentives and penalties for specific project 
targets, the contracts also outline in detail how di�erent project teams should 
coordinate their work by following and tracking clear KPIs, performing monthly 
business reviews and adhering to operating & accountability rhythm activities 
through RLG’s processes and methodologies.

Dow Chemical’s project productivity plan

To reduce costs and improve its capital project and expansion project productivity, 
the Dow Chemical Company has been optimizing its work processes for about 20 
years, said Deborah McNeil, project productivity program manager at Dow, at a 
Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

On the systems side, the company has invested in smart-plan 3D models and 
associated engineering tools, including a new SAP Solution software.

Dow Chemical usually performs about 30-70% of its engineering in-house, 
outsources the rest during project peaks and brings it back in-house during the 
chemical trials. The company would typically conduct its own FEL, procurement 
and construction management, and outsource the construction labor on its 
projects.

To coordinate all project functions, Dow has started an Information and Material 
Flow Optimization Project (IMFOP) across the project lifecycle – from the FEL to the 
hand-o� to the Operations & Maintenance, including Facility Data Maintenance 
agreements to support the “next” project, McNeil said.

The program plans to create a single data entry point for its capital project activities, 
align the data definition and understand who owns it across the project lifecycle, as 
well as reduce the manual re-entry of data, simplify its data gathering and reporting, 
and understand how and what information is used downstream in the project cycle.

Dow is also using the IMFOP vision to optimize how to combine data documents 
and image “packaging” to drive increased productivity of all disciplines and functions, 
McNeil said.
Moreover, since materials and construction labor account for the biggest expenses 
in its capital execution, Dow is changing the way it designs and procures for projects 
in order to improve the construction productivity and O&M performance of its 
assets.

To do so, it is going to the back-end of its work process to first help the engineering 
teams understand the needs of the O&M teams, and then moves up the project 
supply chain to understand the processes that construction needs to build, any 
additional materials it needs to buy, as well as any out-standing deliverables 
engineering needs in order to accomplish the design.

“The turnover of data has to start early, before engineering is even done. What we 
are discovering is that the maintenance data of a plant in our system needs to occur 
back in early detailed design, before we even start buying equipment,” McNeil said.

“We have several questions around what the software vendors do – we have to be 
able to understand what data we have already passed downstream to another 
system and how we manage change around that data as decisions get made and 
things get changed as design evolves. The whole change of management at the 
data level is where technology really helps.”

3. Advanced Work Packaging

Engineering slippage is averaging 40% across small, medium, large, mega and giga 
projects, and very few companies have an e�ective gate at this milestone, according 
to Independent Project Analysis (IPA), a global consultancy in project evaluation and 
project system benchmarking. In these cases, engineering slippage would often spill 
over into procurement delays, plummeting design quality and decreasing labor 
productivity, with snowball e�ects on field construction.

To improve their capital projects, petrochemical and refining companies on the US 
Gulf Cost should adopt a “construction-driven engineering approach,” according to 
a senior expert from Bentley Systems. Bentley has partnered with the IPA to develop 
an Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) philosophy, roadmap and tools to utilize 
construction-driven engineering in both planning and direct project execution. 

The solution monitors the engineering work packages – for example, vendor 
documentation - making sure they are of high quality, follow the proper metrics, are 
properly sequenced based on the path of construction, and can be corrected on 
time if needed.

AWP requires a systematic approach to facilitate the technology and best practice 
deployment across the project lifecycle. It calls for an exchange of information 
between engineering, construction, commissioning and handover, with the work 
packages serving as the unit of that information exchange, according to Bentley.

Many of the energy projects that are proceeding in the current market place, 
especially large projects over $500 million, are making a go of using the AWP best 
practices developed and validated by the CII and implemented by a number of 
di�erent vendors, contractors and consultants. 

In mid-2015, for example, Shell announced that it will begin developing a suite of 
AWP-based data centric solutions, called ProjectVantage, to drive down cost 
inflation in the design, construction and engineering of its projects.

The ProjectVantage framework provides an integrated data-centric platform to 
deliver safer, faster and better capital projects. These components are integrated and 
are designed to enable data consistency across suppliers and engineering 
disciplines. 

The company said it expects to see key savings in design and engineering from the 
single-source availability of up-to-date design information, semi-automated data 
validation, and consistency checking across disciplines, locations and contractors. 

Meanwhile, in January 2016, Williams Energy Canada also announced it had chosen 
Bentley’s ConstructSim software – which is designed to enable and facilitate CII’s 
AWP best practices - to implement an AWP approach for its propane 
dehydrogenation (PDH) plant project in Alberta. The company said it would 
introduce ConstructSim early in the engineering phase.

J-AWP: Integrating all aspects of a capital project

To improve the construction performance of its capital projects from concept to 
commissioning, Jacobs is using Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) – a back-to-front 
project planning and execution process for defining, sequencing and pacing the 
execution of E-P-C packages that integrates work packaging with engineering, 
procurement, construction and project controls, said Dale Adcox, global work face 
planning manager at Jacobs, at a Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

AWP can improve the most volatile aspects of a capital project, including craft 
availability and productivity, material laydown, construction sequence and 
scheduling. The process begins in FEL2 and is further refined through each project 
phase.

Jacobs’ AWP, J-AWP, begins by analyzing the client’s business objectives and 
requirements before assigning the construction team to sequence the work 
accordingly, whether for modular or stick-built projects.

The project then gets the buy-in from the engineering team before it is coordinated 
with the procurement/contracts management to ensure the materials will be 
delivered at the site within budget and according to schedule.

Jacobs prefers to work package projects around the construction sequence rather 
than around the management of the materials, Adcox said. This prevents the 
company from starting field work too early and allows it to complete a sequence 
with minimum rework.

Once the procurement and contracts have been signed o�, the project controls 
team helps with the budget and estimates, based on the approved field plan, and 
how to turn that over to the client.

The best way to perform AWP is by integrating the project data across the six 
di�erent rounds that support construction planning – QA/QC, turnover, engineering 
model, material management, scheduling and project controls, Adcox said.

This allows the project team to o�er better transparency and more accurate and 
detailed data – both internally and to the client – as well as better predictability 

about the schedule, improved productivity, and overall performance.
“With these aspects – client input through completion – we see improved quality 
and improved safety,” Adcox said. “If we do a better job of sequencing the work, and 
engineering understands what exactly their deliverables need to be to support 
vendor fabricators, we are also seeing a decrease in revisions.”

Long-Term View

When the US energy industry sees a surge in capital project work, it struggles to 
respect project cost, schedule and functionality. Yet, the latest data and experience 
show that cost, project cycle time, and quality & reliability do not have to exclude 
each other.

Owner and EPC companies on the Gulf Coast should focus on improving their 
capital project performance as a long-term strategy even as volatile prices are 
putting pressure on company balance sheets and project deliveries in the short 
term. 

Despite slackened crude oil prices and depressed profit margins, US petroleum 
refinery and petrochemical capital spending will still rise over the next three to five 
years as companies race to prepare facilities to meet new rules from the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), build and expand plans to take advantage of 
cheap domestic feedstock, and as the North American region exports more 
petroleum and gas-based products. Crack spreads in refining and oil-to-gas ratios in 
petrochemicals will largely influence which type of capital projects move forward.

Companies could minimize business, cost and project risk regardless of 
boom-and-bust cycles by improving their overall approach to planning and team 
interaction by not only implementing new systems that improve day-to-day work 
and operational deficiencies, but also necessary culture change. 
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Introduction

For the past 25 years, owners and contractors in the US energy sector have been 
optimizing front-end loading (FEL), using electronic process design and scheduling 
tools, applying lessons learned and implementing other best practices, yet 
construction project performance has not visibly improved.

Remarkably, design-stage innovations such as three-dimensional isometric 
projections delivering extra detail to engineers and field craft, AutoCAD software and 
other technologies designed to improve e�ciency have seen a wide adoption in the 
sector, yet engineering & design as a percentage of a capital project’s total 
investment cost (TIC) has not changed much on average compared to 20-25 years 
ago. 

Meanwhile, petrochemical and refining projects in the United States are becoming 
larger, more complex and more di�cult to execute just as they are beginning to 
face systemic, industry-wide risks, according to Nick Jones, management consultant 
at global management consulting firm Partners in Performance. 

New projects are faced with core issues such as owner-contractor interface 
integration, price volatility and loss of project experience as owner & contractor 
personnel – from skilled crafts to engineers and plant operators – is retiring or 
transferring to other industries. 

Moreover, the flood of capital spending on the US Gulf Coast has strained many 
project supply chains in some areas, prompting companies to turn to lower-cost 
centers abroad for engineering expertise and materials. The market for complex 
megaprojects is concentrated and mature, while the small project markets remain 
more local in character – good in some places, more challenged in others. 

Controlling capital costs, managing risk and dramatically improving project 
performance in the current market environment will take more than adopting new 
technology and best practices. To assist petrochemical & refining owners and 
engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) companies in planning and 
executing capital projects, this whitepaper presents industry players’ insights on 
some of the key project challenges and workable solutions on the US Gulf Coast, 
with a focus on:

• North American downstream companies’ response to price volatility
• Key studies, data and analysis on downstream capital project performance in   
 North America
• Sampling of the most common problems facing project execution and delivery in  
 the current marketplace
• Selection of the latest project execution & management strategies and case   
 studies from some of the major owners on the US Gulf Coast

Responding to Volatility

Even though plummeting crude oil prices are eating into the cost competiveness of 
US ethane-based petrochemical players, they have not changed the fundamental 
advantage of US ethane. Cheap crude a�ects companies’ bottom lines di�erently 
across the value chain. Some companies have pursued pure-play strategies, 
focusing on narrow sets of chemicals, while others have opted to hedge market 
volatility by diversifying their feedstocks and products.

Some refining and petrochemical companies have responded to oil and price 
volatility by reducing capital spend on some projects and focusing their e�orts on a 
narrower set of strategic, long-term investments. Others have reinforced their 
downstream investment strategy, keeping their focus on the fundamentals of capital 
discipline and avoiding short-termism. Another response has been to delay tenders 
for some services in hopes of securing lower-cost bids in a softening construction 
market.

In certain cases, owners that are looking to build new projects but have not reached 
final investment decision (FID) are proceeding with multiple project scope options 
for as long as they can in order to manage the business risk from market volatility. 

According to Shawn Hansen, manager capital project consulting at consultancy 
Asset Performance Networks (AP-Networks), this strategy could be justified if a 
company needs to keep a particular project moving, for example, to maintain a 
lease or another agreement. Otherwise, companies should be thinking about 
methodically progressing activities that reduce cost and schedule uncertainty but 
require less financial commitment.

Overall, even though margins for US ethane crackers currently remain favorable 
against oil-based naphtha plants, and project spending in the US is still robust – 
especially for pure-play chemical makers – many large petrochemical projects are 
not moving as fast as planned, some companies have rowed back on proposals for 
new cracker plants, and other projects are likely to be smaller than originally 
anticipated.

Ethane Price Ten-Year Forecast
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Across the broader energy sector, the expected drop in capital spending in oil & gas 
exploration & production in 2016 will be largely o�set by still positive growth in 
refining, petrochemical, LNG and natural gas transmission projects, which will 
support demand for labor, materials and other services.

Meanwhile, many large project EPC contractors have struggled to perform in the 
more heated downstream construction market. Engineering deliverables and 
therefore procurement are often late and/or out of sequence. Home o�ce and 
value center interfaces are frequently slow or inflexible. Many experts Petrochemical 
Update interviewed for this industry paper said they think the engineering errors and 
omission rates are generally on the rise.

In this market place, controlling construction costs will be key to US petrochemical 
producers in the next few years, especially to companies that will be exporting 
much of their production and need to o�er very competitive prices. Margins are 
occasionally very tight, and companies need to ensure project costs remain under 
control if they are to recoup their capex investment.

According to Steve Cabano, president of project management consulting and 
training firm Pathfinder, some owners on the US Gulf Coast might try to re-negotiate 
the contracts with their execution contractors to get more competitive pricing in the 
less heated construction market place. While 3-4 years ago most of the companies 
in the region were pushing schedules to get a first-mover advantage, businesses in 
today’s market are primarily focusing on controlling cash flows.

According to AP-Networks’ Hansen, companies should strive to reduce the volatility 
of the business environment on the scope of their projects – for example, by 
maximizing their front-end planning – but should also have the wherewithal to 
respond to the vastly changed economics between FID and project commissioning.

Energy construction waves in the US typically follow seven-year cycles. Given that 
many of the large petrochemical projects on the US Gulf Coast take at least seven 
years from concept to commissioning – several years for front-end planning and 
about three years on average for construction – they are likely to go through at least 
one boom-and-bust business cycle before becoming fully operational. 

According to Fred Gibson, PE, PMP - director of projects at Lauren Engineers & 
Constructors, changing profit margins are currently prompting more and more 
petrochemical owners to take a longer-term view and invest in new strategies to 
improve the performance of their projects – from training craft workers to adopting 
innovative project management solutions.

Ethane-Production Capacity vs. Cracker Capacity
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Project Performance to Date

Almost two thirds of the major capital projects in the United States do not meet their 
budgets and schedules, and most industry executives are not happy with the 
performance of their systems, according to data and analysis by AP-Networks, 
which services oil, chemical and energy companies in the Americas, Asia, Europe 
and the Middle East.

Some 72% of more than 800 capital projects (over $25 million) in AP-Networks’ 
database executed since 2002 have failed to satisfy all of their performance goals 
(+/10% of budget, +/- 10% of planned schedule and no major operability failures 
after start-up).

One in four projects in the firm’s database grossly exceeded one or more of their 
success criteria metrics, meaning that they either overran their budget or schedule 
by 30% or had a major operability failure that prevented them from achieving steady 
operations.

A recent AP-Networks survey of eight US refining megaprojects (over $1 billion) 
completed in recent years to accommodate the increased crude capacity from 
Canada’s oil sands indicates that almost all of them su�ered major problems, even 
though they had governance and assurance processes in place, including 
benchmarking and external reviews. While today’s business drivers are di�erent, 
there are learnings from the performance of these projects that are still relevant to 
the current market environment.

Six of the megaprojects built since 2006 had significant cash flow constraints and 
were delayed by more than a year. At least four experienced a regulatory delay. 
Many of the projects identified a lack of major project experience. The schedule 
delays and changes to cash flows were major contributors to the poor project 
outcomes. In the current environment, company leaderships should avoid changing 
project execution to manage cash flow or at least study the risks associated with 
doing so, according to Hansen.

The average cost overrun on six of the projects for which there is publicly available 
data was more than 30%, while none achieved the mechanical and completion cost 
within 10% of the initially announced budget.

As shown in the figure below, a recent industry trend is executing more capital 
project work during turnarounds. This is noteworthy because capital intensive 
turnarounds are particularly challenging. AP-Networks’ database of medium and 
high-complexity turnarounds executed since mid-2012 in the onshore and o�shore 
upstream, gas, refining, chemical, and power sectors shows that 32% were 
successful while 68% failed to meet their project goals (including 40% that 
AP-Networks categorized as “train wrecks”).

Common Pitfalls

Organizational capabilities are at the heart of what makes a capital project succeed 
or fail, according to AP-Networks. 

Meanwhile, the company’s analysis shows that traditional project governance and 
assurance processes are often misreporting the true state of front-end loading (FEL), 
or project definition, and instilling a false sense of confidence in decision makers, 
particularly about the quality estimate and schedule.

According to AP-Networks, checklist-driven approaches to front-end deliverables, 
the heavy focus on front-end at the expense of post-full-funds authorization 
activities, inexperience in managing big projects, lack of e�ective follow-through and 
mitigation plans to risk registers, misalignment among stakeholders and inaccurate 
estimates are among the most common pitfalls in capital projects.

Interviews Petrochemical Update has conducted with petrochemical industry 
experts show that the most prevalent challenges to delivering well-functioning 
projects safely, on time and on budget are closely inter-related and much more 
devastating for large projects, including:

• Lack of clear project objectives across all interfaces
• Incomplete or inadequate FEED execution and FEL discipline prior to sanction
• Difficulties freezing the project scope definition before engineering and   
 construction
• Mismanagement of resources
• Lack of common baseline for scheduling all aspects of a project
• Unrealistic estimates and timelines, and inadequate project controls
• Engineering slippage
• Difficulties getting the right level of skill and labor productivity
• Difficulties managing multiple interfaces on complex megaprojects and achieving  
 integration between the owner and contractor teams
• Lack of rigorous optimization process
• Difficulties matching project goals with an optimal contracting arrangement
• Difficulties defining and executing the commissioning phase
• Check-box mentality

Though the key problems and solutions vary by project and circumstances, below is 
a sampling of some of the major strategies several companies active on the US Gulf 
Coast are currently utilizing to improve di�erent aspects of project planning and 
execution.

Steam Cracker Cost as a Function of Feedstock Weight
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1. Staying on Schedule: Lessons from Freeport LNG, LyondellBasell 

FEED is often considered the single most important process in the lifecycle of a 
capital project. With its focus on coordinating between the business need, project 
strategy, scope, cost and schedule, and maintaining that link throughout the project 
life cycle, the front-end loading/front-end planning (FEL/FEP) stage could often be 
the key to executing the project within budget and on time. 

E�ective FEP can mitigate project risks through the development of detailed scope 
definition and the subsequent e�cient use of project resources.

Most FEED phase e�orts are assessed using the criteria of a handful of very skilled 
consultants. They have high-quality databases of project results based on quality, 
cost, schedule and production criteria. This data and statistical analysis allows them 
to assess the probability of project success based on certain work process factors 
and benchmarks. 

However, as this base is already covered, there are additional evaluation criteria that 
owners can employ to take the probabilities of FEED phase success to the next level, 
according to Taylor Auburg, project director at Freeport LNG. Auburg is currently 
heading a $10 billion three-train LNG export project in Freeport, Texas, designed to 
liquefy and export about 14 million tons/year of LNG.

According to Auburg, companies can advance standard practice by taking additional 
steps to evaluate the quality of the detailed work products in the FEED Package. As a 
first step, he recommends identifying the key work products from the FEED Phase 
and specifying the attributes that should be included in the final deliverables. This 
provides additional direction to the FEED Phase engineering contractor at the start 
of the Phase. It also provides a quantified baseline for scoring the quality of the work 
products in the final FEED Package.

This step increases the probability of success coming out of the FEED Phase by not 
only ensuring compliance with the work processes (as assessed by the consultants), 
but also by making sure the work products meet the requirements of the 
subsequent phases of the project. According to Auburg, in addition to using 
consultant evaluations, owners should take the time to specify their own success 
criteria and quantify compliance in an equally rigorous manner.

Schedule control is controlling time, hence cost. Quality expectations must also be 
met in accordance with the schedule. 

Maintaining the pace of the project is the most important attribute in determining 
the final outcomes, Auburg said.

According to him, the industry's normal schedule conventions make managing the 
project time more di�cult. Level 3 Schedules can be 300-500 pages long, are not 
digestible and are rarely read. Project teams rely on their schedulers to tell them 
what they need to know. The engineering and construction sections typically follow 
a common format. The work in each process or utility unit is broken down by 
discipline or craft. Though separated by as many as 200 pages of procurement 
activities, you can (with a little work) follow the sequence of events from 
engineering through mechanical completion. 

According to Auburg, the conventional structure of the procurement and 
subcontracting activities creates a gap in the project teams' ability to follow the trail. 
Procurement and contracts are typically based on type, commodity and service. 
They do not communicate what is happening in the same basis as the engineering 
and construction work e�orts. 

Auburg suggests that companies take additional time to code the procurement of 
the major deliverables by the same units used in the WBS for engineering and 
construction. This will enable everyone concerned to see all aspects of the delivery 
of a process unit on no more than 3-5 pages. Starting and maintaining the schedule 
with the flexibility to easily view the status of each process unit also simplifies the 
transition to the completion based on process systems in the commissioning phase. 
E�ective time management and using additional criteria to assess the project at the 
end of the FEED Phase, among others, have allowed Freeport LNG to maintain its 
schedule and plan on its three-train LNG export project in Texas.

According to Auburg, other strategies that can be employed to enhance the success 
of projects include: using the same philosophy for lump-summing the contractors 
to have PMT services provided on a lump-sum basis; quantifying productivity and 
schedule attainment by the PMT to the same level of detail as that employed for the 
contractors; deeper distribution of incentives to enhance the probability of meeting 
desired outcomes; and providing rewards upon the successful completion of a 
project to maintain continuity of personnel.

Involving the contractors early in the project life cycle has also helped LyondellBasell 
maintain schedule on their current 1 billion pounds/year polyethylene project in La 
Porte, Texas and the recently announced propylene oxide/tertiary butyl alcohol (1 
billion pounds/year of PO and 2 billion pounds/year of TBA) plant, scheduled to start 
up in 2020 in Channelview, Texas, according to Patrick McFall, director project 
management Services at LyondellBasell. Both projects are currently undergoing 
front-end engineering and design (FEED).

Bringing the construction personnel prior to FEL 3 allowed the contractors to assist 
LyondellBasell with developing constructability reviews, the paths of construction 
and the overall schedule as early as the FEED stage. Though this additional due 
diligence during FEED could cost more and stretches the timeline, McFall said that 
the projects will start seeing the dividends from the more detailed upfront work by 
2018-2019.

Moreover, according to Pathfinder’s Cabano, owner companies should lock in their 
contracting arrangements as early as FEL 1 instead of waiting until the authorization 
phase, since most producers in the current market place do not have the technical 
expertise to create good FEL 2 and FEL 3 packages or administer construction 
projects on their own. Locking in quality contractors early and holding on to them 
throughout the lifetime of a project, even at a higher expense, is especially crucial in 
heated construction markets.

Early and continuous engagement of all stakeholders is critical, according to 
Cabano. This includes not only the direct project personnel, but also the business 
representatives, operations, maintenance and other interfaces such as the local 
communities, regulators and possibly even activist groups that may not be totally 
onboard with the project moving forward. Engaging these resources early and often 
in the project development and execution process assures alignment and minimizes 
late intervention by the parties, which often stimulates late changes and schedule 
delays.

2. New Approach to Team Integration

Delivering capital projects hinges upon team alignment and e�ective 
communication. In today’s modern age, we rely heavily on electronic means of 
communication that may fail to deliver the total message and result in bad decision 
making, team misalignment and ultimately poor project performance. The level of 
integration and engagement between the owner teams and the contractor teams is 
often one of the key di�erentiators between successful and unsuccessful capital 
projects.

Owner and contractor teams have become very siloed, according to Lauren's Fred 
Gibson, which prevents innovative ideas from getting implemented due to poor 
communication, misaligned incentives or lack of openness among the di�erent 
project interfaces. Tighter margins and tougher contracts that don’t allocate the 
project risk adequately, Gibson said, have also disincentivized many contractors and 
owners from actively cooperating and exploring synergies.

Lauren Engineers & Constructors is building a unified organization and project 
execution process that includes engineer, contractor and owner to enhance the 
lines of communication and improve team alignment. This strategy “puts the best 
player in the best seat,” regardless of the company, giving them the mandate to 
execute the project activities that they are best suited for.

Integrated project teams have to participate actively starting in scope development, 
have decision-making authority for their function and carry out specific 
responsibilities as defined and understood by all team members.

Lauren has made its integrated team approach a core part of its current project 
proposals. The company’s bids detail how it envisions the project execution, 
outlining the team and organization structure, how the personnel will be located, 
over what time period, and the number of people allocated for each position or 
activity, among others. 

“It is specific, but outlining the plan and expectations, and being aligned with both 
the owner and the engineer upfront is a key to success in making that happen,” 
Gibson said.

This approach has allowed Lauren to deliver projects more smoothly, communicate 
directly and simultaneously with both the engineer and the owner, reduce the 
communication time to process requests for information or change, accelerate 
schedule, improve transparency and sta� the job more appropriately. It has also 
improved the overall quality, enabling Lauren to optimize its budget, schedule and 
performance risks compared to more conventional execution approaches. 

Moreover, RLG International, a Vancouver-based performance improvement 
consulting company, has developed management processes to improve project 
leadership, accountability and performance: firstly, Operating Rhythm (OR™), a 
series of key interactions between leaders and front-line operations to provide them 
with the competency and confidence to e�ectively execute to maximize their 
organization’s results; and secondly, Theoretical Maximum Performance (TMP™), a 
process for engaging crews and contractors with a proactive and systematic 
approach to increase involvement, commitment and ownership, while ensuring 
rigorous planning and performance feedback.

Both TMP™ and OR™ have been applied to a series of refinery & petrochemical 
upgrade projects with companies including Chevron, Tesoro, Chevron Phillips 
Chemical, NOVA Chemicals and LyondellBasell, among others. These processes 
enable integrated project teams to review their planning milestones and Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs), following a tight accountability rhythm to ensure 
better planning, proper quality and further schedule execution, according to RLG’s 
Executive Vice President Rick Heyland.

RLG recently completed a successful turnaround on Tesoro Petroleum 
Corporation’s Steam Plant Complex in Martinez, California that, according to Tom 
Lu, refinery manager at the facility, introduced a new level of project management 
discipline to the project’s FEL Planning process using Metrics, Operating Rhythm and 
Optimization activities. The project teams executed the outage five days ahead of 
schedule and delivered the project under budget with zero recordable injuries and 
zero flaring events.

Heyland said that more petrochemical owners in North America are opening up to 
such solutions, as they are moving toward a larger ownership and tighter control 
over their projects.

NOVA Chemicals  for example, have specifically included RLG International and its 
performance improvement approach into their recent contracts with EPC 
companies.  In addition to including incentives and penalties for specific project 
targets, the contracts also outline in detail how di�erent project teams should 
coordinate their work by following and tracking clear KPIs, performing monthly 
business reviews and adhering to operating & accountability rhythm activities 
through RLG’s processes and methodologies.

Dow Chemical’s project productivity plan

To reduce costs and improve its capital project and expansion project productivity, 
the Dow Chemical Company has been optimizing its work processes for about 20 
years, said Deborah McNeil, project productivity program manager at Dow, at a 
Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

On the systems side, the company has invested in smart-plan 3D models and 
associated engineering tools, including a new SAP Solution software.

Dow Chemical usually performs about 30-70% of its engineering in-house, 
outsources the rest during project peaks and brings it back in-house during the 
chemical trials. The company would typically conduct its own FEL, procurement 
and construction management, and outsource the construction labor on its 
projects.

To coordinate all project functions, Dow has started an Information and Material 
Flow Optimization Project (IMFOP) across the project lifecycle – from the FEL to the 
hand-o� to the Operations & Maintenance, including Facility Data Maintenance 
agreements to support the “next” project, McNeil said.

The program plans to create a single data entry point for its capital project activities, 
align the data definition and understand who owns it across the project lifecycle, as 
well as reduce the manual re-entry of data, simplify its data gathering and reporting, 
and understand how and what information is used downstream in the project cycle.

Dow is also using the IMFOP vision to optimize how to combine data documents 
and image “packaging” to drive increased productivity of all disciplines and functions, 
McNeil said.
Moreover, since materials and construction labor account for the biggest expenses 
in its capital execution, Dow is changing the way it designs and procures for projects 
in order to improve the construction productivity and O&M performance of its 
assets.

To do so, it is going to the back-end of its work process to first help the engineering 
teams understand the needs of the O&M teams, and then moves up the project 
supply chain to understand the processes that construction needs to build, any 
additional materials it needs to buy, as well as any out-standing deliverables 
engineering needs in order to accomplish the design.

“The turnover of data has to start early, before engineering is even done. What we 
are discovering is that the maintenance data of a plant in our system needs to occur 
back in early detailed design, before we even start buying equipment,” McNeil said.

“We have several questions around what the software vendors do – we have to be 
able to understand what data we have already passed downstream to another 
system and how we manage change around that data as decisions get made and 
things get changed as design evolves. The whole change of management at the 
data level is where technology really helps.”

3. Advanced Work Packaging

Engineering slippage is averaging 40% across small, medium, large, mega and giga 
projects, and very few companies have an e�ective gate at this milestone, according 
to Independent Project Analysis (IPA), a global consultancy in project evaluation and 
project system benchmarking. In these cases, engineering slippage would often spill 
over into procurement delays, plummeting design quality and decreasing labor 
productivity, with snowball e�ects on field construction.

To improve their capital projects, petrochemical and refining companies on the US 
Gulf Cost should adopt a “construction-driven engineering approach,” according to 
a senior expert from Bentley Systems. Bentley has partnered with the IPA to develop 
an Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) philosophy, roadmap and tools to utilize 
construction-driven engineering in both planning and direct project execution. 

The solution monitors the engineering work packages – for example, vendor 
documentation - making sure they are of high quality, follow the proper metrics, are 
properly sequenced based on the path of construction, and can be corrected on 
time if needed.

AWP requires a systematic approach to facilitate the technology and best practice 
deployment across the project lifecycle. It calls for an exchange of information 
between engineering, construction, commissioning and handover, with the work 
packages serving as the unit of that information exchange, according to Bentley.

Many of the energy projects that are proceeding in the current market place, 
especially large projects over $500 million, are making a go of using the AWP best 
practices developed and validated by the CII and implemented by a number of 
di�erent vendors, contractors and consultants. 

In mid-2015, for example, Shell announced that it will begin developing a suite of 
AWP-based data centric solutions, called ProjectVantage, to drive down cost 
inflation in the design, construction and engineering of its projects.

The ProjectVantage framework provides an integrated data-centric platform to 
deliver safer, faster and better capital projects. These components are integrated and 
are designed to enable data consistency across suppliers and engineering 
disciplines. 

The company said it expects to see key savings in design and engineering from the 
single-source availability of up-to-date design information, semi-automated data 
validation, and consistency checking across disciplines, locations and contractors. 

Meanwhile, in January 2016, Williams Energy Canada also announced it had chosen 
Bentley’s ConstructSim software – which is designed to enable and facilitate CII’s 
AWP best practices - to implement an AWP approach for its propane 
dehydrogenation (PDH) plant project in Alberta. The company said it would 
introduce ConstructSim early in the engineering phase.

J-AWP: Integrating all aspects of a capital project

To improve the construction performance of its capital projects from concept to 
commissioning, Jacobs is using Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) – a back-to-front 
project planning and execution process for defining, sequencing and pacing the 
execution of E-P-C packages that integrates work packaging with engineering, 
procurement, construction and project controls, said Dale Adcox, global work face 
planning manager at Jacobs, at a Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

AWP can improve the most volatile aspects of a capital project, including craft 
availability and productivity, material laydown, construction sequence and 
scheduling. The process begins in FEL2 and is further refined through each project 
phase.

Jacobs’ AWP, J-AWP, begins by analyzing the client’s business objectives and 
requirements before assigning the construction team to sequence the work 
accordingly, whether for modular or stick-built projects.

The project then gets the buy-in from the engineering team before it is coordinated 
with the procurement/contracts management to ensure the materials will be 
delivered at the site within budget and according to schedule.

Jacobs prefers to work package projects around the construction sequence rather 
than around the management of the materials, Adcox said. This prevents the 
company from starting field work too early and allows it to complete a sequence 
with minimum rework.

Once the procurement and contracts have been signed o�, the project controls 
team helps with the budget and estimates, based on the approved field plan, and 
how to turn that over to the client.

The best way to perform AWP is by integrating the project data across the six 
di�erent rounds that support construction planning – QA/QC, turnover, engineering 
model, material management, scheduling and project controls, Adcox said.

This allows the project team to o�er better transparency and more accurate and 
detailed data – both internally and to the client – as well as better predictability 

about the schedule, improved productivity, and overall performance.
“With these aspects – client input through completion – we see improved quality 
and improved safety,” Adcox said. “If we do a better job of sequencing the work, and 
engineering understands what exactly their deliverables need to be to support 
vendor fabricators, we are also seeing a decrease in revisions.”

Long-Term View

When the US energy industry sees a surge in capital project work, it struggles to 
respect project cost, schedule and functionality. Yet, the latest data and experience 
show that cost, project cycle time, and quality & reliability do not have to exclude 
each other.

Owner and EPC companies on the Gulf Coast should focus on improving their 
capital project performance as a long-term strategy even as volatile prices are 
putting pressure on company balance sheets and project deliveries in the short 
term. 

Despite slackened crude oil prices and depressed profit margins, US petroleum 
refinery and petrochemical capital spending will still rise over the next three to five 
years as companies race to prepare facilities to meet new rules from the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), build and expand plans to take advantage of 
cheap domestic feedstock, and as the North American region exports more 
petroleum and gas-based products. Crack spreads in refining and oil-to-gas ratios in 
petrochemicals will largely influence which type of capital projects move forward.

Companies could minimize business, cost and project risk regardless of 
boom-and-bust cycles by improving their overall approach to planning and team 
interaction by not only implementing new systems that improve day-to-day work 
and operational deficiencies, but also necessary culture change. 
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Introduction

For the past 25 years, owners and contractors in the US energy sector have been 
optimizing front-end loading (FEL), using electronic process design and scheduling 
tools, applying lessons learned and implementing other best practices, yet 
construction project performance has not visibly improved.

Remarkably, design-stage innovations such as three-dimensional isometric 
projections delivering extra detail to engineers and field craft, AutoCAD software and 
other technologies designed to improve e�ciency have seen a wide adoption in the 
sector, yet engineering & design as a percentage of a capital project’s total 
investment cost (TIC) has not changed much on average compared to 20-25 years 
ago. 

Meanwhile, petrochemical and refining projects in the United States are becoming 
larger, more complex and more di�cult to execute just as they are beginning to 
face systemic, industry-wide risks, according to Nick Jones, management consultant 
at global management consulting firm Partners in Performance. 

New projects are faced with core issues such as owner-contractor interface 
integration, price volatility and loss of project experience as owner & contractor 
personnel – from skilled crafts to engineers and plant operators – is retiring or 
transferring to other industries. 

Moreover, the flood of capital spending on the US Gulf Coast has strained many 
project supply chains in some areas, prompting companies to turn to lower-cost 
centers abroad for engineering expertise and materials. The market for complex 
megaprojects is concentrated and mature, while the small project markets remain 
more local in character – good in some places, more challenged in others. 

Controlling capital costs, managing risk and dramatically improving project 
performance in the current market environment will take more than adopting new 
technology and best practices. To assist petrochemical & refining owners and 
engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) companies in planning and 
executing capital projects, this whitepaper presents industry players’ insights on 
some of the key project challenges and workable solutions on the US Gulf Coast, 
with a focus on:

• North American downstream companies’ response to price volatility
• Key studies, data and analysis on downstream capital project performance in   
 North America
• Sampling of the most common problems facing project execution and delivery in  
 the current marketplace
• Selection of the latest project execution & management strategies and case   
 studies from some of the major owners on the US Gulf Coast

Responding to Volatility

Even though plummeting crude oil prices are eating into the cost competiveness of 
US ethane-based petrochemical players, they have not changed the fundamental 
advantage of US ethane. Cheap crude a�ects companies’ bottom lines di�erently 
across the value chain. Some companies have pursued pure-play strategies, 
focusing on narrow sets of chemicals, while others have opted to hedge market 
volatility by diversifying their feedstocks and products.

Some refining and petrochemical companies have responded to oil and price 
volatility by reducing capital spend on some projects and focusing their e�orts on a 
narrower set of strategic, long-term investments. Others have reinforced their 
downstream investment strategy, keeping their focus on the fundamentals of capital 
discipline and avoiding short-termism. Another response has been to delay tenders 
for some services in hopes of securing lower-cost bids in a softening construction 
market.

In certain cases, owners that are looking to build new projects but have not reached 
final investment decision (FID) are proceeding with multiple project scope options 
for as long as they can in order to manage the business risk from market volatility. 

According to Shawn Hansen, manager capital project consulting at consultancy 
Asset Performance Networks (AP-Networks), this strategy could be justified if a 
company needs to keep a particular project moving, for example, to maintain a 
lease or another agreement. Otherwise, companies should be thinking about 
methodically progressing activities that reduce cost and schedule uncertainty but 
require less financial commitment.

Overall, even though margins for US ethane crackers currently remain favorable 
against oil-based naphtha plants, and project spending in the US is still robust – 
especially for pure-play chemical makers – many large petrochemical projects are 
not moving as fast as planned, some companies have rowed back on proposals for 
new cracker plants, and other projects are likely to be smaller than originally 
anticipated.

Ethane Price Ten-Year Forecast
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Across the broader energy sector, the expected drop in capital spending in oil & gas 
exploration & production in 2016 will be largely o�set by still positive growth in 
refining, petrochemical, LNG and natural gas transmission projects, which will 
support demand for labor, materials and other services.

Meanwhile, many large project EPC contractors have struggled to perform in the 
more heated downstream construction market. Engineering deliverables and 
therefore procurement are often late and/or out of sequence. Home o�ce and 
value center interfaces are frequently slow or inflexible. Many experts Petrochemical 
Update interviewed for this industry paper said they think the engineering errors and 
omission rates are generally on the rise.

In this market place, controlling construction costs will be key to US petrochemical 
producers in the next few years, especially to companies that will be exporting 
much of their production and need to o�er very competitive prices. Margins are 
occasionally very tight, and companies need to ensure project costs remain under 
control if they are to recoup their capex investment.

According to Steve Cabano, president of project management consulting and 
training firm Pathfinder, some owners on the US Gulf Coast might try to re-negotiate 
the contracts with their execution contractors to get more competitive pricing in the 
less heated construction market place. While 3-4 years ago most of the companies 
in the region were pushing schedules to get a first-mover advantage, businesses in 
today’s market are primarily focusing on controlling cash flows.

According to AP-Networks’ Hansen, companies should strive to reduce the volatility 
of the business environment on the scope of their projects – for example, by 
maximizing their front-end planning – but should also have the wherewithal to 
respond to the vastly changed economics between FID and project commissioning.

Energy construction waves in the US typically follow seven-year cycles. Given that 
many of the large petrochemical projects on the US Gulf Coast take at least seven 
years from concept to commissioning – several years for front-end planning and 
about three years on average for construction – they are likely to go through at least 
one boom-and-bust business cycle before becoming fully operational. 

According to Fred Gibson, PE, PMP - director of projects at Lauren Engineers & 
Constructors, changing profit margins are currently prompting more and more 
petrochemical owners to take a longer-term view and invest in new strategies to 
improve the performance of their projects – from training craft workers to adopting 
innovative project management solutions.

Ethane-Production Capacity vs. Cracker Capacity
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Project Performance to Date

Almost two thirds of the major capital projects in the United States do not meet their 
budgets and schedules, and most industry executives are not happy with the 
performance of their systems, according to data and analysis by AP-Networks, 
which services oil, chemical and energy companies in the Americas, Asia, Europe 
and the Middle East.

Some 72% of more than 800 capital projects (over $25 million) in AP-Networks’ 
database executed since 2002 have failed to satisfy all of their performance goals 
(+/10% of budget, +/- 10% of planned schedule and no major operability failures 
after start-up).

One in four projects in the firm’s database grossly exceeded one or more of their 
success criteria metrics, meaning that they either overran their budget or schedule 
by 30% or had a major operability failure that prevented them from achieving steady 
operations.

A recent AP-Networks survey of eight US refining megaprojects (over $1 billion) 
completed in recent years to accommodate the increased crude capacity from 
Canada’s oil sands indicates that almost all of them su�ered major problems, even 
though they had governance and assurance processes in place, including 
benchmarking and external reviews. While today’s business drivers are di�erent, 
there are learnings from the performance of these projects that are still relevant to 
the current market environment.

Six of the megaprojects built since 2006 had significant cash flow constraints and 
were delayed by more than a year. At least four experienced a regulatory delay. 
Many of the projects identified a lack of major project experience. The schedule 
delays and changes to cash flows were major contributors to the poor project 
outcomes. In the current environment, company leaderships should avoid changing 
project execution to manage cash flow or at least study the risks associated with 
doing so, according to Hansen.

The average cost overrun on six of the projects for which there is publicly available 
data was more than 30%, while none achieved the mechanical and completion cost 
within 10% of the initially announced budget.

As shown in the figure below, a recent industry trend is executing more capital 
project work during turnarounds. This is noteworthy because capital intensive 
turnarounds are particularly challenging. AP-Networks’ database of medium and 
high-complexity turnarounds executed since mid-2012 in the onshore and o�shore 
upstream, gas, refining, chemical, and power sectors shows that 32% were 
successful while 68% failed to meet their project goals (including 40% that 
AP-Networks categorized as “train wrecks”).

Common Pitfalls

Organizational capabilities are at the heart of what makes a capital project succeed 
or fail, according to AP-Networks. 

Meanwhile, the company’s analysis shows that traditional project governance and 
assurance processes are often misreporting the true state of front-end loading (FEL), 
or project definition, and instilling a false sense of confidence in decision makers, 
particularly about the quality estimate and schedule.

According to AP-Networks, checklist-driven approaches to front-end deliverables, 
the heavy focus on front-end at the expense of post-full-funds authorization 
activities, inexperience in managing big projects, lack of e�ective follow-through and 
mitigation plans to risk registers, misalignment among stakeholders and inaccurate 
estimates are among the most common pitfalls in capital projects.

Interviews Petrochemical Update has conducted with petrochemical industry 
experts show that the most prevalent challenges to delivering well-functioning 
projects safely, on time and on budget are closely inter-related and much more 
devastating for large projects, including:

• Lack of clear project objectives across all interfaces
• Incomplete or inadequate FEED execution and FEL discipline prior to sanction
• Difficulties freezing the project scope definition before engineering and   
 construction
• Mismanagement of resources
• Lack of common baseline for scheduling all aspects of a project
• Unrealistic estimates and timelines, and inadequate project controls
• Engineering slippage
• Difficulties getting the right level of skill and labor productivity
• Difficulties managing multiple interfaces on complex megaprojects and achieving  
 integration between the owner and contractor teams
• Lack of rigorous optimization process
• Difficulties matching project goals with an optimal contracting arrangement
• Difficulties defining and executing the commissioning phase
• Check-box mentality

Though the key problems and solutions vary by project and circumstances, below is 
a sampling of some of the major strategies several companies active on the US Gulf 
Coast are currently utilizing to improve di�erent aspects of project planning and 
execution.

Steam Cracker Cost as a Function of Feedstock Weight
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1. Staying on Schedule: Lessons from Freeport LNG, LyondellBasell 

FEED is often considered the single most important process in the lifecycle of a 
capital project. With its focus on coordinating between the business need, project 
strategy, scope, cost and schedule, and maintaining that link throughout the project 
life cycle, the front-end loading/front-end planning (FEL/FEP) stage could often be 
the key to executing the project within budget and on time. 

E�ective FEP can mitigate project risks through the development of detailed scope 
definition and the subsequent e�cient use of project resources.

Most FEED phase e�orts are assessed using the criteria of a handful of very skilled 
consultants. They have high-quality databases of project results based on quality, 
cost, schedule and production criteria. This data and statistical analysis allows them 
to assess the probability of project success based on certain work process factors 
and benchmarks. 

However, as this base is already covered, there are additional evaluation criteria that 
owners can employ to take the probabilities of FEED phase success to the next level, 
according to Taylor Auburg, project director at Freeport LNG. Auburg is currently 
heading a $10 billion three-train LNG export project in Freeport, Texas, designed to 
liquefy and export about 14 million tons/year of LNG.

According to Auburg, companies can advance standard practice by taking additional 
steps to evaluate the quality of the detailed work products in the FEED Package. As a 
first step, he recommends identifying the key work products from the FEED Phase 
and specifying the attributes that should be included in the final deliverables. This 
provides additional direction to the FEED Phase engineering contractor at the start 
of the Phase. It also provides a quantified baseline for scoring the quality of the work 
products in the final FEED Package.

This step increases the probability of success coming out of the FEED Phase by not 
only ensuring compliance with the work processes (as assessed by the consultants), 
but also by making sure the work products meet the requirements of the 
subsequent phases of the project. According to Auburg, in addition to using 
consultant evaluations, owners should take the time to specify their own success 
criteria and quantify compliance in an equally rigorous manner.

Schedule control is controlling time, hence cost. Quality expectations must also be 
met in accordance with the schedule. 

Maintaining the pace of the project is the most important attribute in determining 
the final outcomes, Auburg said.

According to him, the industry's normal schedule conventions make managing the 
project time more di�cult. Level 3 Schedules can be 300-500 pages long, are not 
digestible and are rarely read. Project teams rely on their schedulers to tell them 
what they need to know. The engineering and construction sections typically follow 
a common format. The work in each process or utility unit is broken down by 
discipline or craft. Though separated by as many as 200 pages of procurement 
activities, you can (with a little work) follow the sequence of events from 
engineering through mechanical completion. 

According to Auburg, the conventional structure of the procurement and 
subcontracting activities creates a gap in the project teams' ability to follow the trail. 
Procurement and contracts are typically based on type, commodity and service. 
They do not communicate what is happening in the same basis as the engineering 
and construction work e�orts. 

Auburg suggests that companies take additional time to code the procurement of 
the major deliverables by the same units used in the WBS for engineering and 
construction. This will enable everyone concerned to see all aspects of the delivery 
of a process unit on no more than 3-5 pages. Starting and maintaining the schedule 
with the flexibility to easily view the status of each process unit also simplifies the 
transition to the completion based on process systems in the commissioning phase. 
E�ective time management and using additional criteria to assess the project at the 
end of the FEED Phase, among others, have allowed Freeport LNG to maintain its 
schedule and plan on its three-train LNG export project in Texas.

According to Auburg, other strategies that can be employed to enhance the success 
of projects include: using the same philosophy for lump-summing the contractors 
to have PMT services provided on a lump-sum basis; quantifying productivity and 
schedule attainment by the PMT to the same level of detail as that employed for the 
contractors; deeper distribution of incentives to enhance the probability of meeting 
desired outcomes; and providing rewards upon the successful completion of a 
project to maintain continuity of personnel.

Involving the contractors early in the project life cycle has also helped LyondellBasell 
maintain schedule on their current 1 billion pounds/year polyethylene project in La 
Porte, Texas and the recently announced propylene oxide/tertiary butyl alcohol (1 
billion pounds/year of PO and 2 billion pounds/year of TBA) plant, scheduled to start 
up in 2020 in Channelview, Texas, according to Patrick McFall, director project 
management Services at LyondellBasell. Both projects are currently undergoing 
front-end engineering and design (FEED).

Bringing the construction personnel prior to FEL 3 allowed the contractors to assist 
LyondellBasell with developing constructability reviews, the paths of construction 
and the overall schedule as early as the FEED stage. Though this additional due 
diligence during FEED could cost more and stretches the timeline, McFall said that 
the projects will start seeing the dividends from the more detailed upfront work by 
2018-2019.

Moreover, according to Pathfinder’s Cabano, owner companies should lock in their 
contracting arrangements as early as FEL 1 instead of waiting until the authorization 
phase, since most producers in the current market place do not have the technical 
expertise to create good FEL 2 and FEL 3 packages or administer construction 
projects on their own. Locking in quality contractors early and holding on to them 
throughout the lifetime of a project, even at a higher expense, is especially crucial in 
heated construction markets.

Early and continuous engagement of all stakeholders is critical, according to 
Cabano. This includes not only the direct project personnel, but also the business 
representatives, operations, maintenance and other interfaces such as the local 
communities, regulators and possibly even activist groups that may not be totally 
onboard with the project moving forward. Engaging these resources early and often 
in the project development and execution process assures alignment and minimizes 
late intervention by the parties, which often stimulates late changes and schedule 
delays.

2. New Approach to Team Integration

Delivering capital projects hinges upon team alignment and e�ective 
communication. In today’s modern age, we rely heavily on electronic means of 
communication that may fail to deliver the total message and result in bad decision 
making, team misalignment and ultimately poor project performance. The level of 
integration and engagement between the owner teams and the contractor teams is 
often one of the key di�erentiators between successful and unsuccessful capital 
projects.

Owner and contractor teams have become very siloed, according to Lauren's Fred 
Gibson, which prevents innovative ideas from getting implemented due to poor 
communication, misaligned incentives or lack of openness among the di�erent 
project interfaces. Tighter margins and tougher contracts that don’t allocate the 
project risk adequately, Gibson said, have also disincentivized many contractors and 
owners from actively cooperating and exploring synergies.

Lauren Engineers & Constructors is building a unified organization and project 
execution process that includes engineer, contractor and owner to enhance the 
lines of communication and improve team alignment. This strategy “puts the best 
player in the best seat,” regardless of the company, giving them the mandate to 
execute the project activities that they are best suited for.

Integrated project teams have to participate actively starting in scope development, 
have decision-making authority for their function and carry out specific 
responsibilities as defined and understood by all team members.

Lauren has made its integrated team approach a core part of its current project 
proposals. The company’s bids detail how it envisions the project execution, 
outlining the team and organization structure, how the personnel will be located, 
over what time period, and the number of people allocated for each position or 
activity, among others. 

“It is specific, but outlining the plan and expectations, and being aligned with both 
the owner and the engineer upfront is a key to success in making that happen,” 
Gibson said.

This approach has allowed Lauren to deliver projects more smoothly, communicate 
directly and simultaneously with both the engineer and the owner, reduce the 
communication time to process requests for information or change, accelerate 
schedule, improve transparency and sta� the job more appropriately. It has also 
improved the overall quality, enabling Lauren to optimize its budget, schedule and 
performance risks compared to more conventional execution approaches. 

Moreover, RLG International, a Vancouver-based performance improvement 
consulting company, has developed management processes to improve project 
leadership, accountability and performance: firstly, Operating Rhythm (OR™), a 
series of key interactions between leaders and front-line operations to provide them 
with the competency and confidence to e�ectively execute to maximize their 
organization’s results; and secondly, Theoretical Maximum Performance (TMP™), a 
process for engaging crews and contractors with a proactive and systematic 
approach to increase involvement, commitment and ownership, while ensuring 
rigorous planning and performance feedback.

Both TMP™ and OR™ have been applied to a series of refinery & petrochemical 
upgrade projects with companies including Chevron, Tesoro, Chevron Phillips 
Chemical, NOVA Chemicals and LyondellBasell, among others. These processes 
enable integrated project teams to review their planning milestones and Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs), following a tight accountability rhythm to ensure 
better planning, proper quality and further schedule execution, according to RLG’s 
Executive Vice President Rick Heyland.

RLG recently completed a successful turnaround on Tesoro Petroleum 
Corporation’s Steam Plant Complex in Martinez, California that, according to Tom 
Lu, refinery manager at the facility, introduced a new level of project management 
discipline to the project’s FEL Planning process using Metrics, Operating Rhythm and 
Optimization activities. The project teams executed the outage five days ahead of 
schedule and delivered the project under budget with zero recordable injuries and 
zero flaring events.

Heyland said that more petrochemical owners in North America are opening up to 
such solutions, as they are moving toward a larger ownership and tighter control 
over their projects.

NOVA Chemicals  for example, have specifically included RLG International and its 
performance improvement approach into their recent contracts with EPC 
companies.  In addition to including incentives and penalties for specific project 
targets, the contracts also outline in detail how di�erent project teams should 
coordinate their work by following and tracking clear KPIs, performing monthly 
business reviews and adhering to operating & accountability rhythm activities 
through RLG’s processes and methodologies.

Dow Chemical’s project productivity plan

To reduce costs and improve its capital project and expansion project productivity, 
the Dow Chemical Company has been optimizing its work processes for about 20 
years, said Deborah McNeil, project productivity program manager at Dow, at a 
Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

On the systems side, the company has invested in smart-plan 3D models and 
associated engineering tools, including a new SAP Solution software.

Dow Chemical usually performs about 30-70% of its engineering in-house, 
outsources the rest during project peaks and brings it back in-house during the 
chemical trials. The company would typically conduct its own FEL, procurement 
and construction management, and outsource the construction labor on its 
projects.

To coordinate all project functions, Dow has started an Information and Material 
Flow Optimization Project (IMFOP) across the project lifecycle – from the FEL to the 
hand-o� to the Operations & Maintenance, including Facility Data Maintenance 
agreements to support the “next” project, McNeil said.

The program plans to create a single data entry point for its capital project activities, 
align the data definition and understand who owns it across the project lifecycle, as 
well as reduce the manual re-entry of data, simplify its data gathering and reporting, 
and understand how and what information is used downstream in the project cycle.

Dow is also using the IMFOP vision to optimize how to combine data documents 
and image “packaging” to drive increased productivity of all disciplines and functions, 
McNeil said.
Moreover, since materials and construction labor account for the biggest expenses 
in its capital execution, Dow is changing the way it designs and procures for projects 
in order to improve the construction productivity and O&M performance of its 
assets.

To do so, it is going to the back-end of its work process to first help the engineering 
teams understand the needs of the O&M teams, and then moves up the project 
supply chain to understand the processes that construction needs to build, any 
additional materials it needs to buy, as well as any out-standing deliverables 
engineering needs in order to accomplish the design.

“The turnover of data has to start early, before engineering is even done. What we 
are discovering is that the maintenance data of a plant in our system needs to occur 
back in early detailed design, before we even start buying equipment,” McNeil said.

“We have several questions around what the software vendors do – we have to be 
able to understand what data we have already passed downstream to another 
system and how we manage change around that data as decisions get made and 
things get changed as design evolves. The whole change of management at the 
data level is where technology really helps.”

3. Advanced Work Packaging

Engineering slippage is averaging 40% across small, medium, large, mega and giga 
projects, and very few companies have an e�ective gate at this milestone, according 
to Independent Project Analysis (IPA), a global consultancy in project evaluation and 
project system benchmarking. In these cases, engineering slippage would often spill 
over into procurement delays, plummeting design quality and decreasing labor 
productivity, with snowball e�ects on field construction.

To improve their capital projects, petrochemical and refining companies on the US 
Gulf Cost should adopt a “construction-driven engineering approach,” according to 
a senior expert from Bentley Systems. Bentley has partnered with the IPA to develop 
an Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) philosophy, roadmap and tools to utilize 
construction-driven engineering in both planning and direct project execution. 

The solution monitors the engineering work packages – for example, vendor 
documentation - making sure they are of high quality, follow the proper metrics, are 
properly sequenced based on the path of construction, and can be corrected on 
time if needed.

AWP requires a systematic approach to facilitate the technology and best practice 
deployment across the project lifecycle. It calls for an exchange of information 
between engineering, construction, commissioning and handover, with the work 
packages serving as the unit of that information exchange, according to Bentley.

Many of the energy projects that are proceeding in the current market place, 
especially large projects over $500 million, are making a go of using the AWP best 
practices developed and validated by the CII and implemented by a number of 
di�erent vendors, contractors and consultants. 

In mid-2015, for example, Shell announced that it will begin developing a suite of 
AWP-based data centric solutions, called ProjectVantage, to drive down cost 
inflation in the design, construction and engineering of its projects.

The ProjectVantage framework provides an integrated data-centric platform to 
deliver safer, faster and better capital projects. These components are integrated and 
are designed to enable data consistency across suppliers and engineering 
disciplines. 

The company said it expects to see key savings in design and engineering from the 
single-source availability of up-to-date design information, semi-automated data 
validation, and consistency checking across disciplines, locations and contractors. 

Meanwhile, in January 2016, Williams Energy Canada also announced it had chosen 
Bentley’s ConstructSim software – which is designed to enable and facilitate CII’s 
AWP best practices - to implement an AWP approach for its propane 
dehydrogenation (PDH) plant project in Alberta. The company said it would 
introduce ConstructSim early in the engineering phase.

J-AWP: Integrating all aspects of a capital project

To improve the construction performance of its capital projects from concept to 
commissioning, Jacobs is using Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) – a back-to-front 
project planning and execution process for defining, sequencing and pacing the 
execution of E-P-C packages that integrates work packaging with engineering, 
procurement, construction and project controls, said Dale Adcox, global work face 
planning manager at Jacobs, at a Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

AWP can improve the most volatile aspects of a capital project, including craft 
availability and productivity, material laydown, construction sequence and 
scheduling. The process begins in FEL2 and is further refined through each project 
phase.

Jacobs’ AWP, J-AWP, begins by analyzing the client’s business objectives and 
requirements before assigning the construction team to sequence the work 
accordingly, whether for modular or stick-built projects.

The project then gets the buy-in from the engineering team before it is coordinated 
with the procurement/contracts management to ensure the materials will be 
delivered at the site within budget and according to schedule.

Jacobs prefers to work package projects around the construction sequence rather 
than around the management of the materials, Adcox said. This prevents the 
company from starting field work too early and allows it to complete a sequence 
with minimum rework.

Once the procurement and contracts have been signed o�, the project controls 
team helps with the budget and estimates, based on the approved field plan, and 
how to turn that over to the client.

The best way to perform AWP is by integrating the project data across the six 
di�erent rounds that support construction planning – QA/QC, turnover, engineering 
model, material management, scheduling and project controls, Adcox said.

This allows the project team to o�er better transparency and more accurate and 
detailed data – both internally and to the client – as well as better predictability 

about the schedule, improved productivity, and overall performance.
“With these aspects – client input through completion – we see improved quality 
and improved safety,” Adcox said. “If we do a better job of sequencing the work, and 
engineering understands what exactly their deliverables need to be to support 
vendor fabricators, we are also seeing a decrease in revisions.”

Long-Term View

When the US energy industry sees a surge in capital project work, it struggles to 
respect project cost, schedule and functionality. Yet, the latest data and experience 
show that cost, project cycle time, and quality & reliability do not have to exclude 
each other.

Owner and EPC companies on the Gulf Coast should focus on improving their 
capital project performance as a long-term strategy even as volatile prices are 
putting pressure on company balance sheets and project deliveries in the short 
term. 

Despite slackened crude oil prices and depressed profit margins, US petroleum 
refinery and petrochemical capital spending will still rise over the next three to five 
years as companies race to prepare facilities to meet new rules from the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), build and expand plans to take advantage of 
cheap domestic feedstock, and as the North American region exports more 
petroleum and gas-based products. Crack spreads in refining and oil-to-gas ratios in 
petrochemicals will largely influence which type of capital projects move forward.

Companies could minimize business, cost and project risk regardless of 
boom-and-bust cycles by improving their overall approach to planning and team 
interaction by not only implementing new systems that improve day-to-day work 
and operational deficiencies, but also necessary culture change. 
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Introduction

For the past 25 years, owners and contractors in the US energy sector have been 
optimizing front-end loading (FEL), using electronic process design and scheduling 
tools, applying lessons learned and implementing other best practices, yet 
construction project performance has not visibly improved.

Remarkably, design-stage innovations such as three-dimensional isometric 
projections delivering extra detail to engineers and field craft, AutoCAD software and 
other technologies designed to improve e�ciency have seen a wide adoption in the 
sector, yet engineering & design as a percentage of a capital project’s total 
investment cost (TIC) has not changed much on average compared to 20-25 years 
ago. 

Meanwhile, petrochemical and refining projects in the United States are becoming 
larger, more complex and more di�cult to execute just as they are beginning to 
face systemic, industry-wide risks, according to Nick Jones, management consultant 
at global management consulting firm Partners in Performance. 

New projects are faced with core issues such as owner-contractor interface 
integration, price volatility and loss of project experience as owner & contractor 
personnel – from skilled crafts to engineers and plant operators – is retiring or 
transferring to other industries. 

Moreover, the flood of capital spending on the US Gulf Coast has strained many 
project supply chains in some areas, prompting companies to turn to lower-cost 
centers abroad for engineering expertise and materials. The market for complex 
megaprojects is concentrated and mature, while the small project markets remain 
more local in character – good in some places, more challenged in others. 

Controlling capital costs, managing risk and dramatically improving project 
performance in the current market environment will take more than adopting new 
technology and best practices. To assist petrochemical & refining owners and 
engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) companies in planning and 
executing capital projects, this whitepaper presents industry players’ insights on 
some of the key project challenges and workable solutions on the US Gulf Coast, 
with a focus on:

• North American downstream companies’ response to price volatility
• Key studies, data and analysis on downstream capital project performance in   
 North America
• Sampling of the most common problems facing project execution and delivery in  
 the current marketplace
• Selection of the latest project execution & management strategies and case   
 studies from some of the major owners on the US Gulf Coast

Responding to Volatility

Even though plummeting crude oil prices are eating into the cost competiveness of 
US ethane-based petrochemical players, they have not changed the fundamental 
advantage of US ethane. Cheap crude a�ects companies’ bottom lines di�erently 
across the value chain. Some companies have pursued pure-play strategies, 
focusing on narrow sets of chemicals, while others have opted to hedge market 
volatility by diversifying their feedstocks and products.

Some refining and petrochemical companies have responded to oil and price 
volatility by reducing capital spend on some projects and focusing their e�orts on a 
narrower set of strategic, long-term investments. Others have reinforced their 
downstream investment strategy, keeping their focus on the fundamentals of capital 
discipline and avoiding short-termism. Another response has been to delay tenders 
for some services in hopes of securing lower-cost bids in a softening construction 
market.

In certain cases, owners that are looking to build new projects but have not reached 
final investment decision (FID) are proceeding with multiple project scope options 
for as long as they can in order to manage the business risk from market volatility. 

According to Shawn Hansen, manager capital project consulting at consultancy 
Asset Performance Networks (AP-Networks), this strategy could be justified if a 
company needs to keep a particular project moving, for example, to maintain a 
lease or another agreement. Otherwise, companies should be thinking about 
methodically progressing activities that reduce cost and schedule uncertainty but 
require less financial commitment.

Overall, even though margins for US ethane crackers currently remain favorable 
against oil-based naphtha plants, and project spending in the US is still robust – 
especially for pure-play chemical makers – many large petrochemical projects are 
not moving as fast as planned, some companies have rowed back on proposals for 
new cracker plants, and other projects are likely to be smaller than originally 
anticipated.

Ethane Price Ten-Year Forecast
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Across the broader energy sector, the expected drop in capital spending in oil & gas 
exploration & production in 2016 will be largely o�set by still positive growth in 
refining, petrochemical, LNG and natural gas transmission projects, which will 
support demand for labor, materials and other services.

Meanwhile, many large project EPC contractors have struggled to perform in the 
more heated downstream construction market. Engineering deliverables and 
therefore procurement are often late and/or out of sequence. Home o�ce and 
value center interfaces are frequently slow or inflexible. Many experts Petrochemical 
Update interviewed for this industry paper said they think the engineering errors and 
omission rates are generally on the rise.

In this market place, controlling construction costs will be key to US petrochemical 
producers in the next few years, especially to companies that will be exporting 
much of their production and need to o�er very competitive prices. Margins are 
occasionally very tight, and companies need to ensure project costs remain under 
control if they are to recoup their capex investment.

According to Steve Cabano, president of project management consulting and 
training firm Pathfinder, some owners on the US Gulf Coast might try to re-negotiate 
the contracts with their execution contractors to get more competitive pricing in the 
less heated construction market place. While 3-4 years ago most of the companies 
in the region were pushing schedules to get a first-mover advantage, businesses in 
today’s market are primarily focusing on controlling cash flows.

According to AP-Networks’ Hansen, companies should strive to reduce the volatility 
of the business environment on the scope of their projects – for example, by 
maximizing their front-end planning – but should also have the wherewithal to 
respond to the vastly changed economics between FID and project commissioning.

Energy construction waves in the US typically follow seven-year cycles. Given that 
many of the large petrochemical projects on the US Gulf Coast take at least seven 
years from concept to commissioning – several years for front-end planning and 
about three years on average for construction – they are likely to go through at least 
one boom-and-bust business cycle before becoming fully operational. 

According to Fred Gibson, PE, PMP - director of projects at Lauren Engineers & 
Constructors, changing profit margins are currently prompting more and more 
petrochemical owners to take a longer-term view and invest in new strategies to 
improve the performance of their projects – from training craft workers to adopting 
innovative project management solutions.

Ethane-Production Capacity vs. Cracker Capacity
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Project Performance to Date

Almost two thirds of the major capital projects in the United States do not meet their 
budgets and schedules, and most industry executives are not happy with the 
performance of their systems, according to data and analysis by AP-Networks, 
which services oil, chemical and energy companies in the Americas, Asia, Europe 
and the Middle East.

Some 72% of more than 800 capital projects (over $25 million) in AP-Networks’ 
database executed since 2002 have failed to satisfy all of their performance goals 
(+/10% of budget, +/- 10% of planned schedule and no major operability failures 
after start-up).

One in four projects in the firm’s database grossly exceeded one or more of their 
success criteria metrics, meaning that they either overran their budget or schedule 
by 30% or had a major operability failure that prevented them from achieving steady 
operations.

A recent AP-Networks survey of eight US refining megaprojects (over $1 billion) 
completed in recent years to accommodate the increased crude capacity from 
Canada’s oil sands indicates that almost all of them su�ered major problems, even 
though they had governance and assurance processes in place, including 
benchmarking and external reviews. While today’s business drivers are di�erent, 
there are learnings from the performance of these projects that are still relevant to 
the current market environment.

Six of the megaprojects built since 2006 had significant cash flow constraints and 
were delayed by more than a year. At least four experienced a regulatory delay. 
Many of the projects identified a lack of major project experience. The schedule 
delays and changes to cash flows were major contributors to the poor project 
outcomes. In the current environment, company leaderships should avoid changing 
project execution to manage cash flow or at least study the risks associated with 
doing so, according to Hansen.

The average cost overrun on six of the projects for which there is publicly available 
data was more than 30%, while none achieved the mechanical and completion cost 
within 10% of the initially announced budget.

As shown in the figure below, a recent industry trend is executing more capital 
project work during turnarounds. This is noteworthy because capital intensive 
turnarounds are particularly challenging. AP-Networks’ database of medium and 
high-complexity turnarounds executed since mid-2012 in the onshore and o�shore 
upstream, gas, refining, chemical, and power sectors shows that 32% were 
successful while 68% failed to meet their project goals (including 40% that 
AP-Networks categorized as “train wrecks”).

Common Pitfalls

Organizational capabilities are at the heart of what makes a capital project succeed 
or fail, according to AP-Networks. 

Meanwhile, the company’s analysis shows that traditional project governance and 
assurance processes are often misreporting the true state of front-end loading (FEL), 
or project definition, and instilling a false sense of confidence in decision makers, 
particularly about the quality estimate and schedule.

According to AP-Networks, checklist-driven approaches to front-end deliverables, 
the heavy focus on front-end at the expense of post-full-funds authorization 
activities, inexperience in managing big projects, lack of e�ective follow-through and 
mitigation plans to risk registers, misalignment among stakeholders and inaccurate 
estimates are among the most common pitfalls in capital projects.

Interviews Petrochemical Update has conducted with petrochemical industry 
experts show that the most prevalent challenges to delivering well-functioning 
projects safely, on time and on budget are closely inter-related and much more 
devastating for large projects, including:

• Lack of clear project objectives across all interfaces
• Incomplete or inadequate FEED execution and FEL discipline prior to sanction
• Difficulties freezing the project scope definition before engineering and   
 construction
• Mismanagement of resources
• Lack of common baseline for scheduling all aspects of a project
• Unrealistic estimates and timelines, and inadequate project controls
• Engineering slippage
• Difficulties getting the right level of skill and labor productivity
• Difficulties managing multiple interfaces on complex megaprojects and achieving  
 integration between the owner and contractor teams
• Lack of rigorous optimization process
• Difficulties matching project goals with an optimal contracting arrangement
• Difficulties defining and executing the commissioning phase
• Check-box mentality

Though the key problems and solutions vary by project and circumstances, below is 
a sampling of some of the major strategies several companies active on the US Gulf 
Coast are currently utilizing to improve di�erent aspects of project planning and 
execution.

Steam Cracker Cost as a Function of Feedstock Weight
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1. Staying on Schedule: Lessons from Freeport LNG, LyondellBasell 

FEED is often considered the single most important process in the lifecycle of a 
capital project. With its focus on coordinating between the business need, project 
strategy, scope, cost and schedule, and maintaining that link throughout the project 
life cycle, the front-end loading/front-end planning (FEL/FEP) stage could often be 
the key to executing the project within budget and on time. 

E�ective FEP can mitigate project risks through the development of detailed scope 
definition and the subsequent e�cient use of project resources.

Most FEED phase e�orts are assessed using the criteria of a handful of very skilled 
consultants. They have high-quality databases of project results based on quality, 
cost, schedule and production criteria. This data and statistical analysis allows them 
to assess the probability of project success based on certain work process factors 
and benchmarks. 

However, as this base is already covered, there are additional evaluation criteria that 
owners can employ to take the probabilities of FEED phase success to the next level, 
according to Taylor Auburg, project director at Freeport LNG. Auburg is currently 
heading a $10 billion three-train LNG export project in Freeport, Texas, designed to 
liquefy and export about 14 million tons/year of LNG.

According to Auburg, companies can advance standard practice by taking additional 
steps to evaluate the quality of the detailed work products in the FEED Package. As a 
first step, he recommends identifying the key work products from the FEED Phase 
and specifying the attributes that should be included in the final deliverables. This 
provides additional direction to the FEED Phase engineering contractor at the start 
of the Phase. It also provides a quantified baseline for scoring the quality of the work 
products in the final FEED Package.

This step increases the probability of success coming out of the FEED Phase by not 
only ensuring compliance with the work processes (as assessed by the consultants), 
but also by making sure the work products meet the requirements of the 
subsequent phases of the project. According to Auburg, in addition to using 
consultant evaluations, owners should take the time to specify their own success 
criteria and quantify compliance in an equally rigorous manner.

Schedule control is controlling time, hence cost. Quality expectations must also be 
met in accordance with the schedule. 

Maintaining the pace of the project is the most important attribute in determining 
the final outcomes, Auburg said.

According to him, the industry's normal schedule conventions make managing the 
project time more di�cult. Level 3 Schedules can be 300-500 pages long, are not 
digestible and are rarely read. Project teams rely on their schedulers to tell them 
what they need to know. The engineering and construction sections typically follow 
a common format. The work in each process or utility unit is broken down by 
discipline or craft. Though separated by as many as 200 pages of procurement 
activities, you can (with a little work) follow the sequence of events from 
engineering through mechanical completion. 

According to Auburg, the conventional structure of the procurement and 
subcontracting activities creates a gap in the project teams' ability to follow the trail. 
Procurement and contracts are typically based on type, commodity and service. 
They do not communicate what is happening in the same basis as the engineering 
and construction work e�orts. 

Auburg suggests that companies take additional time to code the procurement of 
the major deliverables by the same units used in the WBS for engineering and 
construction. This will enable everyone concerned to see all aspects of the delivery 
of a process unit on no more than 3-5 pages. Starting and maintaining the schedule 
with the flexibility to easily view the status of each process unit also simplifies the 
transition to the completion based on process systems in the commissioning phase. 
E�ective time management and using additional criteria to assess the project at the 
end of the FEED Phase, among others, have allowed Freeport LNG to maintain its 
schedule and plan on its three-train LNG export project in Texas.

According to Auburg, other strategies that can be employed to enhance the success 
of projects include: using the same philosophy for lump-summing the contractors 
to have PMT services provided on a lump-sum basis; quantifying productivity and 
schedule attainment by the PMT to the same level of detail as that employed for the 
contractors; deeper distribution of incentives to enhance the probability of meeting 
desired outcomes; and providing rewards upon the successful completion of a 
project to maintain continuity of personnel.

Involving the contractors early in the project life cycle has also helped LyondellBasell 
maintain schedule on their current 1 billion pounds/year polyethylene project in La 
Porte, Texas and the recently announced propylene oxide/tertiary butyl alcohol (1 
billion pounds/year of PO and 2 billion pounds/year of TBA) plant, scheduled to start 
up in 2020 in Channelview, Texas, according to Patrick McFall, director project 
management Services at LyondellBasell. Both projects are currently undergoing 
front-end engineering and design (FEED).

Bringing the construction personnel prior to FEL 3 allowed the contractors to assist 
LyondellBasell with developing constructability reviews, the paths of construction 
and the overall schedule as early as the FEED stage. Though this additional due 
diligence during FEED could cost more and stretches the timeline, McFall said that 
the projects will start seeing the dividends from the more detailed upfront work by 
2018-2019.

Moreover, according to Pathfinder’s Cabano, owner companies should lock in their 
contracting arrangements as early as FEL 1 instead of waiting until the authorization 
phase, since most producers in the current market place do not have the technical 
expertise to create good FEL 2 and FEL 3 packages or administer construction 
projects on their own. Locking in quality contractors early and holding on to them 
throughout the lifetime of a project, even at a higher expense, is especially crucial in 
heated construction markets.

Early and continuous engagement of all stakeholders is critical, according to 
Cabano. This includes not only the direct project personnel, but also the business 
representatives, operations, maintenance and other interfaces such as the local 
communities, regulators and possibly even activist groups that may not be totally 
onboard with the project moving forward. Engaging these resources early and often 
in the project development and execution process assures alignment and minimizes 
late intervention by the parties, which often stimulates late changes and schedule 
delays.

2. New Approach to Team Integration

Delivering capital projects hinges upon team alignment and e�ective 
communication. In today’s modern age, we rely heavily on electronic means of 
communication that may fail to deliver the total message and result in bad decision 
making, team misalignment and ultimately poor project performance. The level of 
integration and engagement between the owner teams and the contractor teams is 
often one of the key di�erentiators between successful and unsuccessful capital 
projects.

Owner and contractor teams have become very siloed, according to Lauren's Fred 
Gibson, which prevents innovative ideas from getting implemented due to poor 
communication, misaligned incentives or lack of openness among the di�erent 
project interfaces. Tighter margins and tougher contracts that don’t allocate the 
project risk adequately, Gibson said, have also disincentivized many contractors and 
owners from actively cooperating and exploring synergies.

Lauren Engineers & Constructors is building a unified organization and project 
execution process that includes engineer, contractor and owner to enhance the 
lines of communication and improve team alignment. This strategy “puts the best 
player in the best seat,” regardless of the company, giving them the mandate to 
execute the project activities that they are best suited for.

Integrated project teams have to participate actively starting in scope development, 
have decision-making authority for their function and carry out specific 
responsibilities as defined and understood by all team members.

Lauren has made its integrated team approach a core part of its current project 
proposals. The company’s bids detail how it envisions the project execution, 
outlining the team and organization structure, how the personnel will be located, 
over what time period, and the number of people allocated for each position or 
activity, among others. 

“It is specific, but outlining the plan and expectations, and being aligned with both 
the owner and the engineer upfront is a key to success in making that happen,” 
Gibson said.

This approach has allowed Lauren to deliver projects more smoothly, communicate 
directly and simultaneously with both the engineer and the owner, reduce the 
communication time to process requests for information or change, accelerate 
schedule, improve transparency and sta� the job more appropriately. It has also 
improved the overall quality, enabling Lauren to optimize its budget, schedule and 
performance risks compared to more conventional execution approaches. 

Moreover, RLG International, a Vancouver-based performance improvement 
consulting company, has developed management processes to improve project 
leadership, accountability and performance: firstly, Operating Rhythm (OR™), a 
series of key interactions between leaders and front-line operations to provide them 
with the competency and confidence to e�ectively execute to maximize their 
organization’s results; and secondly, Theoretical Maximum Performance (TMP™), a 
process for engaging crews and contractors with a proactive and systematic 
approach to increase involvement, commitment and ownership, while ensuring 
rigorous planning and performance feedback.

Both TMP™ and OR™ have been applied to a series of refinery & petrochemical 
upgrade projects with companies including Chevron, Tesoro, Chevron Phillips 
Chemical, NOVA Chemicals and LyondellBasell, among others. These processes 
enable integrated project teams to review their planning milestones and Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs), following a tight accountability rhythm to ensure 
better planning, proper quality and further schedule execution, according to RLG’s 
Executive Vice President Rick Heyland.

RLG recently completed a successful turnaround on Tesoro Petroleum 
Corporation’s Steam Plant Complex in Martinez, California that, according to Tom 
Lu, refinery manager at the facility, introduced a new level of project management 
discipline to the project’s FEL Planning process using Metrics, Operating Rhythm and 
Optimization activities. The project teams executed the outage five days ahead of 
schedule and delivered the project under budget with zero recordable injuries and 
zero flaring events.

Heyland said that more petrochemical owners in North America are opening up to 
such solutions, as they are moving toward a larger ownership and tighter control 
over their projects.

NOVA Chemicals  for example, have specifically included RLG International and its 
performance improvement approach into their recent contracts with EPC 
companies.  In addition to including incentives and penalties for specific project 
targets, the contracts also outline in detail how di�erent project teams should 
coordinate their work by following and tracking clear KPIs, performing monthly 
business reviews and adhering to operating & accountability rhythm activities 
through RLG’s processes and methodologies.

Dow Chemical’s project productivity plan

To reduce costs and improve its capital project and expansion project productivity, 
the Dow Chemical Company has been optimizing its work processes for about 20 
years, said Deborah McNeil, project productivity program manager at Dow, at a 
Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

On the systems side, the company has invested in smart-plan 3D models and 
associated engineering tools, including a new SAP Solution software.

Dow Chemical usually performs about 30-70% of its engineering in-house, 
outsources the rest during project peaks and brings it back in-house during the 
chemical trials. The company would typically conduct its own FEL, procurement 
and construction management, and outsource the construction labor on its 
projects.

To coordinate all project functions, Dow has started an Information and Material 
Flow Optimization Project (IMFOP) across the project lifecycle – from the FEL to the 
hand-o� to the Operations & Maintenance, including Facility Data Maintenance 
agreements to support the “next” project, McNeil said.

The program plans to create a single data entry point for its capital project activities, 
align the data definition and understand who owns it across the project lifecycle, as 
well as reduce the manual re-entry of data, simplify its data gathering and reporting, 
and understand how and what information is used downstream in the project cycle.

Dow is also using the IMFOP vision to optimize how to combine data documents 
and image “packaging” to drive increased productivity of all disciplines and functions, 
McNeil said.
Moreover, since materials and construction labor account for the biggest expenses 
in its capital execution, Dow is changing the way it designs and procures for projects 
in order to improve the construction productivity and O&M performance of its 
assets.

To do so, it is going to the back-end of its work process to first help the engineering 
teams understand the needs of the O&M teams, and then moves up the project 
supply chain to understand the processes that construction needs to build, any 
additional materials it needs to buy, as well as any out-standing deliverables 
engineering needs in order to accomplish the design.

“The turnover of data has to start early, before engineering is even done. What we 
are discovering is that the maintenance data of a plant in our system needs to occur 
back in early detailed design, before we even start buying equipment,” McNeil said.

“We have several questions around what the software vendors do – we have to be 
able to understand what data we have already passed downstream to another 
system and how we manage change around that data as decisions get made and 
things get changed as design evolves. The whole change of management at the 
data level is where technology really helps.”

3. Advanced Work Packaging

Engineering slippage is averaging 40% across small, medium, large, mega and giga 
projects, and very few companies have an e�ective gate at this milestone, according 
to Independent Project Analysis (IPA), a global consultancy in project evaluation and 
project system benchmarking. In these cases, engineering slippage would often spill 
over into procurement delays, plummeting design quality and decreasing labor 
productivity, with snowball e�ects on field construction.

To improve their capital projects, petrochemical and refining companies on the US 
Gulf Cost should adopt a “construction-driven engineering approach,” according to 
a senior expert from Bentley Systems. Bentley has partnered with the IPA to develop 
an Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) philosophy, roadmap and tools to utilize 
construction-driven engineering in both planning and direct project execution. 

The solution monitors the engineering work packages – for example, vendor 
documentation - making sure they are of high quality, follow the proper metrics, are 
properly sequenced based on the path of construction, and can be corrected on 
time if needed.

AWP requires a systematic approach to facilitate the technology and best practice 
deployment across the project lifecycle. It calls for an exchange of information 
between engineering, construction, commissioning and handover, with the work 
packages serving as the unit of that information exchange, according to Bentley.

Many of the energy projects that are proceeding in the current market place, 
especially large projects over $500 million, are making a go of using the AWP best 
practices developed and validated by the CII and implemented by a number of 
di�erent vendors, contractors and consultants. 

In mid-2015, for example, Shell announced that it will begin developing a suite of 
AWP-based data centric solutions, called ProjectVantage, to drive down cost 
inflation in the design, construction and engineering of its projects.

The ProjectVantage framework provides an integrated data-centric platform to 
deliver safer, faster and better capital projects. These components are integrated and 
are designed to enable data consistency across suppliers and engineering 
disciplines. 

The company said it expects to see key savings in design and engineering from the 
single-source availability of up-to-date design information, semi-automated data 
validation, and consistency checking across disciplines, locations and contractors. 

Meanwhile, in January 2016, Williams Energy Canada also announced it had chosen 
Bentley’s ConstructSim software – which is designed to enable and facilitate CII’s 
AWP best practices - to implement an AWP approach for its propane 
dehydrogenation (PDH) plant project in Alberta. The company said it would 
introduce ConstructSim early in the engineering phase.

J-AWP: Integrating all aspects of a capital project

To improve the construction performance of its capital projects from concept to 
commissioning, Jacobs is using Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) – a back-to-front 
project planning and execution process for defining, sequencing and pacing the 
execution of E-P-C packages that integrates work packaging with engineering, 
procurement, construction and project controls, said Dale Adcox, global work face 
planning manager at Jacobs, at a Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

AWP can improve the most volatile aspects of a capital project, including craft 
availability and productivity, material laydown, construction sequence and 
scheduling. The process begins in FEL2 and is further refined through each project 
phase.

Jacobs’ AWP, J-AWP, begins by analyzing the client’s business objectives and 
requirements before assigning the construction team to sequence the work 
accordingly, whether for modular or stick-built projects.

The project then gets the buy-in from the engineering team before it is coordinated 
with the procurement/contracts management to ensure the materials will be 
delivered at the site within budget and according to schedule.

Jacobs prefers to work package projects around the construction sequence rather 
than around the management of the materials, Adcox said. This prevents the 
company from starting field work too early and allows it to complete a sequence 
with minimum rework.

Once the procurement and contracts have been signed o�, the project controls 
team helps with the budget and estimates, based on the approved field plan, and 
how to turn that over to the client.

The best way to perform AWP is by integrating the project data across the six 
di�erent rounds that support construction planning – QA/QC, turnover, engineering 
model, material management, scheduling and project controls, Adcox said.

This allows the project team to o�er better transparency and more accurate and 
detailed data – both internally and to the client – as well as better predictability 

about the schedule, improved productivity, and overall performance.
“With these aspects – client input through completion – we see improved quality 
and improved safety,” Adcox said. “If we do a better job of sequencing the work, and 
engineering understands what exactly their deliverables need to be to support 
vendor fabricators, we are also seeing a decrease in revisions.”

Long-Term View

When the US energy industry sees a surge in capital project work, it struggles to 
respect project cost, schedule and functionality. Yet, the latest data and experience 
show that cost, project cycle time, and quality & reliability do not have to exclude 
each other.

Owner and EPC companies on the Gulf Coast should focus on improving their 
capital project performance as a long-term strategy even as volatile prices are 
putting pressure on company balance sheets and project deliveries in the short 
term. 

Despite slackened crude oil prices and depressed profit margins, US petroleum 
refinery and petrochemical capital spending will still rise over the next three to five 
years as companies race to prepare facilities to meet new rules from the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), build and expand plans to take advantage of 
cheap domestic feedstock, and as the North American region exports more 
petroleum and gas-based products. Crack spreads in refining and oil-to-gas ratios in 
petrochemicals will largely influence which type of capital projects move forward.

Companies could minimize business, cost and project risk regardless of 
boom-and-bust cycles by improving their overall approach to planning and team 
interaction by not only implementing new systems that improve day-to-day work 
and operational deficiencies, but also necessary culture change. 
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Introduction

For the past 25 years, owners and contractors in the US energy sector have been 
optimizing front-end loading (FEL), using electronic process design and scheduling 
tools, applying lessons learned and implementing other best practices, yet 
construction project performance has not visibly improved.

Remarkably, design-stage innovations such as three-dimensional isometric 
projections delivering extra detail to engineers and field craft, AutoCAD software and 
other technologies designed to improve e�ciency have seen a wide adoption in the 
sector, yet engineering & design as a percentage of a capital project’s total 
investment cost (TIC) has not changed much on average compared to 20-25 years 
ago. 

Meanwhile, petrochemical and refining projects in the United States are becoming 
larger, more complex and more di�cult to execute just as they are beginning to 
face systemic, industry-wide risks, according to Nick Jones, management consultant 
at global management consulting firm Partners in Performance. 

New projects are faced with core issues such as owner-contractor interface 
integration, price volatility and loss of project experience as owner & contractor 
personnel – from skilled crafts to engineers and plant operators – is retiring or 
transferring to other industries. 

Moreover, the flood of capital spending on the US Gulf Coast has strained many 
project supply chains in some areas, prompting companies to turn to lower-cost 
centers abroad for engineering expertise and materials. The market for complex 
megaprojects is concentrated and mature, while the small project markets remain 
more local in character – good in some places, more challenged in others. 

Controlling capital costs, managing risk and dramatically improving project 
performance in the current market environment will take more than adopting new 
technology and best practices. To assist petrochemical & refining owners and 
engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) companies in planning and 
executing capital projects, this whitepaper presents industry players’ insights on 
some of the key project challenges and workable solutions on the US Gulf Coast, 
with a focus on:

• North American downstream companies’ response to price volatility
• Key studies, data and analysis on downstream capital project performance in   
 North America
• Sampling of the most common problems facing project execution and delivery in  
 the current marketplace
• Selection of the latest project execution & management strategies and case   
 studies from some of the major owners on the US Gulf Coast

Responding to Volatility

Even though plummeting crude oil prices are eating into the cost competiveness of 
US ethane-based petrochemical players, they have not changed the fundamental 
advantage of US ethane. Cheap crude a�ects companies’ bottom lines di�erently 
across the value chain. Some companies have pursued pure-play strategies, 
focusing on narrow sets of chemicals, while others have opted to hedge market 
volatility by diversifying their feedstocks and products.

Some refining and petrochemical companies have responded to oil and price 
volatility by reducing capital spend on some projects and focusing their e�orts on a 
narrower set of strategic, long-term investments. Others have reinforced their 
downstream investment strategy, keeping their focus on the fundamentals of capital 
discipline and avoiding short-termism. Another response has been to delay tenders 
for some services in hopes of securing lower-cost bids in a softening construction 
market.

In certain cases, owners that are looking to build new projects but have not reached 
final investment decision (FID) are proceeding with multiple project scope options 
for as long as they can in order to manage the business risk from market volatility. 

According to Shawn Hansen, manager capital project consulting at consultancy 
Asset Performance Networks (AP-Networks), this strategy could be justified if a 
company needs to keep a particular project moving, for example, to maintain a 
lease or another agreement. Otherwise, companies should be thinking about 
methodically progressing activities that reduce cost and schedule uncertainty but 
require less financial commitment.

Overall, even though margins for US ethane crackers currently remain favorable 
against oil-based naphtha plants, and project spending in the US is still robust – 
especially for pure-play chemical makers – many large petrochemical projects are 
not moving as fast as planned, some companies have rowed back on proposals for 
new cracker plants, and other projects are likely to be smaller than originally 
anticipated.

Ethane Price Ten-Year Forecast
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Across the broader energy sector, the expected drop in capital spending in oil & gas 
exploration & production in 2016 will be largely o�set by still positive growth in 
refining, petrochemical, LNG and natural gas transmission projects, which will 
support demand for labor, materials and other services.

Meanwhile, many large project EPC contractors have struggled to perform in the 
more heated downstream construction market. Engineering deliverables and 
therefore procurement are often late and/or out of sequence. Home o�ce and 
value center interfaces are frequently slow or inflexible. Many experts Petrochemical 
Update interviewed for this industry paper said they think the engineering errors and 
omission rates are generally on the rise.

In this market place, controlling construction costs will be key to US petrochemical 
producers in the next few years, especially to companies that will be exporting 
much of their production and need to o�er very competitive prices. Margins are 
occasionally very tight, and companies need to ensure project costs remain under 
control if they are to recoup their capex investment.

According to Steve Cabano, president of project management consulting and 
training firm Pathfinder, some owners on the US Gulf Coast might try to re-negotiate 
the contracts with their execution contractors to get more competitive pricing in the 
less heated construction market place. While 3-4 years ago most of the companies 
in the region were pushing schedules to get a first-mover advantage, businesses in 
today’s market are primarily focusing on controlling cash flows.

According to AP-Networks’ Hansen, companies should strive to reduce the volatility 
of the business environment on the scope of their projects – for example, by 
maximizing their front-end planning – but should also have the wherewithal to 
respond to the vastly changed economics between FID and project commissioning.

Energy construction waves in the US typically follow seven-year cycles. Given that 
many of the large petrochemical projects on the US Gulf Coast take at least seven 
years from concept to commissioning – several years for front-end planning and 
about three years on average for construction – they are likely to go through at least 
one boom-and-bust business cycle before becoming fully operational. 

According to Fred Gibson, PE, PMP - director of projects at Lauren Engineers & 
Constructors, changing profit margins are currently prompting more and more 
petrochemical owners to take a longer-term view and invest in new strategies to 
improve the performance of their projects – from training craft workers to adopting 
innovative project management solutions.

Ethane-Production Capacity vs. Cracker Capacity
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Project Performance to Date

Almost two thirds of the major capital projects in the United States do not meet their 
budgets and schedules, and most industry executives are not happy with the 
performance of their systems, according to data and analysis by AP-Networks, 
which services oil, chemical and energy companies in the Americas, Asia, Europe 
and the Middle East.

Some 72% of more than 800 capital projects (over $25 million) in AP-Networks’ 
database executed since 2002 have failed to satisfy all of their performance goals 
(+/10% of budget, +/- 10% of planned schedule and no major operability failures 
after start-up).

One in four projects in the firm’s database grossly exceeded one or more of their 
success criteria metrics, meaning that they either overran their budget or schedule 
by 30% or had a major operability failure that prevented them from achieving steady 
operations.

A recent AP-Networks survey of eight US refining megaprojects (over $1 billion) 
completed in recent years to accommodate the increased crude capacity from 
Canada’s oil sands indicates that almost all of them su�ered major problems, even 
though they had governance and assurance processes in place, including 
benchmarking and external reviews. While today’s business drivers are di�erent, 
there are learnings from the performance of these projects that are still relevant to 
the current market environment.

Six of the megaprojects built since 2006 had significant cash flow constraints and 
were delayed by more than a year. At least four experienced a regulatory delay. 
Many of the projects identified a lack of major project experience. The schedule 
delays and changes to cash flows were major contributors to the poor project 
outcomes. In the current environment, company leaderships should avoid changing 
project execution to manage cash flow or at least study the risks associated with 
doing so, according to Hansen.

The average cost overrun on six of the projects for which there is publicly available 
data was more than 30%, while none achieved the mechanical and completion cost 
within 10% of the initially announced budget.

As shown in the figure below, a recent industry trend is executing more capital 
project work during turnarounds. This is noteworthy because capital intensive 
turnarounds are particularly challenging. AP-Networks’ database of medium and 
high-complexity turnarounds executed since mid-2012 in the onshore and o�shore 
upstream, gas, refining, chemical, and power sectors shows that 32% were 
successful while 68% failed to meet their project goals (including 40% that 
AP-Networks categorized as “train wrecks”).

Common Pitfalls

Organizational capabilities are at the heart of what makes a capital project succeed 
or fail, according to AP-Networks. 

Meanwhile, the company’s analysis shows that traditional project governance and 
assurance processes are often misreporting the true state of front-end loading (FEL), 
or project definition, and instilling a false sense of confidence in decision makers, 
particularly about the quality estimate and schedule.

According to AP-Networks, checklist-driven approaches to front-end deliverables, 
the heavy focus on front-end at the expense of post-full-funds authorization 
activities, inexperience in managing big projects, lack of e�ective follow-through and 
mitigation plans to risk registers, misalignment among stakeholders and inaccurate 
estimates are among the most common pitfalls in capital projects.

Interviews Petrochemical Update has conducted with petrochemical industry 
experts show that the most prevalent challenges to delivering well-functioning 
projects safely, on time and on budget are closely inter-related and much more 
devastating for large projects, including:

• Lack of clear project objectives across all interfaces
• Incomplete or inadequate FEED execution and FEL discipline prior to sanction
• Difficulties freezing the project scope definition before engineering and   
 construction
• Mismanagement of resources
• Lack of common baseline for scheduling all aspects of a project
• Unrealistic estimates and timelines, and inadequate project controls
• Engineering slippage
• Difficulties getting the right level of skill and labor productivity
• Difficulties managing multiple interfaces on complex megaprojects and achieving  
 integration between the owner and contractor teams
• Lack of rigorous optimization process
• Difficulties matching project goals with an optimal contracting arrangement
• Difficulties defining and executing the commissioning phase
• Check-box mentality

Though the key problems and solutions vary by project and circumstances, below is 
a sampling of some of the major strategies several companies active on the US Gulf 
Coast are currently utilizing to improve di�erent aspects of project planning and 
execution.

Steam Cracker Cost as a Function of Feedstock Weight
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1. Staying on Schedule: Lessons from Freeport LNG, LyondellBasell 

FEED is often considered the single most important process in the lifecycle of a 
capital project. With its focus on coordinating between the business need, project 
strategy, scope, cost and schedule, and maintaining that link throughout the project 
life cycle, the front-end loading/front-end planning (FEL/FEP) stage could often be 
the key to executing the project within budget and on time. 

E�ective FEP can mitigate project risks through the development of detailed scope 
definition and the subsequent e�cient use of project resources.

Most FEED phase e�orts are assessed using the criteria of a handful of very skilled 
consultants. They have high-quality databases of project results based on quality, 
cost, schedule and production criteria. This data and statistical analysis allows them 
to assess the probability of project success based on certain work process factors 
and benchmarks. 

However, as this base is already covered, there are additional evaluation criteria that 
owners can employ to take the probabilities of FEED phase success to the next level, 
according to Taylor Auburg, project director at Freeport LNG. Auburg is currently 
heading a $10 billion three-train LNG export project in Freeport, Texas, designed to 
liquefy and export about 14 million tons/year of LNG.

According to Auburg, companies can advance standard practice by taking additional 
steps to evaluate the quality of the detailed work products in the FEED Package. As a 
first step, he recommends identifying the key work products from the FEED Phase 
and specifying the attributes that should be included in the final deliverables. This 
provides additional direction to the FEED Phase engineering contractor at the start 
of the Phase. It also provides a quantified baseline for scoring the quality of the work 
products in the final FEED Package.

This step increases the probability of success coming out of the FEED Phase by not 
only ensuring compliance with the work processes (as assessed by the consultants), 
but also by making sure the work products meet the requirements of the 
subsequent phases of the project. According to Auburg, in addition to using 
consultant evaluations, owners should take the time to specify their own success 
criteria and quantify compliance in an equally rigorous manner.

Schedule control is controlling time, hence cost. Quality expectations must also be 
met in accordance with the schedule. 

Maintaining the pace of the project is the most important attribute in determining 
the final outcomes, Auburg said.

According to him, the industry's normal schedule conventions make managing the 
project time more di�cult. Level 3 Schedules can be 300-500 pages long, are not 
digestible and are rarely read. Project teams rely on their schedulers to tell them 
what they need to know. The engineering and construction sections typically follow 
a common format. The work in each process or utility unit is broken down by 
discipline or craft. Though separated by as many as 200 pages of procurement 
activities, you can (with a little work) follow the sequence of events from 
engineering through mechanical completion. 

According to Auburg, the conventional structure of the procurement and 
subcontracting activities creates a gap in the project teams' ability to follow the trail. 
Procurement and contracts are typically based on type, commodity and service. 
They do not communicate what is happening in the same basis as the engineering 
and construction work e�orts. 

Auburg suggests that companies take additional time to code the procurement of 
the major deliverables by the same units used in the WBS for engineering and 
construction. This will enable everyone concerned to see all aspects of the delivery 
of a process unit on no more than 3-5 pages. Starting and maintaining the schedule 
with the flexibility to easily view the status of each process unit also simplifies the 
transition to the completion based on process systems in the commissioning phase. 
E�ective time management and using additional criteria to assess the project at the 
end of the FEED Phase, among others, have allowed Freeport LNG to maintain its 
schedule and plan on its three-train LNG export project in Texas.

According to Auburg, other strategies that can be employed to enhance the success 
of projects include: using the same philosophy for lump-summing the contractors 
to have PMT services provided on a lump-sum basis; quantifying productivity and 
schedule attainment by the PMT to the same level of detail as that employed for the 
contractors; deeper distribution of incentives to enhance the probability of meeting 
desired outcomes; and providing rewards upon the successful completion of a 
project to maintain continuity of personnel.

Involving the contractors early in the project life cycle has also helped LyondellBasell 
maintain schedule on their current 1 billion pounds/year polyethylene project in La 
Porte, Texas and the recently announced propylene oxide/tertiary butyl alcohol (1 
billion pounds/year of PO and 2 billion pounds/year of TBA) plant, scheduled to start 
up in 2020 in Channelview, Texas, according to Patrick McFall, director project 
management Services at LyondellBasell. Both projects are currently undergoing 
front-end engineering and design (FEED).

Bringing the construction personnel prior to FEL 3 allowed the contractors to assist 
LyondellBasell with developing constructability reviews, the paths of construction 
and the overall schedule as early as the FEED stage. Though this additional due 
diligence during FEED could cost more and stretches the timeline, McFall said that 
the projects will start seeing the dividends from the more detailed upfront work by 
2018-2019.

Moreover, according to Pathfinder’s Cabano, owner companies should lock in their 
contracting arrangements as early as FEL 1 instead of waiting until the authorization 
phase, since most producers in the current market place do not have the technical 
expertise to create good FEL 2 and FEL 3 packages or administer construction 
projects on their own. Locking in quality contractors early and holding on to them 
throughout the lifetime of a project, even at a higher expense, is especially crucial in 
heated construction markets.

Early and continuous engagement of all stakeholders is critical, according to 
Cabano. This includes not only the direct project personnel, but also the business 
representatives, operations, maintenance and other interfaces such as the local 
communities, regulators and possibly even activist groups that may not be totally 
onboard with the project moving forward. Engaging these resources early and often 
in the project development and execution process assures alignment and minimizes 
late intervention by the parties, which often stimulates late changes and schedule 
delays.

2. New Approach to Team Integration

Delivering capital projects hinges upon team alignment and e�ective 
communication. In today’s modern age, we rely heavily on electronic means of 
communication that may fail to deliver the total message and result in bad decision 
making, team misalignment and ultimately poor project performance. The level of 
integration and engagement between the owner teams and the contractor teams is 
often one of the key di�erentiators between successful and unsuccessful capital 
projects.

Owner and contractor teams have become very siloed, according to Lauren's Fred 
Gibson, which prevents innovative ideas from getting implemented due to poor 
communication, misaligned incentives or lack of openness among the di�erent 
project interfaces. Tighter margins and tougher contracts that don’t allocate the 
project risk adequately, Gibson said, have also disincentivized many contractors and 
owners from actively cooperating and exploring synergies.

Lauren Engineers & Constructors is building a unified organization and project 
execution process that includes engineer, contractor and owner to enhance the 
lines of communication and improve team alignment. This strategy “puts the best 
player in the best seat,” regardless of the company, giving them the mandate to 
execute the project activities that they are best suited for.

Integrated project teams have to participate actively starting in scope development, 
have decision-making authority for their function and carry out specific 
responsibilities as defined and understood by all team members.

Lauren has made its integrated team approach a core part of its current project 
proposals. The company’s bids detail how it envisions the project execution, 
outlining the team and organization structure, how the personnel will be located, 
over what time period, and the number of people allocated for each position or 
activity, among others. 

“It is specific, but outlining the plan and expectations, and being aligned with both 
the owner and the engineer upfront is a key to success in making that happen,” 
Gibson said.

This approach has allowed Lauren to deliver projects more smoothly, communicate 
directly and simultaneously with both the engineer and the owner, reduce the 
communication time to process requests for information or change, accelerate 
schedule, improve transparency and sta� the job more appropriately. It has also 
improved the overall quality, enabling Lauren to optimize its budget, schedule and 
performance risks compared to more conventional execution approaches. 

Moreover, RLG International, a Vancouver-based performance improvement 
consulting company, has developed management processes to improve project 
leadership, accountability and performance: firstly, Operating Rhythm (OR™), a 
series of key interactions between leaders and front-line operations to provide them 
with the competency and confidence to e�ectively execute to maximize their 
organization’s results; and secondly, Theoretical Maximum Performance (TMP™), a 
process for engaging crews and contractors with a proactive and systematic 
approach to increase involvement, commitment and ownership, while ensuring 
rigorous planning and performance feedback.

Both TMP™ and OR™ have been applied to a series of refinery & petrochemical 
upgrade projects with companies including Chevron, Tesoro, Chevron Phillips 
Chemical, NOVA Chemicals and LyondellBasell, among others. These processes 
enable integrated project teams to review their planning milestones and Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs), following a tight accountability rhythm to ensure 
better planning, proper quality and further schedule execution, according to RLG’s 
Executive Vice President Rick Heyland.

RLG recently completed a successful turnaround on Tesoro Petroleum 
Corporation’s Steam Plant Complex in Martinez, California that, according to Tom 
Lu, refinery manager at the facility, introduced a new level of project management 
discipline to the project’s FEL Planning process using Metrics, Operating Rhythm and 
Optimization activities. The project teams executed the outage five days ahead of 
schedule and delivered the project under budget with zero recordable injuries and 
zero flaring events.

Heyland said that more petrochemical owners in North America are opening up to 
such solutions, as they are moving toward a larger ownership and tighter control 
over their projects.

NOVA Chemicals  for example, have specifically included RLG International and its 
performance improvement approach into their recent contracts with EPC 
companies.  In addition to including incentives and penalties for specific project 
targets, the contracts also outline in detail how di�erent project teams should 
coordinate their work by following and tracking clear KPIs, performing monthly 
business reviews and adhering to operating & accountability rhythm activities 
through RLG’s processes and methodologies.

Dow Chemical’s project productivity plan

To reduce costs and improve its capital project and expansion project productivity, 
the Dow Chemical Company has been optimizing its work processes for about 20 
years, said Deborah McNeil, project productivity program manager at Dow, at a 
Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

On the systems side, the company has invested in smart-plan 3D models and 
associated engineering tools, including a new SAP Solution software.

Dow Chemical usually performs about 30-70% of its engineering in-house, 
outsources the rest during project peaks and brings it back in-house during the 
chemical trials. The company would typically conduct its own FEL, procurement 
and construction management, and outsource the construction labor on its 
projects.

To coordinate all project functions, Dow has started an Information and Material 
Flow Optimization Project (IMFOP) across the project lifecycle – from the FEL to the 
hand-o� to the Operations & Maintenance, including Facility Data Maintenance 
agreements to support the “next” project, McNeil said.

The program plans to create a single data entry point for its capital project activities, 
align the data definition and understand who owns it across the project lifecycle, as 
well as reduce the manual re-entry of data, simplify its data gathering and reporting, 
and understand how and what information is used downstream in the project cycle.

Dow is also using the IMFOP vision to optimize how to combine data documents 
and image “packaging” to drive increased productivity of all disciplines and functions, 
McNeil said.
Moreover, since materials and construction labor account for the biggest expenses 
in its capital execution, Dow is changing the way it designs and procures for projects 
in order to improve the construction productivity and O&M performance of its 
assets.

To do so, it is going to the back-end of its work process to first help the engineering 
teams understand the needs of the O&M teams, and then moves up the project 
supply chain to understand the processes that construction needs to build, any 
additional materials it needs to buy, as well as any out-standing deliverables 
engineering needs in order to accomplish the design.

“The turnover of data has to start early, before engineering is even done. What we 
are discovering is that the maintenance data of a plant in our system needs to occur 
back in early detailed design, before we even start buying equipment,” McNeil said.

“We have several questions around what the software vendors do – we have to be 
able to understand what data we have already passed downstream to another 
system and how we manage change around that data as decisions get made and 
things get changed as design evolves. The whole change of management at the 
data level is where technology really helps.”

3. Advanced Work Packaging

Engineering slippage is averaging 40% across small, medium, large, mega and giga 
projects, and very few companies have an e�ective gate at this milestone, according 
to Independent Project Analysis (IPA), a global consultancy in project evaluation and 
project system benchmarking. In these cases, engineering slippage would often spill 
over into procurement delays, plummeting design quality and decreasing labor 
productivity, with snowball e�ects on field construction.

To improve their capital projects, petrochemical and refining companies on the US 
Gulf Cost should adopt a “construction-driven engineering approach,” according to 
a senior expert from Bentley Systems. Bentley has partnered with the IPA to develop 
an Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) philosophy, roadmap and tools to utilize 
construction-driven engineering in both planning and direct project execution. 

The solution monitors the engineering work packages – for example, vendor 
documentation - making sure they are of high quality, follow the proper metrics, are 
properly sequenced based on the path of construction, and can be corrected on 
time if needed.

AWP requires a systematic approach to facilitate the technology and best practice 
deployment across the project lifecycle. It calls for an exchange of information 
between engineering, construction, commissioning and handover, with the work 
packages serving as the unit of that information exchange, according to Bentley.

Many of the energy projects that are proceeding in the current market place, 
especially large projects over $500 million, are making a go of using the AWP best 
practices developed and validated by the CII and implemented by a number of 
di�erent vendors, contractors and consultants. 

In mid-2015, for example, Shell announced that it will begin developing a suite of 
AWP-based data centric solutions, called ProjectVantage, to drive down cost 
inflation in the design, construction and engineering of its projects.

The ProjectVantage framework provides an integrated data-centric platform to 
deliver safer, faster and better capital projects. These components are integrated and 
are designed to enable data consistency across suppliers and engineering 
disciplines. 

The company said it expects to see key savings in design and engineering from the 
single-source availability of up-to-date design information, semi-automated data 
validation, and consistency checking across disciplines, locations and contractors. 

Meanwhile, in January 2016, Williams Energy Canada also announced it had chosen 
Bentley’s ConstructSim software – which is designed to enable and facilitate CII’s 
AWP best practices - to implement an AWP approach for its propane 
dehydrogenation (PDH) plant project in Alberta. The company said it would 
introduce ConstructSim early in the engineering phase.

J-AWP: Integrating all aspects of a capital project

To improve the construction performance of its capital projects from concept to 
commissioning, Jacobs is using Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) – a back-to-front 
project planning and execution process for defining, sequencing and pacing the 
execution of E-P-C packages that integrates work packaging with engineering, 
procurement, construction and project controls, said Dale Adcox, global work face 
planning manager at Jacobs, at a Petrochemical Update webinar in late 2015.

AWP can improve the most volatile aspects of a capital project, including craft 
availability and productivity, material laydown, construction sequence and 
scheduling. The process begins in FEL2 and is further refined through each project 
phase.

Jacobs’ AWP, J-AWP, begins by analyzing the client’s business objectives and 
requirements before assigning the construction team to sequence the work 
accordingly, whether for modular or stick-built projects.

The project then gets the buy-in from the engineering team before it is coordinated 
with the procurement/contracts management to ensure the materials will be 
delivered at the site within budget and according to schedule.

Jacobs prefers to work package projects around the construction sequence rather 
than around the management of the materials, Adcox said. This prevents the 
company from starting field work too early and allows it to complete a sequence 
with minimum rework.

Once the procurement and contracts have been signed o�, the project controls 
team helps with the budget and estimates, based on the approved field plan, and 
how to turn that over to the client.

The best way to perform AWP is by integrating the project data across the six 
di�erent rounds that support construction planning – QA/QC, turnover, engineering 
model, material management, scheduling and project controls, Adcox said.

This allows the project team to o�er better transparency and more accurate and 
detailed data – both internally and to the client – as well as better predictability 

about the schedule, improved productivity, and overall performance.
“With these aspects – client input through completion – we see improved quality 
and improved safety,” Adcox said. “If we do a better job of sequencing the work, and 
engineering understands what exactly their deliverables need to be to support 
vendor fabricators, we are also seeing a decrease in revisions.”

Long-Term View

When the US energy industry sees a surge in capital project work, it struggles to 
respect project cost, schedule and functionality. Yet, the latest data and experience 
show that cost, project cycle time, and quality & reliability do not have to exclude 
each other.

Owner and EPC companies on the Gulf Coast should focus on improving their 
capital project performance as a long-term strategy even as volatile prices are 
putting pressure on company balance sheets and project deliveries in the short 
term. 

Despite slackened crude oil prices and depressed profit margins, US petroleum 
refinery and petrochemical capital spending will still rise over the next three to five 
years as companies race to prepare facilities to meet new rules from the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), build and expand plans to take advantage of 
cheap domestic feedstock, and as the North American region exports more 
petroleum and gas-based products. Crack spreads in refining and oil-to-gas ratios in 
petrochemicals will largely influence which type of capital projects move forward.

Companies could minimize business, cost and project risk regardless of 
boom-and-bust cycles by improving their overall approach to planning and team 
interaction by not only implementing new systems that improve day-to-day work 
and operational deficiencies, but also necessary culture change. 

Beyond Best Practice: Improving the 
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